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Attorney Docket No: 069366-000002USC4

FIRST PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

The Applicant respectfully requests that prior to the examination of the above-

captioned patent application that this First Preliminary Amendmentbe entered.

Amendments to the Specification being on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 3 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page 8 ofthis paper.
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Preliminary Amendment

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please amend the CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONSparagraph on page 1

as follows:

[0001] This application is a_continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 16/536,300, filed

August 8, 2019, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 15/375,927, filed

December 12, 2016, now U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent 

Application No. 14/193,426, filed February 28, 2014, now U.S. Patent No. 9,552,376, which is a

continuation-in-part of and claims priority to pending U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214,

 filed June 9, 2011, now U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531, each of which is hereby incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.--
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Preliminary Amendment

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of the claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-29. (Canceled)

30. (New) A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a people view, the people view including:

a first thumbnail image associated with a first person,

a first name associated with the first person,

a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and

a second name associated with the second person;

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the first person,

causing a first person view to be displayed on the interface, the first person view

including:

a first digital file associated with the first person,

the first name associated with the first person, and

a first map image; and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image, causing a

first location view to be displayed on the interface, the first location view

including:

an interactive map,

a first indication positionedat a first location on the interactive map, and

a second indication positioned at a second location on the interactive map.

31.|(New) The methodof claim 30, wherein the first indication is associated withafirst set

of digital files and the first location, and the second indication is associated with a second set of

digital files and the second location.
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32.|(New) The method of claim 31, wherein the first set of digital files and the second set of

digital files are associated with the first person.

33.|(New) The methodof claim 30, wherein the first thumbnail image includes a face of the

first person and the second thumbnail imagesincludesa face of the second person.

34. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein the first thumbnail image includes at least a

portion of the first digital file.

35. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein, in the people view, the first name is displayed

adjacent to the first digital file associated with the first thumbnail image and the second nameis

displayed adjacent to the second thumbnail image.

36.|(New) The method of claim 35, wherein, in the first person view, the first map imageis

positioned belowthefirst digital file.

37. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising, prior to the causing the interface to

display the people view:

causingthefirst digital file to be displayed on the interface;

receiving alphanumerictext as a first user-generated tag; and

causingthefirst digital file to be associated with the first user-generated tag.

38.|(New) The method of claim 37, wherein the first user-generated tag includes the name of

the first person.

39. (New) The method of claim 38, further comprising exporting the first digital file to a

remote device, the exported first digital file including information associated with the first user-

generated tag.

AO. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the first person view includesa first group image

and responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of the first group image, causinga first
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Preliminary Amendment

group view to be displayed on the interface, the first group view including one or more digital

files associated with another person that is associated with the first person.

41. (New) The method of claim 40, wherein the another person is the second person.

42. (New) The method of claim 32, further comprising responsive to an input that is

indicative of a selection associated with the second person, causing a second person view to be

displayed on the interface, the second person view including the second digital file associated

with the second person, the second nameassociated with the second person, and a second map

image.

43. (New) The methodof claim 42, further comprising:

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the second map image, causing a

second location view to be displayed on the interface, the second location view

including:

the interactive map,

a third indication positioned at a third location on the interactive map, and

a fourth indication positioned at a fourth location on the interactive map.

44. (New) The method of claim 43, wherein the third indication is associated with a third set

of digital files and the third location, and the fourth indication is associated with a fourth set of

digital files and the fourth location.

45. (New) The method of claim 44, wherein the third set of digital files and the fourth set of

digital files are associated with the second person.

46. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising, responsive to an input that is

indicative of a selection of the first digital file in the first person view, causing a slideshow to be

displayed on the interface, the slideshow including a plurality of images associated with thefirst

person.
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47. (New) The method of claim 46, further comprising causing the interface to display an

interactive timeline view, the interactive timeline view permitting a user to group a plurality of

digital files by year, month, and day.

48. (New) The method of claim 47, further comprising:

responsive to receiving a year input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on year

and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on the

interface;

responsive to receiving a month input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on

month and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on

the interface; and

responsive to receiving a day input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on day

and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on the

interface.

49. (New) The method ofclaim 30, further comprising receiving one or morefiltering criteria

and causing one or more digital files to be displayed on the interface based at least in part on the

one or morefiltering criteria, the one or morefiltering criteria including a location, a person, an

event, a date, or any combination thereof.

50. (New) The methodof claim 49, further comprising:

causing a plurality of images to be displayed on the interface;

receiving alphanumeric text as the album name;

causing each ofthe plurality of images to be associated with an album name; and

causing an album view to be displayed on the interface, the album view including the

album nameandthe plurality of images.

51. (New) The method of claim 31, further comprising responsive to a selection associated

with the first location, causing the first set of digital files to be displayed on the interface and

responsive to a selection associated with the second location, causing the second set of digital

files to be displayed on the interface.
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52. (New) The method of claim 51, further comprising causing (1) a first number associated

with a numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files to be displayed on the interface and

(ii) a second numberassociated with a numberofdigital files in the second set of digital files to

be displayed on the interface.

53.|(New) The method of claim 32, wherein each ofthe first digital file, the second digital

file, the first set of digital files, and the second set of digital files include a photo, a video, or

both.

54. (New) The method of claim 32, wherein the first set of digital files includes a photo, a

video, and an audiofile.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-29 have been canceled. Claims 30-54 have been added. The specification has

been amendedto update the claim for priority. No new matter has been added. After entry of

this amendment, claims 30-54 will be pending.

CONCLUSION

Applicant believes that the application is in condition for allowance and action towards

that effect is respectfully requested. If there are any matters which may be resolvedorclarified

through a telephoneinterview, the Examiner is requested to contact the undersigned attorney.

Applicant is concurrently submitting filing fees. It is believed that no additional fees are

due in connection with this preliminary amendment; however, should any additional fees be

required (except for payment of the issue fee), the Director is authorized to deduct the fees from

Deposit Account No. 50-4181/069366-000002USC4 for any fees inadvertently omitted which

may be necessary nowor during the pendency ofthis application.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: October 23, 2020 /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
BRADLEY M. TAUB

Reg. No. 67,300
Nixon Peabody LLP
70 W. Madison Street

Suite 3500

Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 - Direct Phone

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT
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Attorney Docket Number 069366-000002USC4 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76   Application Number

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the document
may be printed and includedin a paperfiled application.

   
Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2:

Portionsorall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to 37
L CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications thatfall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.) 

Inventor Information:

Ta caaleele 1

Legal Name

Prefix |GivenNamesiMiddle Name Family Name Suffix 
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) Non US Residency ©) Active US Military Service

City Glen Ellyn State/Province Country of Residence i US

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address 1 980 Oxford Rd.

Address 2

City Glen Ellyn State/Province IL

Inventor 2

Legal Name

 

 

Prefix| Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

 a
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) Non US Residency ©) Active US Military Service

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address 1 980 Oxford Rd.

Address 2

City Glen Ellyn State/Province IL

Inventor 3

Legal Name

 

 

Prefix| Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix
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Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) Non US Residency ©) Active US Military Service

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address 1

Address 2

City Chicago State/Province IL

Postal Code

1036 N. Wood St. #1 
 

 
All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be generated
within this form by selecting the Add button.

Correspondence Information:

  
 

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

[|_| An Addressis being provided for the correspondence Informationofthis application.
 

Customer Number 70001

Email Address
  
 

Application Information:
 

 

 

 

Title of the Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

Attorney Docket Number|069366-000002USC4 Small Entity Status Claimed bX]

Application Type

Subject Matter

Total Numberof Drawing Sheets(if any) 50 Suggested Figure for Publication(if any)
 

Filing By Reference:

Only complete this section whenfiling an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c} and 37 CFR 1.57{a). Do not complete this sectionif
application papers including a specification and any drawingsare beingfiled. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
provided in the appropriate section(s) below(i.e, "Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information” and “Foreign Priority Information’).

For the purposesofa filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawings of the present application are replaced by this
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a).
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Application numberof the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country
filed application
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Application Number

 Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

Publication Information:
 

[_] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish.| hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S.C.
C 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the subject of an

application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires publication at eighteen
monthsafterfiling.

  
Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below.If both sections are completed the customer Number
will be used for the Representative Information during processing.

 

Please Select One: (@) Customer Number © US PatentPractitioner ©) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 70001

Prefix|GivenName|Middle Name|FamilyName=|Name|Suffix
eSeS

Registration Number

Prefix|GivenName|Middle Name|FamilyName=|Name|Suffix
FT

Registration Number

Additional Representative Information blocks may be generated within this form by
selecting the Add button.

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c) or indicate National
Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit claim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes the specific
reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
Whenreferring to the current application, please leave the “Application Number”field blank.

 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 Prior Application Status|Pending
l . Filing or 371(c) Date

Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)Application Number
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constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. When priority is claimed to a foreign application thatis eligible
for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX) the information Will be used by the Office to automatically attempt retrieval
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Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add
button.

  
 

Application Number Access Code if applicable)

  
 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventorto File) Transition

Applications

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
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Whenthis Application Data Sheet is properly signed andfiled with the application, applicant has provided written authority to
permit a participating foreign intellectual property (IP) office access to the instant application-as-filed (see paragraph A in
subsection 1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access to any search results from the instant application {see
paragraph B in subsection 1 below).

Should applicant choose notto provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant must opt-out of the
authorization by checking the corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 below.

NOTE:This section of the Application Data Sheet is ONLY reviewed and processed with the INITIALfiling of an application.
After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind authorization for access
by a foreign IP office(s). Instead, Form PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate.

1. Authorization to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Priority Document Exchange {PDX} - Unless box Ain subsection 2 (opt-out of autharization) is checked, the undersigned
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Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of China (SIPO), the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and any otherforeign intellectual property office participating with the USPTO ina
bilateral or multilateral priority document exchange agreementin whicha foreign application claiming priority to the instant
patent applicationis filed, access to: (1} the instant patent application-as-filed andits related bibliographic data, (2) any foreign
or domestic application to which priority or benefit is claimed by the instant application and its related bibliographic data, and
(3) the date offiling of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14(h}(1).

 

B. Search Results from U.S. Application to EPO - Unless box B in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked, the
undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the EPO accessto the bibliographic data and search results from
the instant patent application when a European patent application claiming priority to the instant patent applicationis filed. See
37 CFR 1.14(h)(2).

The applicant is reminded that the EPO’s Rule 141(1) EPC (European Patent Convention) requires applicants to submit a copy of
searchresults from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claims priority to the instant
application.

2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTOto permit a participating foreign IP office access to the instant
[_] application-as-filed. If this box is checked, the USPTOwill not be providing a participating foreign IP office with any

documents and information identified in subsection 1A above.

Oo B. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTOto transmit to the EPO anysearch results from the instant patent
application.If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results from the instant application.

NOTE: Oncethe application has published oris otherwise publicly available, the USPTO may provide access to the application in
accordance with 37 CFR 1.14.
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Applicant Information:

Providing assignment informationin this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to have
an assignment recorded by the Office.
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If the applicantis the inventor (or the remaining joint inventoror inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed. The
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sufficient proprietary interest in the matter whois the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicantis an applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee,
person to whom theinventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest) together with one or more
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(@) Assignee ©) Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 QC) Joint Inventor

QO Person to whom theinventoris obligated to assign. QO Person who showssufficient proprietary interest
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FIG. 1

 

Select All Select None
Delete Selected

1 File(s) Selected
File Attributes:

Date: September2, 2010 change
Location: Yellowstone, MT, USA change
People: Christopher Desmond, Nancy Desmond
Event: Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Comments: Add

Keywords: Add
Album: Add

Star Ranking: eovc0e
Sharing Rights: Add
Recipe: Add
Document Type: Add
File Name: IMG 123 change  
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FIG. 2

 
Comments:

Suzanne and Anthony’s Wedding Party where the cousins posed
for a photo in the grass. Note, Jack with thelollipop and the
photographerwith his shoe in the photo

People:
Jack Wong
CJ Wong
Mary Firestone
Zoe Peika
Nick Persons

Event: Suzanne & Anthony’s Wedding Reception 2010

Camera Details: more

Location:

Historical Society
Lisle, IL 60532  
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FIG. 3

 

Thumbnail | Table

 
Mary Bader and Clint Firestone GermanyTrip 1955 Father’s Day 1966 Christopher 1*

Wedding October 11, 1945 1952 Year 1972

 
Europe

Backpacking
College Break 1992  

EIU College Cairo, Egypt 1996Graduation 1994

 
Nancy James and wae .

Christopher Desmond Amazon Fishing Trip Cousins Party 2010

 
November2009 Fishing in Yellowstone

Wedding October 17, 1998 Montana September 2010
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FIG. 4

 

CaptionsOn | Off

Christopher Desmond and Nancy Desmond Wedding — October 17, 1998
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FIG.
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 7

 

Clinton Dewitt Firestone IV

Birth: July 12, 1896
Death: April 29,1971
Parents: Clinton Dewitt FirestoneIll and Viola Miller

Comments: He was a WWII U.S. Air force pilot and POW in WWII and veteran
honorably discharged in December of 1947. He workedfor 44 years for the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Companyin retail, wholesale and original equipment
sales, marketing and management. He was bornin Akron, OH andis buried in
Columbiana, OH.
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FIG. &
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Year
Month
Day
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®

Fishing in Yellowstone
Montana September 2010

Cousins Party 2010

 

FIG. 9
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* 1 Zucchini (chopped)
«Thai Basil (8 leaves)
* Lemon Grass(in jar) 1 teaspoon
* Chinese Ginger Root(in jar) 1 teaspoon

Rice
«Thai Rice (something that only takes 2 cups of water)
* Dice chicken in bowl and add twotablespoonsoffish

sauce. Let marinate for 20 minutes.

Desmond’s Yellow Thai Chicken Curry + Take thick part of coconut milk out into pan (about 4
tablespoons), Curry paste, 1 spoon of lemongrass, 1
spoonofginger and garlic. Heat over high with boil and
THENstir for 1 minute. Add meat (uncooked) and fry
until cooked over high heat

* Add milk, brown sugar andsalt. Bring backto slight boil
and constantly stir. Add veggies and soy sauce. Cook for
about 10-14 minutes COVEREDuntil veggies are cooked.
Serve witha smile.

 
Curry Mix
* Coconut milk (400 ml) - DO NOT SHAKE IT UP
* 800 gram of chicken (4 chicken breast)
« Fish sauce (Nam Pla) Thai Bamboo Garden — Bottle
* Garlic (2 cloves)
* Broccoli ( 2cups chopped)
«2 Peppers (chopped)
« 2 Carrots (chopped)

Chef: Barry Desmond Video on How to MakeIt Original Handwritten Recipe
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FIG. 11
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FIG. 12
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FIG. 13
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FIG. 14
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FIG. 15
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FIG. 16
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FIG. 17
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FIG. 18

AdvancedSearchFilter

Keywords: Add
Date: Add
Location:

Chicago, IL USA
Yellowstone, MT USA
Cologne, Germany

People:
Mike Cubbie

Mary Lamb
Christopher Monk
Nancy Monk
Dwight Schrut

Event:

Jack’s 1% Birthday
Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Raking Leaves
Christmas 2010

Thanksgiving 2010
July 4" Parade

Album: Add

Star Ranking: Add
Sharing Rights: Add
Document Type: Add
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Captain Phil’s Memory-Webb

Welcome, Captain Phil
Last Login: 11.18.2010

My recent memories:
« 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
*  2albums created 11.17.10
« 12 visitors since last login date
« 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
*  2albums created 11.17.10

My recent Webbviews:
* Captain Phil 2010 (photo album)
* Chicken PotPie (recipe)
«Captain Phil (Timeline)

Updates and Alerts:
* License renewal due 1.15.2011

FIG. 19

 

Media Count Archive Status Count
# Photos 1,342 80% complete
# Videos 75 61% complete # Documents 173

PeopleStats:

Lastname|People|Photos|videos|#Docs_|
Monk|>|ap|Tt

ety|aTsSPTe

EventStats:

vent|ate|tocation|Media|
Mike Testy’s 1* Birthda 13-Sept-1988|Minneapolis, MN

 
Cubs Beat Cards Aug 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199

Nancy Learns to Ride Bike 21-July-1978 St. Louis, MO
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FIG. 20
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FIG. 21
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System Upload original
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ImageFile
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Digital File
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Save EXIF data to
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Table for Digital Medium
uploaded 0104 File Duplicate FileSmall
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MemoryWeb
Tag data Create new
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0324
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0327
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0329
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0331

0332

0333

FIG. 22
0320

EXIF Tags version 2.3 Image File Directories J
(Data Blocks) 0322

7 032i EXIF Family 0323Tag Labels Group Name Location

Ox9c9b or
Description Title IFDO (O0x010e
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freees
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MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)

MemoryWebTag

MediaAsset.StarRanking

This is used to inject information that do not currently have
EXIF standardized tags including Collection, People, Location

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude
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FIG. 23

0340 0360

WindowsImaging Component(WIC) Metadata MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)
(Data Blocks)

0341

Tag Label
0342

File Name

MediaAsset. UploadBatch.BatchName

File Item Type0343

File Date Modified

File Size

File (Offline availability, Offline status, Shared with,
2 2
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FIG. 24
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FIG. 25
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Digital Files that have
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Table?  
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FIG. 26
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Third Party Media Provider

Outside MW System

Inside MW System

  

Systemsreceives System receives contact names
registration and IDs from Third Party Media

confirmation, Third Provider (daily)Party Media ID

Systems sends
registration

confirmation

System associates
existing Person to Tag

Data Block of
Relationship Table for

Digital File

User selects sharing of System sends System requests contact
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Third Party Media information to Party Media Provider Match
Provider with UserSetting (daily)MemoryWeb Table?

 

 
 

System add new person to Tag
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Table for Digital FileTable  

 
1000

UserSettings Le Share to Third Party Media
Table Provider System 
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FIG. 27
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FIG. 28
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Userselects Digital File
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FIG. 29

Structure

0650
0652

 
0651

Peseae User Defined Tag Label

Examples

Within Character Unit for labels end Numbers

0653

 

Cologne Germany
0654

Exemers Character Limit for Label and Numbers

es Holiday Photosfrom ...

0658 \0655 

Dotted Application Dot-Tag denotes partial relationship. In

this example, personis a half-sibling to another person.
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User selects
Application Dot-

Tag

Is Person
Dot-Tag?

Is Collection
Dot-Tagp

System sends
Is Location request to
Dot-Tagp RelationshipTable

Is Date
Dot-Tag?

Is Recipe

FIG. 30

If Person Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
for that person from User’s User Relationship Table
and displays relationship data in People Profile View

If Collection Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves
data from that collection from User’s User

Relationship Table and displays relationship data in
Collection View

If Location Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
from that Location from User’s User Relationship Table

and displays relationship data in individual Location
User

Relationship ‘
Table View

If date Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
from that date from User’s User Relationship Table

and displays relationship data in Uploads View

If Recipe Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
from that Recipe from User’s User Relationship

Table and displays relationship data in Recipe View
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FIG. 31
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FIG. 32
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< View all People 1431—JC Jon Smith1432
7

1433—Nicknames: Chip 14a 1449
1434—=Born: (@_1/1/2004_]
1435— Parents: ‘and
a6siblings
1437—=Children:
1438——Biography: JC was namedafter his great, great grandfather from German who's real name was Johan Christoph.
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FIG. 33
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FIG. 34
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FIG. 35
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FIG. 36

Lori Doe Pecan Puffs~ ™

1809

Ingredients “

() 1 Stick of butter

LJ 1 cup of flour
L)% teaspoon ofvanilla
(J) 1 cup of grand pecans
LJ 2 tablespoonsof sugar

. . 1810
Directions ~

1800

a Gi
1813)

Share this Collection:

el

Mix all. Roll gently into 1 inch balls. 300
and immediatelyroll in sugar.

1811

Comments~

This is one of my favorite recipes around the holidays and was
one of GrandmaLori’s best!
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FIG. 37
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If in People view, system retrieves data for applied
filter(s) from User’s User Relationship Table and
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FIG. 38
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FIG. 39
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FIG. 40
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FIG. 42
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FIG. 44
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FIG. 45
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FIG. 46
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FIG. 47
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FIG. 48
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FIG. 49
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of and claims priority to pending

U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214, filed June 9, 2011, which is incorporated herein in its

entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the managementofdigital files and,

moreparticularly, to a computer-implemented system and method for managing andusing digital

files such as digital photographs.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

[0003] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums, or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, event, etc.) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos were

printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular medium for

sharing photo memories.

[0004] With the evolution of digital files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[0005] At the same time,thereis little to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty digital files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of digital tags, dynamic viewing ofdigital files,

14878053.1
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and the ability to export the digital files with new digital tags. Questionable and ever-changing

privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the marketplace

leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[0006] What is needed to complementthe widespread availability of digital files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, preserve and share these files with all the memory

details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a solution would allow

digital files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full story now, and for

generations to come.

SUMMARY

[0007] In accordance with one embodiment, a computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digital files comprises (1) storing, on one or more non-transitory

computer-readable storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having

embedded therein content data and metadata including tags; (2) receiving, via a user interface

device of a client device, a first tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by a

user of the client device; (3) modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags

of the metadata in a first of the digital files to include the first tag label; (4) receiving, via the

user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to searchforall of the digital

files having at least the first tag label; (5) responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically

searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label; and (6) displaying, on a

video display device associated with the client device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.

[0008] In another embodiment a computer-implemented methodofassociating digital

tags with digital files comprises storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable

storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion

and a metadata portion including tags; displaying, on a video display device associated with a

client device, a first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and

associated with a first of the digital files; receiving, via a user interface device of the client

device, a selection by a user of the client device of the first graphical representation ofthe first

tag label as a search filter criterion or a search string entered via the user interface device

corresponding to the first tag label; responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through

the digital files, using at least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at

14878053.1
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least the search filter criterion; and displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the

first tag label and a representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the search

filter criterion.

[0009] In accordance with a further embodiment, a web-based digital file storage

system comprisesa digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files; a digital tagging

system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each ofthe digital files, wherein

the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected from the group consisting

of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a person’s profile, an event

name, a rating, and a document type; a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital

files to be searched accordingto a plurality of types of data; and a user interface that presents the

digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags, wherein the user interface further

comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at least one type of data represented

thereon withtext.

[0010] Asdescribed in detail below, the various embodiments provide much-needed

platforms that save a user significant time, provide significant information with minimal screen

space, and provide an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The invention may best be understood by reference to the following

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0012] FIG. 1 is a screenshot of an organizational functionality view of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a screenshot of a photo detail view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a screenshot of a gallery view of an event or album of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0015] FIG.4 is screenshot of an individual event or album view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0016] FIG. 5 is a screenshotof a location view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.
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[0017] FIG.6 is a screenshot of a people thumbnail view of one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0018] FIG. 7 is a screenshot of a people profile view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0019] FIG. 8 is a screenshot of a family tree view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0020] FIG. 9 is a screenshot of a timeline view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.

[0021] FIG. 10 is a screenshot of a recipe chart, according to one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0022] FIG. 11 is a screenshot of an album chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0023] FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an event chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0024] FIG. 13 is a screenshot of a people chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0025] FIG. 14 is a screenshot of a family tree chart view of one embodiment ofthe

disclosed system.

[0026] FIG. 15 is a screenshot of a location chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0027] FIG. 16 is a screenshot of a recipe chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0028] FIG. 17 is a screenshot of a slideshow view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0029] FIG. 18 is a screenshot of an advancedsearchfilter view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0030] FIG. 19 is a screenshot of a homepage view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0031] FIG.20 is a diagram of the Overall System Process Flow of MemoryWeb.

[0032] FIG. 21 is a diagram of the System for Reading Phase, System Interpreting,

and Adding Digital File and Corresponding Data to Relationship Table Phase.

14878053.1
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[0033]

[0034]

Blocks.

[0035]

[0036]

[0037]

[0038]

[0039]

[0040]

[0041]

[0042]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

Application Dot-Tags.

[0043]

[0044]

[0045]

[0046]

[0047]

[0048]

[0049]

Advanced Filter.

[0050]

Application View.

[0051]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG

FIG
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22 is a table of the EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks

23 is a table of the Microsoft Windows and MemoryWeb Tag Data

24 is a table of the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks.

25 is a diagram of the Third Party Facial Recognition System.

26 is a diagram of the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange).

27 is a table of the User Settings Table.

28 is a diagram of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

29 is an illustration of the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Content.

30 is a diagram of the Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag System.

31 is an illustration of the Slideshow View of Digital File and

32 is a screenshot of People Application Views.

33 is a screenshot of Collection Application Views.

34 is a screenshot of Location Application Views.

35 is screenshot of Uploads Application View.

36 is a screenshot of Recipe Application View.

37 is a diagram of the Advanced Filters System.

38 is a screenshot of Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using

.39 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Each

.40 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Date in

Uploads Application View.

[0052]

Application View.

[0053]

[0054]

View.

[0055]

[0056]

14878053.1

FIG

FIG

FIG

FIG

FIG

. 41 is a screenshot of the Single Application Dot-Tag Filter in Location

. 42 is a screenshot of Adding Another Application Dot-TagFilter.

. 43 is a screenshot of the Multi-Dot-Tag Filter in Location Application

. 44 is a diagram of the Keyword Fast Search System.

. 45 is a screenshotillustration of Using Keyword Fast Search.
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[0057] FIG. 46 is a diagram of the Share to Third Party Social Network Provider

System.

[0058] FIG.47 is a diagram of the Third Party Location Mapping System.

[0059] FIG.48 is a diagram of the Share to Individual System.

[0060] FIG. 49 is a diagram of the Application Export System.

[0061] FIG 50is a table illustrating the Digital File Image File Directory Data Blocks

of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0062] Although the invention will be described in connection with certain preferred

embodiments, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to those particular

embodiments. On the contrary, the invention is intended to coverall alternatives, modifications,

and equivalent arrangements as maybe included within the spirit and scope of the invention as

defined by the appended claims.

[0063] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. A web-based digital file storage system is disclosed. The

storage system may includea digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files, such as

photos, a digital tagging system configured to assign digital tags to the digital files, a sorting

system, and a userinterface.

[0064] The digital tagging system may include various types of data, such as a

person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship to the user, an event name, a

rating, sharing rights, file type and a document name. The sorting system can allow the digital

files to be searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for

creating and organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can

present the digital files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[0065] The digital file repository may be accessible over the Internet. The sorting

system may provide a user with the ability to search based on a plurality of digital tags. The

disclosed system may also provide a wayto track relationships between users, so that a family

tree can be displayed.

[0066] Recipes mayalso be linked to a person’s name, with, for example, a video and

digital copy of original hand-written recipe to create a recipe view.
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[0067] Moreover, the digital files and data can be exported as a single file with the

digital tagging embedded within the exportedfile.

[0068] In another embodiment, a method of storing digital photographsis disclosed.

The method mayincludethe steps of storing a digital photograph in a file repository, associating

a plurality of digital tags having different tag types with the digital photograph, providing a

search function that permits searching by a plurality of digital tag types and provides a search

result, and providing a user-configurable output to display the search result. The digital tag types

may include, for example, a person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship, an event

name, a rating, file type and a document type. The method may include a further step of

providing accessto the file repository via the Internet. The method may also allow for tracking

relationships between users so that a family tree can be displayed.

[0069] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[0070] The presently disclosed method and application (herein alternatively referred

to as a “system”’) provides users with an Internet-based interactive platform to gather, organize,

view, share and archive digital files using a proprietary organization system and export tagging

process. As used herein, the word “tag” refers to any type of digital data that can be assigned to

a file to describe some aspect of that file through a tagging process. For images, the tagging is

preferably in EXIF format. For videos, documents and other file formats, any appropriate format

may be used. The disclosed system allows users to create, view and share digital files, which

could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the past and present, and

could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As outlined herein, various

embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

[0071] One disclosed embodiment includes an import feature. Users can import

media files from users’ favorite sources (e.g., computers, mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

If any meta-tag information is embedded within the media (e.g., date taken and GPS

coordinates), the system could automatically read and utilize it for the user. Digital files, media,

meta-tags, and other data discussed herein may be saved to one or more file repositories (also

referred to as a database herein).
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[0072] In another aspect of the disclosed system, organizational functionality is

provided. Similar to the concept of writing certain information “on the back of a photo,” the

system’s digital tagging system and organizing feature allows a user to arrange large amounts of

digital files with tags that can characterize and documentthe digital file(s). Digital files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, event, album, comments, documenttype (e.g., birth certificate,

poetry), recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. Tags can be assignedto a single file at a

time, or to a plurality of files at once. For example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”

to 100 photos at once, the system provides a way for a user to select all 100 photos and enter the

tag only once. An example of the manner in which digital photos can be organized is presented

is seen in FIG.1.

[0073] Yet another feature is the multiple views from which a user can display his or

her digital media files and their tagged attributes. Using a userinterface (e.g. a keyboard, mouse,

or touch screen), users can select individual files, groups of files meeting specific criteria, orall

files in their account from whichto create views. These views mayalternately take the form of a

chart. These views will be auto-populated based upon either tag information already associated

with the digital file upon import or the tags assigned to the digital files by the user within the

aforementioned organization functionality. Each digital file can be enlarged, from any view or
cosy

1chart, by clicking an information (‘1’) button to show an enlarged version of the digital media

file with all the tags that are assigned to that digital file, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In another

embodiment, the user interface may be user-configurable, as discussed further herein.

[0074] The following views are shown with particularity. In FIG. 1, the gallery view

allows the userto see all the digital media that are associated within a group such as an event or

custom album. The gallery view for either events or albumsis illustrated in FIG.3.

[0075] As shownin FIG.2, an individual album or event view allows one to see the

files associated with a specific group. For example, one can view the digital files that relate to a

group offiles called “Trip to Italy 2011.” The individual album or event view is illustrated in

FIG.4.

[0076] A location view, as shown in FIG. 5, identifies within an interactive map

(Google map shown as an example), where digital files were taken or originated. The location
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view can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that identifies the specific

locations for an eventor trip that can be customized byusers.

[0077] A people view, as shownin FIG. 6, shows thumbnail photosofall the people

in the system that can be clicked in for a people profile view. A people profile view, as shown in

FIG. 7, shows a profile picture of an individual, their birth/death information, family

relationships, overview (comments) on the person, as well as links to other views that contain

that individual in the system.

[0078] A family tree view, as shown in FIG.8, can illustrate interactive family trees

where one can see the family tree of an individual or family. If a user clicks on an individual

within the family tree, it will take him or her to the people profile view of that person.

[0079] The timeline view, as shown in FIG. 9, will be an interactive timeline that

allows you to set ranges of digital files by year, month and day. The digital files shown in the

timeline will also be interactive and if the user clicks on a digital file or group of digital files

(e.g., event or album), the user will then view the information related to the digital file(s).

[0080] A recipe view, as shown in FIG. 10, will show a recipe along with any digital

files that are associated with it. For example, a cherished family recipe may showadigital copy

of the original handwritten recipe, a photo of the family member who wasthe chef and a video of

the family member makingthe recipe.

[0081] Each of the aforementioned views mayalso be seen in a chart format view

that is interactive when any item on the chart is clicked, the user will them be taken to a new

screen that details all relevant digital files (and file types) for the clicked item.

[0082] For album or event chart views, as shown in FIGs. 11 and 12, the elements

listed in those charts will include individuals whoare part of each album/event, numberofdigital

files, date and other pertinent information.

[0083] A people view, shown in FIG. 13, may demonstrate all the names of

individuals that are in the system in an alphabetical listing. Such a people view can also contain

details on each person such as the number of photos and videos that are associated with that

person. The user can click on that person to pull up the profile view of the individual or click on

the number of photosto see all the photos associated with that person.

[0084] In the family tree chart view, shown in FIG. 14, family lineage can be viewed

in multiple ways. For example, a user can set himself as the tree anchor andthenseea treeofall
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people entered into the database related to the user. The user could also set a contact as the tree

anchor and then just view the descendants of that individual.

[0085] For a location chart view, as show in FIG.15, listings of all the locations that

are in the system are displayed along with the numberof digital files, as well as names of

persons associated with each. A user can click on the location to see all the digital media files

that are associated with a specific location.

[0086] A recipe chart, as shown in FIG. 16, can show recipes that uploaded to the

system. Along with the ingredients and steps of each recipe, this view can identify the chef(s)

name, numberofphotos and videos associated with each.

[0087] For any of the views, the user can click on the digital file to start a slideshow

feature that will allow them to scroll through an enlarged view ofthe digital file as illustrated in

FIG. 17.

[0088] Another aspect of the disclosure is the search filter. This filter allows users to

select one or morecriteria that will narrow downtheir results to just those digital files matching

input criteria. The entire system can befiltered by, for example, key words (or plurality of key

words), event names, location, people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A

user may filter based on more than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify digital

files that may still need to be organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate

files that have no date, no location, no people, no specific date/range, no upload date information

or are lacking any othertag.

[0089] It should be noted that in one embodiment, searching via key word will search

through all tagged information (user populated or auto-generated upon import). For example, if

a user searched for the term “Ohio,” the system would search for that term associated with any

file in any way. Ifthe user had files with Ohioasa state, file name, street name, person’s name,

file comment, etc., all would be retrieved.

[0090] Settings applied in the advanced search filter can cumulatively carry over to

any subsequent pages until new criteria are selected. For example, a user can applyafilter to

retrieve files associated with a particular person. Then the user can set a date range to further

narrow results to show only thosefiles for that selected person within the date range. Any pages

viewed from that point forward throughout the entire site would only contain files associated

with person and the date range specified. The advancedsearchfilter is illustrated in FIG. 18.
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[0091] Yet another feature can be a user’s homepage,as illustrated in FIG. 19, that

can summarize the user’s content within the system including relevant information in the system.

It is contemplated that a user’s homepage may show a summaryofthe total numberof photos,

videos, documents and audio files that the user has uploaded. In this embodiment, for each

group of digital files (e.g., photos), the percent of files that has been organized with pertinent

data such as date, name(s) and location can be noted. In addition, the homepage can showa list

of people that are in the system and the respective count for photos, videos, documents and audio

files associated with each person. Also contemplated is a summary of the events, albums and

locations that have been entered into the system. The user homepage mayserve as an executive

summary dashboard of one’s entire system and can be modified to provide data in an executive

summary format for a user.

[0092] Another feature is that the entire system including the dynamic views can be

presented in a wide range of user outputs—e.g. on the user’s computer, smartphoneor tablet

display. The user may choose to present the digital files in any of the various types of ways

disclosed herein. Other ways of outputting the files are also possible. The user can create and

modify various sharing rights so that third parties may view the files and if desired, provide

comments, apply tags or even download/copythefiles for their own use.

[0093] Still another embodiment can provide export functionality. Once a user has

used the organization functionality to assign information to data file(s), a user may want to

export the data file in its original form (e.g., jpg, .mp4, etc.) with the tags embedded within the

digital file in the form of EXIF tags. In other words, a user can export his or her entire set of

digital files, or may choose a subset based on keywords and tags. The exported digital files can

include key tags and attributes users have assigned, and in one embodiment, such tags and

attributes can be embedded within the digital files. For example, each exported digital file may

be imbedded with user-entered data such as the people, location, and event name. This feature

will allow the users to back up their files to another source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or

to transport it to another venue (e.g., another website that is used for viewing and/or sharing

digital files such as a social media website) where it can be viewed with these attributes. This

export feature can provide users with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored

simply because the user chooses to moveits digital files to a new digital archiving system.
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[0094] A method is also disclosed. The method may include the steps of storing a

digital file in a file repository, associating a plurality of digital tags having different tag types

with the digital file, providing a search function that permits simultaneously searching by a

plurality of digital tag types and provides a search result, and providing a user-configurable

output to display the search result. The digital tag types may include, for example, a person’s

name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship between individuals, an event name,a rating,

and a documenttype.

[0095] Under the disclosed method, access may be provided to the repository via the

Internet. Relationships between users may also be tracked such that a family tree can be

displayed. A recipe may also be linked to a user or person. Finally, the method may include the

step of outputting a digital file and its associated digital tags into a single file.

[0096] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.

[0097] A plurality of advantages arise from the various features of the present

disclosure. It will be noted that alternative embodiments of various componentsof the disclosure

may notincludeall of the features described yet still benefit from at least some of the advantages

of such features. Those of ordinary skill in the art may readily devise their own implementations

of a digital file organization system that incorporate one or more of the features of the present

disclosure and fall within the spirit and scope ofthe disclosure.

[0098] Application (also called “MemoryWeb Application” or “System”’) — The

Application is an online program constructed using a mix of freeware code as well as custom-

built proprietary coding with an interface that has many functions including: 1) the ability to

import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using existing Tags of a Digital File

as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also called the Application Digital Tag

Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate, and share Digital Files from the

various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary Application Dot-Tag System; 4)

filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter System or Fast Search System; 5) store
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the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System through a User Relationship Table; and

6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Files. This

Application has already been disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214 and

incorporated herein by reference. This Application is also being trademarked as “MemoryWeb”

with the US Commissioner for Trademarks on December 26, 2013 under application No.:

86/152,930. The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use the

Internet and via applications that would be used on mobile communication devices such as smart

phones(e.g., iPhones), Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and Tablets(e.g., iPads).

[0099] Application Views — The Application Viewsutilizes the Application’s ability

to associate Digital Tags to Digital Files and display them in customized views such as Uploads,

Collections, Slideshow, Location, Timeline, Family Tree, People Profile, and Recipes.

[00100] Application Advanced Filter System -— A function that provides search

capabilities using one or more Digital Tags within the Application, resulting in a narrowed

output display of the applied filters to display one or more Digital Files and viewed in one or

more Application Views. The Application Advanced Filter System can allow Digital Files to be

searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for creating and

organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can present the

Digital Files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[00101] Application Dot-Tag — The mannerin which a Digital Tag is displayed within

the Application using pill-shaped indicators that can reside near a file’s image or overlaid on the

file’s image. MemoryWeb Tagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application

to help the user organize their Digital Files with key components ofrelated information such as

people, date offile, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application

Dot-Tag is more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web

Application Dot-Tags act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matching

files there are to that MemoryWeb Tag and if selected will take the user to the corresponding

Application View to illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag. However, it

should be understood that other shapes and indicators are contemplated by the present invention,

and may even be user-configurable. For example, the indicator may take the form of a sticky

note, a different shape, a doted shape, or any numberof variations of indicators that may be

functional in displaying one or more words. Colors may also be used to indicate differing
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categories of indicators, or differing associations/intersection of the indicators. Within the pill-

shaped indicator, the specific Digital Tag information is used to display information about a

Digital File. Throughout this document, the Application Dot-Tag is shown asillustrated in

FIG. 29 (indicators 0650, 0654, 0655 and 0656).

[00102] Application Digital Tag Organizer System -— Within the Application, a

function for assigning one or more Digital Tags to one or more Digital Files at the same time

through the Application Dot-Tag Organizer System. This feature allows Digital Tags to be

assigned to items such as photos, videos, audio files, and documents. The information created

from this functionality drives the outputs for the Application Views. The Application Digital

Tag Organizer System will allow the tagging of key items as date, GPS location, star ranking,

people (both name and facial recognition), album(s), family relationships, a date, event name,

sharing rights, file type, document name, and recipes. Each of the Digital Tags is user-

configurable.

[00103] Application Export System — Ability to export Digital File(s) from the

Application, with the Digital Tags that were created within or imported/uploaded into the

Application, embeddedinside the Digital File. The Digital Tags within the exported Digital File

can then be viewed and usedby any other applications that can read EXIF tags.

[00104] Application Programming Interface (“API”) — The Application Programming

Interface (API) is the system that interacts with other communication points or services over

HTTP via a POST, GET, PUT, DELETE methods. The API provides a wayfor users to access

their MemoryWebdata outside of the web browser on mobile devices or other web connected

devices. The actions within the API deliver MemoryWebDigital Files and Digital Tags along

with all meta data associated with such files and tags.

[00105] MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application — Separate from the main

MemoryWeb Application, there are additional proprietary applications created by MemoryWeb

for user to upload and download (export) Digital files to and from the main MemoryWeb

Application. The first is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader built for Window’s

compatible computers. The second is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader build for MAC

computer. Both of the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader applications can be installed on

the user’s computer to automatically upload the desired Digital Files from their computer to the

main MemoryWeb Application. In addition, the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader
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applications allow for Digital Files to be exported from the main MemoryWeb Application to a

desired folder on the user’s computer with the updated tags embedded within the DigitalFile.

[00106] Storage System — A storage system can be a cloud-based Storage System

(e.g., Amazon’s AWS, Dropbox, Box.net, Deutsche Telecom’s Cloud, etc.), hard-drive, server,

or any venue that allows one’s information to be stored. The storage system would act as a

database andfile repository for storage and retrieval of Digital Files to and from the Application.

[00107] Digital Files — An electronicfile that can be in variousfile formats (e.g., PNG,

JPEG, PDF, TIFF, MP3, MP4, WAV,and GIF) that are of items such as photos, videos, audio

files, and documents.

[00108] Digital Tags -The word “Digital Tag” refers to any type of digital data that

can be assigned to a file to distinguish and describe some aspect of that file through a tagging

process. Digital Tags will be comprised of various groupsofdigital data including:

a) EXIF Tags — EXIF stands for “Exchangeable Image File Format” and is a standard

that specifies the formats for images, sound, video, and ancillary tags. The EXIF

standard is an Open Standard produced by the Standardization Committee and is

detailed within their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products

Association. Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association, CIPA DC-

008 Translation-2012. Exchangeable imagefile format for digital still cameras: EXIF

Version 2. 3. Established on April, 2010 and Revised on December, 2012. Prepared

by: Standardization Committee. EXIF tags are also called “meta tags” or “metadata.”

The EXIF information is formatted according to the TIFF specification, and may be

found in JPG, TIFF, PNG, JP2, PGF, MIFF, HDP, PSP and XCF images, as well as

many TIFF-based RAW images, and even some AVI and MOV videos. The EXIF

meta information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) within an

image. The namesof these IFD’s correspond to the ExifTool family 1 group names.

[00109] When Digital Files are captured with digital cameras (including smartphones),

scanners and other systems handling image, video and sound files, certain EXIF tags are

automatically populated within the Digital File and can cover a broad spectrum of information

suchas:

e Descriptions(e.g., Title, Subject, Star Ratings, Tags, People, Comments)

e Origin (e.g., Authors, Date taken, Copyright)
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e Image information (e.g., dimensions, color representation and size)

e Camera Setting Information (e.g., camera maker, camera model), including

static information such as the camera model and make, and information that

varies with each image suchasorientation (rotation), aperture, shutter speed,

focal length, metering mode, and ISO speed information.

e Advanced Photo Information (e.g., lens maker, lens model, contrast,

brightness, EXIF version,etc.)

e File Information (e.g., file name, item type (e.g., JPG file), date created, date

modified, size, etc.)

e A thumbnail for previewing the picture on the camera’s LCD screen, in file

managers, or in photo manipulation software.

e Global Positioning System (GPS) information that is also known as

geocoding.

The Application will auto-populate any existing EXIF Tags from the original

Digital File upon upload into the Applications (as illustrated in FIG. 21) and put

this information into the Users Relationship Table on the Storage System.

b) Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) — This is Adobe’s Extensible Metadata

Platform (XMP) format for labeling metadata within an Adobefile.

c) Png Textual Data (tEXt) —This is Portable Network Graphics (PNG) metadata

format for labeling within a PNGfile.

d) Microsoft Windows Tags — These are Microsoft Windows File Attributes that are

stored in Data Blocks from Microsoft’s system.

e) MemoryWeb Tags — Thesetags are typically developed within MemoryWeb and

can relate to People Names, Recipes, Collections, Location Name, Family

Relationships (also discussed in MemoryWeb Person Tags), Social Network Data

(e.g., ID, contact IDs, etc.), File Folder Batch Name. This would be folder directory

namethat includes the nameof each folder that eventually leads to the folder that the

digital file was actually stored within the User’s PC. This is used to help the user

organize data within MemoryWebbased upon the users organization system used on

their PC. Facial Recognition Data, and other type of tags that are user defined.
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f) MemoryWeb Person Tags — These user defined tags within MemoryWebarespecific

to each person profile including such areas as Nicknames, Birthdates, Date of Birth,

Date of Death, Biography, Family Relationships (e.g., Mother, Father, Brother, Sister,

Daughter, Son, Spouse, etc.), Pets, and Firsts (e.g., First Steps, First Words, First time

riding a bike, etc.).

[00110] The combination of all the aforementioned tags is collectively referred to as

“Digital Tags.” The list of groups and Digital Tag types will grow as technology in this area

improvesover time. These Digital Tags are also referred to as “File DNA” for MemoryWeb.

[00111] User Relationship Table — Within the Application, each User will store the

data related to Digital Files, Digital Tags, User Settings, and other specific information related to

a User’s repository of information is kept within the User Relationship Table.

[00112] Data Blocks — Within the User Relationship Table, there are Data Blocksthat

will store information related to EXIF Tags, Microsoft Windows Tags, MemoryWeb Tags, and

MemoryWeb Person Tags. These Data Blocks are used to generate the information that is

displayed in such key components such as the Application Views and Application Dot-Tags.

Custom Code — Proprietary scripts and code developed by MemoryWebto enable key functions

such as Dot-Tag relationships and ability to embed new user-defined tags into a file and/or

override existing EXIF tags and the ability to navigate the application and it’s functions via

connections drawn from the associated tags

[00113] Open Source Libraries — Non-proprietary code taken from the free, open

source community integrated that is used by the Application.

[00114] User Interface — The Application may be accessible over various “User

Interfaces” including Personal Computers (e.g., Macs, Windows, etc.), Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA) (e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad). The User Interfaces can be controlled

through the Application using various tools such as a keyboard, mouse, and touch screen.

[00115] The present invention relates to an Application that has many functions

including: 1) the ability to import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using

existing Tags of a Digital File as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also

called the Application Digital Tag Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate,

and share Digital Files from the various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary

Application Dot-Tag System; 4) filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter
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System or Fast Search System; 5) store the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System

through a User Relationship Table; and 6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags

embedded within the Digital Files.

[00116] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, and event) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos may have

been printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular

medium for sharing photo memories.

[00117] With the evolution of Digital Files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[00118] At the same time,thereislittle to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty Digital Files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of Digital Tags, dynamic viewing of Digital Files,

and the ability to export the Digital Files with new Digital Tags. Questionable and ever-

changing privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the

marketplace leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[00119] What is needed to complement the widespread availability of Digital Files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, navigate, search, preserve and share thesefiles

with all the memory details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a

solution would allow Digital Files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full

story now, and for generations to come.

[00120] As disclosed in detail herein, the application provides the much needed

platform that saves a user significant time, provides significant information with minimal screen
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space, and provides an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

[00121] Anytime the MemoryWeb Application exchanges information with an

external Storage System or User Interface such as a phone, tablet, computer or other internet

based user device, the interaction with the MemoryWeb Application involves Application

ProgrammingInterface (API). The API’s allow each system to call the specific Digital Files and

Digital Tags associated with each request so they can be viewed.

[00122] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[00123] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. The Application allows the importation of Digital Files and

then the association of Digital Tags to the Digital Files by using existing EXIF Tags of a Digital

File as well as the Application’s custom organization of Digital Tags for use in the Application.

The Application then allows the Digital Files to be viewed, sorted, annotated, navigated, and

shared using the various Application Views. The Application can also filter Digital Files using

the Application Advanced Filter System functionality. The Digital Files can be stored through a

Storage System that interacts with the Application. In addition, the Application allows for

Digital Files to be exported with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital

Files.

[00124] The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use

the Internet and via applications that would be used on UserInterfaces such as Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA)(e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad).

[00125] The presently disclosed Application provides users with an interactive

platform to gather, organize, view, share and archive Digital Files using a proprietary

organization system called the Application Digital Tag Organizer and export the modified

Digital files with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Flies using the

Application Export feature.

[00126] The Application allows users to create, navigate, search, view and share

Digital Files, which could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the
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past and present, and could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As

outlined herein, various embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

Description of embodiments

[00127] In FIG.20, the overall process flow of MemoryWebis depicted. Each of the

boxes depicted that are Inside the Memory-Web System (0050) are detailed additional figures

within this application. However,to help illustrate the overall process flow, FIG. 20 was created.

In FIG. 20, the process begins when original digital file(s) are uploaded to MemoryWeb (0101).

This process can take place in a variety of ways including when a user manually selects uploads

from the Uploads Application View (see FIG. 35 indicator 1701), installs the a MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application on their computer, or imports Digital Files from the users’

other sources (e.g., mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

[00128] Once a file is uploaded, the System Reading Phase (0100) begins.

Information from the System Reading Phase is then sent to the System Interpreting and Adding

Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200). During this phase, information is passed back and

forth to the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) to the Third Party Facial Recognition

Provider (0401). The system will also coordinate between the Third Party Social Media (Data

Exchange) (0500) and then to various Third Party Media Providers (0501). Another key step

from the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase is adding both the

Digital Files and the corresponding tags to the User Relationship Table (0300). As illustrated in

subsequent figures within the patent application, the User Relationship Table serves as the key

repository for all of the user’s data that generates virtually every display from the application.

From the User Relationship Table, the user can use the Applications Digital Tag Organizer

System (0600), the Continuous Link of the Application Dot-Tag System (0700), the Advanced

Filters System (0800), or the Keyword Fast Search System (0900). The user can also share

Digital File(s) through the Share to Social Network Provider System (1000) to a Third Party

Social Network Provider (0501) that is outside the MemoryWeb system or use the Share to

Individual System (1200) to a Person (1201) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system using the

data from the User Relationship Table. To help generate some of the map views, the system will

utilize a Third Party Geographical Mapping System (1100) that connects to a Third Party

Geographical Mapping Provider (1101) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system. The user can

also export Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital File using the
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Application Export System (1300) that will send a MemoryWeb Modified File from

MemoryWeb(1301) to a designated location by the Userthat is outside the MemoryWebsystem.

[00129] Asillustrated in FIG. 21, the System Reading Phase (0100) is described in

further detail. The System Reading Phase will first check if the digital file is a duplicate file

(0102) that is already in the User’s collection. If the file is a duplicate, it will not be uploaded

(0104). However, if it is a new file for the user, the System Reading Phase will then locate the

EXIF Image File Directories in the digital file (0103) and then send that information to the

System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200).

[00130] As further illustrated in FIG. 21, the System Interpreting and Adding Data to

Relationship Table Phase will take the EXIF Image File Directories sent from the System

Reading Phase andread anditerate through each EXIFtag item (0201). At this time, the system

will identify faces from the digital file and then send this information to the Third Party Facial

Recognition System (0400) that will coordinate with the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider

(0401) that is outside the MemoryWeb. When the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400)

sends back data related to facial recognition of faces in the Digital File, it comes back then the

system sends information related to people facial recognition tags to the MemoryWeb Person

Tag (Data Blocks) within the User Relationship Table (0300). The detailed process of the Third

Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is further explained in FIG. 25.

[00131] During the Read & Integrate Through Each EXIF Tag item (0201) the process

will also upload a the original Digital File in MemoryWeb (0211), the process will also store a

copy of the original file within the User Relationship Table (0300) and create five duplicate

copies (0203) of different resolution sizes as follows: XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and a Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306). Each duplicate file is used in different parts of the application depending

upon the photo size needed for such areas within the Application such as Application Views,

Application Dot-Tags, and Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

[00132] Another embodiment during the Read anditerate through each EXIF tag item

(0201) stage is determining if a MemoryWeb tag exists (0204). A MemoryWebtagis a Digital

Tag that is currently being used as an Application Dot-Tag within the Application. If it is not a

Digital Tag that MemoryWebis currently using, the application will Save EXIF data to the User

Relationship Table for Digital File (0205) and send this to the User Relationship table. This is
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done in case there are EXIF data that are desired to be used in future releases of the Application.

For the Digital Tags that are being used in the Application, the system will Parse EXIF data into

MemoryWeb Tags (0206), look up MW tag data (0207) and determine if a Digital Tag currently

exists (0208). Ifa Digital Tag does not exist, the system will Create a new MW tag data ((0209)

and send this to the appropriate Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300). If

Digital Tag data does exist, the system will Associate existing tag data ((0210) to the appropriate

Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300).

[00133] The third and final area within FIG. 21 is the System Indexing Digital Files

and Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File within the User Relationship table (0300). In the User

Relationship Table, the user’s information system information stored such as User Settings

(0390). Copies of the Original Digital File (0301), XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306) are stored. The final area of the User Relationship Table relates to the data

blocks including EXIF Tag (Data Blocks) (0320), Microsoft Windows Tag (Data Blocks) (0320),

MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks) (0360), and MemoryWebPerson Tag (Data Blocks) (0380).

[00134] In FIG. 22, there are two charts that illustrate EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag

Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320). For the

EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320), the information from this table is an expert from

an Open Source Library code produced by the Standardization Committee that is detailed within

their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association. While all the

EXIF tags that are contained within a Digital File are read (as previously illustrated in FIG. 21

within the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200)) and are

stored within the system’s User Relationship Table (0300), a summary of the primary EXIF tags

that are currently used within MemoryWebareillustrated in the EXIF Tag Blocks (0320). The

EXIF tag information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) or “Data Blocks”

within an image and organized in the column heading of Tag Label (0321). The names of these

IFD’s correspond to an EXIF standard for ExifTool family 1 group namesthat are depicted in the

column heading of EXIF Group (0322). The IFD’s are stored within a specific data block

location within a Digital File and these locations have a standard nameofthe specific location

(0323) within the Digital File. The primary EXIF tags that are read and used by MemoryWebto

generate Application Dot-Tags are: Description Title (0324), Description Rating (0325), Origin
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Date Taken (0326), Digital File Width (0327), Digital File Height (0328), User Comment

(0329), GPS Latitude (0330), GPS Latitude Ref (0331), GPS Longitude (0332), and GPS

Longitude Ref (0333).

[00135] In FIG. 22, the second chart illustrates the MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks)

(0360) that overlap with standard EXIF Tag blocks. As previously illustrated in FIG. 21, the

EXIF Tag Data blocks are read and brought into the User Relationship Table (0300). When the

data is stored within the system’s User Relationship Table, they are also stored with the

corresponding EXIFtag label as illustrated in the column called MemoryWeb Tag (0361). For

example, when a Digital File is brought into MemoryWeband the system reads the Origin Date

Taken (0326) for the EXIF Tag block, the system will denote this in the MemoryWeb table as

MediaAsset.DateCreated (0364). This designation is very important as it allows MemoryWebto

re-inject any updated or new MemoryWeb Tag data into the corresponding standard EXIF Tag

blocks of a Digital File when it is exported from MemoryWeb (as previously illustrated in

FIG. 20 with the Application Export System (1300)). Continuing with this example, if the

Origin Date Taken is modified within the MemoryWebsystem, whenthefile is exported through

the Application Export System (1300), the new updated date from MemoryWeb (0364) will be

mapped to the EXIF Tag Data block with the Tag Label of Origin Date Taken (0326) with the

EXIF Group called ExifIFD (0334) and the Location called 0x9003 (0335).

[00136] In situations where there is no standard EXIF Tag data block for the

MemoryWeb Tag for such items such as Collections, People Location Name, Recipe Name,etc.

(0367), they are mapped to a general EXIF Tag data block called User Comment (0329). As the

standards for EXIF Tag data blocks change, the system can be mapped to any new specific EXIF

Tag data blocks. For example, if an EXIF Tag Data block is made for Recipe Name, the

MemoryWeb Tagrelated to Recipe Name will be mapped specifically to that new EXIF Tag data

block as opposed to User Comment.

[00137] In FIG. 23, there are two charts that illustrate Microsoft Windows and

MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the standard Windows Imaging

Component (WIC) Metadata (Data Blocks) (0340). Microsoft Windowshas their metadata tag

blocks contained in areas called Tag Labels (0341).The primary WIC Metadata data blocks that

are read and used by MemoryWebto generate Application Dot-Tags are: File Name (0342) and

File Folder Path (0343). The corresponding MemoryWeb Tag data blocks (0360) for the WIC
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metadata tag blocks are called MediaAsset.Filename (0372) for the Microsoft file name and

MediaAsset.UploadBatch.Batchname (0373) for the Microsoft File Folder Path. The ability for

MemoryWeb to read the File Folder Path from Microsoft is a unique process used within

MemoryWeb to help the user organize their photos based upon the organization methods they

have already used within Microsoft. For example, if the user stored a group of photos on their

Microsoft computer in the file directory C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School, MemoryWeb will

automatically place the photos that were located within that Microsoft File Folder Path into a

MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag under a collection called “First Day of School” based upon

the last folder within the file folder path. An example of the Application Dot-Tag that would be

generated from the File Folder Path is in FIG. 31 with the label “First Day of School” (0770).In

addition, MemoryWeb will allow the user to view the photos that are within a specific File

Folder Path in the MemoryWeb Uploads Application View so that the user can organize photos

from the same File Folder Path. An example of how this will be illustrated within

MemoryWeb’s Uploads Application View is in FIG. 35 with the groping of photos with the File

Path Name C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School (0709).

[00138] In FIG.24, the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks (0380) that are

contained with a User Relationship Table are illustrated. For any person that is added within a

user’s account, various MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocksare stored including: Person Name

(0395), Nickname (0381), Birthdate (0382), Date of Death (0383), Biography (0384), Mother

(0385), Father (0386), Brother(s) (0387), Sister(s) (0388), Daughter(s) (0389), Son(s) (0390),

Spouse(s) (0391), Facial Recognition (0392), FacebookID (0393), Pets (0394), and other data

blocks that will be added in the future as the Application grows (0396). These data blocks are

primarily used in the People Profile Application View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

One embodiment within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block contains the FacebookID

(0393). As illustrated in FIG. 26 (indicator 0507), information from Third Party Media

Providers will be exchanged within MemoryWeband the user’s FacebookID will be provided

and stored within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block. In addition, any of the User’s

contacts from Facebook will also be downloaded into the corresponding MemoryWeb Person

Tag Data Blocks for any matching persons within the User’s MemoryWeb account. The

information from the Third Party Media Providers that are stored within MemoryWeb will be
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used to provide “push notifications” to the user for various items such as when the user or any

one ofits contacts posts a photo to that Social Media venue.

[00139] Asillustrated in FIG. 25, the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is

described in further detail. As photos are imported or uploaded into the Application, the systems

will request thumbnail Digital Files (0404) from the User Relationship Table (0300). On a

routine basis (e.g., daily), the system will retrieve all the thumbnails of Digital Files with

unconfirmed faces (0403) and the send those Digital Files (0404) to the Third Party Recognition

Provider (0401). The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider (0401) uses their algorithms to

find location of eyes, nose, mouth and many other points for each face detected in the photo.

They will also determine gender, check if the person is smiling, have eyes open, lips sealed or

wearing glasses. The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will use their algorithms to

associate potential matches of faces for the user’s collection of photos. For each face, the system

will send back attributes including gender (male, female), glasses (true, false), smiling (true,

false), lips (sealed, parted), eyes, (open, closed), mood (happy, sad, angry, surprised, disgusted,

scared, neutral), field in the response have two subfields: value (string) and confidence (integer).

For each attribute, the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will assign percentages of

confidence (0% to 100%) for each attribute that can be used by the MemoryWeb Application to

utilize.

[00140] The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will then send the information

relating to a person back to MemoryWeb (0405). The MemoryWeb Application parse the

identified faces and corresponding Facial Recognition data for each Digital File (0406). The

system will interact with the User Relationship Table and determine if the face is an existing

(i.e., “trained”) face in MemoryWeb where there is a Face ID in the User Relationship Table

(0407). If not, the system generates a facial recognition record for unknown person and then

sends information to MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0410).

If yes, the system will then determine if the face is above the system’s thresholds for confirming

a face is a specific person in the user’s MemoryWeb system (0408). If no, system generates

virtual unconfirmed facial recognition record for person and then sends information to

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0411). If yes, the ssystem

records and associates specific face for Digital File with a MemoryWebPerson ID and sendsto

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0409).
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[00141] Typically, the ability to confirm and deny facial recognition matches will be

within the People Profile Application View as illustrated in FIG. 32 within the facial

recognitions area (indicator 1442). The system will also have other facial resonations area where

the user can confirm or deny the suggested facial recognitions of a person for a Digital File.

Whenthe user denies the suggested facial recognition, the system dis-associates potential person

match Tag, search’s the user’s collection for other potential matches, and then sends information

to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for the Digital File. If the user accepts the suggested

facial recognition, the system sends this facial recognition tag confirmation to the User

Relationship Table for the Digital File. Once a confirmation is made, the newly associated

Digital File will have that confirmed person Application Dot-Tag associated to that Digital File

for all Application Views. Each time an accepted or denied facial recognition is made for a

specific person, the specific data points used for facial recognition is improved and sent to the

Third Party Facial Recognition Provider for more accurate confirmations of that person during

the next run for that person.

[00142] As illustrated in FIG. 26, the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange)

(0500) is described in further detail. There are numeroustypes of third party media systemsthat

are contemplated for MemoryWebincluding social network providers (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

and LinkedIn) and other photo sites (e.g., Flickr and Picasa). In addition, it is contemplated for

the ability to print Digital Files from MemoryWeb using third party print providers such as

Walgreens or Shutterfly. Further contemplated solutions might be from digital file warehouses

such as Dropbox and box.net. All of the Third Party Media Systems will interact with

MemoryWeb using the same system that is described within FIG. 26. The Third Party Social

Media System starts when the user initiates sharing of their information with Third Party Media

Provider with MemoryWeb (0502). When this is initiated, the system will send registration

information (0503) to the Third Party Media Provider (0501). Once received, the Third Party

Media Provider will send back a confirmation with the Third Party Social Media ID (0504) and

then the system will send the information (0505) to the User Settings Table (0390) within the

User Relationship Table (0300). The system will then send daily requests from the User

Relationship Table for contact names and IDs (0506) to the Social Media Provider (0506). If

there are new contact namesthat are not part of the user’s current people, the system will receive

new contact names and IDs from the Social Media Provider (0501). The user will have the
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ability to confirm or deny matches (0508) with their contacts within MemoryWeb. If there is a

match, the system will associate the existing person within MemoryWebto the same ID of the

person within the Third Party Social Media platform (0509) and then send this to the User

Relationship Table. If there is not a match, the system will add this additional contact as a new

person and send (0510) this to the User Relationship Table. If the user wants to share or print

Digital Files from MemoryWeb,they can do this with the Share to Third Party Media Provider

System (1000) that is further detailed within FIG. 46.

[00143] In FIG. 27, the MemoryWeb UserSettings Table is illustrated. As illustrated

in the User Settings Table (1900), various data blocks of information is stored including the

User’s Name (1901), Payment ID (1902) that is used with third party payment providers,

Password (1903), Account Type (1904) (i.e., free or paid account), User’s email (1905),

Language preference (1906), Date format preference (1907), Email notification (1908)

preferences, the ability to share Contacts (with third Party Social Media) (1909), Facebook ID

(1910), API Token (1911), Payment Date (1912) and other settings that will evolve as the

Application grows(1913).

[00144] In FIG.28, the Application Digital Tag Organizer System (0600)is illustrated.

Within various Application Viewsthe user can select, add, delete and edit MemoryWeb Tags for

such areas as people, date, location, collections, star rankings, and recipes. An illustration of an

Uploads Application View where MemoryWeb Tagsfor a Digital File can be selected, added,

deleted, or edited is illustrated in FIG. 35. The Application Digital Tag Organizer System begins

whenthe user selects one or more Digital Files in MemoryWeb (0601). The system then sends a

request to the User Relationship Table for the specific Digital File (0602). The system then

retrieves the Digital File and the Digital File Tag Data Blocks (0603) from the User Relationship

Table (0300). Next, the system will display the Digital File and the corresponding Digital File

Tag Data Blocks in the form of Application Dot-Tags (0604). An example of how the system

can illustrate a Digital File with the corresponding Application Dot-Tagsis in FIG. 31 (indicators

0780, 0765, 0766, 0768, 0770, and 0771).

[00145] If the user selects an Application Dot-Tag (0605), the system will utilize the
 

Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System (0700) to produce the results of that

Application Dot-Tag within one of the Application Viewsthatis later illustrated in FIG. 30.
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[00146] Ifthe user selects add for a MemoryWeb Tag (0606), the user can add a new

MemoryWeb Tag. Whenthe user begins to type in text to add a tag, the system will produce

suggestions on matching MemoryWeb Tagsor the option to add a new tag (0607). If a matching

tag is selected (0608), the system associates the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the

Relationship Table for the Digital File (0610). Alternatively, if the tag does not exist the user

can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0609) and then the system associates the new MemoryWeb

tag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0611).

[00147] If the user selects edit for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0612), the

user can add information text to edit the MemoryWeb Tag and the system will produce

suggestions or matching MemoryWebtagsor the option to add a new tag (0613). If there is a

match within the user’s system, the matching MemoryWeb Tag will appear and the user can

select the MemoryWeb Tag (0614). Once the matching tag is selected, the system associates the

new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0616).

Alternatively, the user can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0615) and then the system associates

the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0617).

If the user selects delete for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0618), the system deletes the

association of MemoryWebtag to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for Digital File (0619).

[00148] In FIG. 29, the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Contentis illustrated (0650).

MemoryWebTagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application to help the user

organize their Digital Files with key components of related information such as people, date of

file, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag is

more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web Application Dot-Tags

act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matchingfiles there are to that

MemoryWeb Tag andif selected will take the user to the corresponding Application View to

illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag (as illustrated in FIG. 30). In

essence, the Application Dot-Tags operate as mini search enginesfor the user’s Digital Tags.

[00149] The structure of an Application Dot-Tag (0650) can take on an solid-line

enclosed shape of a pill, dot or similar depiction (0651) and within the shape the name of the

MemoryWebTagis displayed (0653) along with the numberof Digital Files (0652) that are also

associated with that same MemoryWeb Tag. FIG. 29 further illustrates more examples of the

Application Dot-Tags. If the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb
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Tag is less than a certain number(e.g., 1000), the actual numberof Digital Files associated with

that MemoryWeb Tagis displayed. In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an Application Dot-Tag

that has 453 files that are associated with the location of Cologne, Germany (0654). However,if

the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb tag are greater than the

character length, a greater sign along with a numbersequencethatis less than the total number of

associated Digital Files will be displayed (0655). In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an

Application Dot-Tag that has “>999” (0657) as the numberof Digital Files with the exact same

MemoryWebTagand if the name of the MemoryWebtagis longer than the text sequence, only a

portion of the MemoryWeb tag will be displayed along with an ellipse as illustrated with

“Holiday Photos from...” (0658). Finally, the Application Dot-Tag maybe illustrated with a

dotted or similar distinction (as opposed to a solid line) to help indicate a partial relationship

(0656). In the illustration in FIG. 29, the dotted line is to indicate that only some of the selected

Digital Files have the MemoryWeb Tag of Frank Smith.

[00150] In FIG. 30, the Continuous Link of Dot Tag System is illustrated (0700).

Whenauser selects an Application Dot-Tag, it will take them to the corresponding Application

View that relates to the type of MemoryWeb Tag. The Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag

System begins whena userselects an Application Dot-Tag (0701).

[00151] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Person (0702), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of how a user can select a person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0764).

For a person tag, the system receives data for that person from the User Relationship Table and

displays the relationship data in a People Profile View (0709). A sample illustration of a

selected Person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00152] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Collection (0703), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a collection Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31

(indicator 0781). For a collection tag, the system receives data for that collection from the User

Relationship Table and displays the relationship data in a Collection View (0710). A sample

illustration of a selected Collection Application Dot-Tag within a Collection View is in FIG. 33

(indicator 1530).
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[00153] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Location (0704), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a location Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator

0768). For a location tag, the system receives data for that location from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in a Location View (0711). A sample illustration of a

selected Location Application Dot-Tag within a Location View is in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00154] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Date (0705), the system will send a request to

display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of a date Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0766). For

a date tag, the system receives data for that date from the User Relationship Table and displays

the relationship data in Uploads View with that date filtered (0712). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Uploads View is in FIG. 40 (indicator 0861).

[00155] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Recipe (0706), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). For a recipe

tag, the system receives data for that recipe from the User Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data in a Recipe View with that date filtered (0713). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Recipe View is in FIG. 36 (indicator 1800).

[00156] The Application is contemplated to have additional types of Application Dot-

Tags (0707) in the future including Family Trees, Timespan, etc. and each of these MemoryWeb

Tags will go through the same continuous link of Application Dot-Tag process. For an

additional type of Application Dot-Tag, the system will receive data from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in the corresponding view for that type of Application

Dot-Tag (0714).

[00157] If within any of the Application Viewsthe user selects a Digital File (0715),

the Digital File is then displayed in a Slideshow View (0716) where the user can again select an

Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality

over again. Also within an Application View, if the user selects another Application Dot-Tag

(0717), the entire continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality begins again and sends

the request back to ask if the newly selected Application Dot-Tag is a person (0702).

[00158] In FIG. 31, the Slideshow view of a Digital File, Application Dot-Tags, and

comments are illustrated (0750). When viewing a Digital File or group of Digital Files within
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the Slideshow Application View (0750), the selected Digital File is displayed in the center of the

screen (0754). If the user wants to export this photo with all the associated MemoryWeb Tags,

they can select export (0751) which will initiate the Application Export System as illustrated in

FIG. 49. If the user wants to see the Digital File that is one file before the selected Digital File,

they select the left arrow (0752) or they can select the right arrow (0753) to display the next

photo in the sequence. Below the Digital File, the comments (0755) that are specific to that

Digital file are depicted. If the user wants to edit the comments, they select edit (0756). If the

user would like to see a moving slideshow ofall the photos that are part of the group of Digital

Files, they can select on the play sign (0757) or simply click the specific thumbnail of a Digital

File (0758) to be displayed. The user can also have the slideshowin a full screen slideshow by

selecting the full screen icon (0759). If the user wants to share the individual Digital file via

email, they can select the mail icon (0760) or share it through a third party median provider, in

this case Facebook (0761). A more detailed description on how the share functionality worksis

in FIG. 46 (indicator 1000).

[00159] In FIG. 31, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with a Digital File is

illustrated to the right of the Digital File under each major MemoryWeb Tag area. For this

example, the People area (0763) has Application Dot-Tags of Jackson Smith (0780) and JC

Smith (0764) associated with the selected Digital File. In the Dates area (0765), the Application

Dot-Tag of August 28, 2013 (0766) is associated with the selected Digital File. In the Locations

Area (0767), the Application Dot-Tag of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0768) in the location

associated with the selected Digital File. In the Collections Area (0769), the Application Dot-

Tags of First Day of School (0770) and Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (0771) are associated with

the selected Digital File. The Star Rankings Area (0782) showsthat four out of five stars (0773)

wasselected for this Digital File. If the Digital File is associated with a Recipe (0774) the

Application Dot-Tag would beillustrated in this area. The Media Typearea indicatesthat thisis

a Memento (0776). If the user wants to delete this Digital File from the Application, they can

select the Delete Item function (0779). If the user wants to edit the Application Dot-Tags, they

can select the edit icon (0762) and all the MemoryWeb Tagareas will be in edit modeaslater

illustrated in FIG.35. Finally, any original Digital File detail (e.g. file name, camera

specifications, etc.) is illustrated (0778).
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[00160] In FIG. 32, both of the People Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

People Application View (1400) is used to display all the people that were created within the

user’s Application. This view can be seen by selecting “People” (1401) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The people can be listed in various sort orders though

a drop-down (1402) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added), Alphabetical

(A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. Additional sorts are contemplated such as age sort. For each

person, a thumbnail of their face along with their name is depicted. In this figure, Jon Smith

(1403) and JC Jon Smith (1404) along with some other people are illustrated. Also, the user can

determine if they want to have 20, 50 or 100 people shown at one time (1405) by selecting the

corresponding number box. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the

user can select Fast Search (1450) that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every

Application View within the Application, the user can select Apply Filters (1451) that is further

described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00161] Inthe second People Application View within FIG. 32, a single people profile

(1430) is illustrated. The individuals nameis displayed at the top of the page (1431) along with

their Nicknames (1433), when they were Born (1434), who their parents are (1435), Siblings

(1436), Children (1437), and the person’s Biography (1438). The Person Profile Photo of that

individualis illustrated (1439) and if the user wants to change the profile photo, they can change

by selecting change profile photo (1440). For each person, the system can allow the user to

quickly see all the tags that are associated to a person. In this example, the system illustrates that

there are four photos (1452) associated with that person and will also illustrate thumbnails of

each of the four photos (1446). These thumbnails can be selected and then the user will be taken

to the slideshow view for that Digital File. If the user selects Collections (1441), all of the

collections that the person has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user selects Facial

Recognitions (1442), all the faces that are confirmed or need to be confirmed are displayed. This

is the area where the user can select to confirm or deny a suggested facial recognition through

the Third Party Facial Recognition System that is illustrated in FIG. 25. If the user selects

Locations (1443), all of the Locations that the specific person has been tagged within will be

displayed. If the user selects Family Relationships (1444), the seven people that the user is

associated with will be displayed in a family chart or tree. If the user selects Recipe (1445),all

the recipe’s that the user has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user wants to edit any
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details within the individual people profile, they can select edit (1447) andall the fields will

allow the ability to edit the details. If the user selects any of the Application Dot-Tags such as

the individuals mother Jane Smith (Doe) (1449), the application will utilize the Continuous Link

of Application Dot-Tag System (see FIG. 30) and take the user to an individual people profile

view of Jane Smith (Doe). If the user selects View all People (1432), the Application will go

back to the multiple People View (1400).

[00162] In FIG. 33, both of the Collection Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

Collection Application View is used to display all the collections that were created within the

user’s Application (1500). This view can be seen by selecting “Collections” (1501) from any of

the Application Views within the Application. The collections can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1502) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each collection, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that collection depicted. In this figure, Smith Family Photos (1503), Europe Trip (1504),

First Day of School (1505), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1506), and Baseball Games (1507) is

illustrated. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00163] Inthe second Collections Application View within FIG.33, a single collection

(1530) is illustrated. The individual collection nameis displayed at the top of the page (1532).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system showsphotos (1533) associated with the Smith Family Photos Collection. If the user

wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection, they can select edit (1535) and then the user

can add or delete any Digital Files as well as set the cover photo for a collection. If the user

wants to share this collection (1534), they can select a method to share and this will take the user

through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated later in FIG. 46. If the user

selects View all Collections (1531), the Application will go back to the multiple Collection View

(1500).

[00164] In FIG. 34, both of the Location Application Viewsare illustrated. Thefirst

Location Application View is used to display all the locations that were created within the user’s

Application (1600). This view can be seen by selecting “Locations” (1605) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The locations can be listed in various sort orders
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though a drop-down (1606) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each location, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that location depicted. In this figure, Wrigley Field (1601), Abe Lincoln Elementary

School (1602), Home Sweet Home (1603), and Stonehenge (1604) is illustrated. What is also

contemplated instead of a Digital File from that location is that a zoomed in image of a map from

the specific location using the Third Party Geographical Mapping System later depicted in

FIG. 47. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00165] In the second Locations Application View within FIG. 34, a single location

(1630) is illustrated. The individual location name is displayed at the top of the page (1632).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system illustrates a one photo (1633) taken at Wrigley Field (1634) that is associated with the

location called Wrigley Field. If the user wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection,

they can select edit (1637) and then the user can add or delete any Digital Files. If the user wants

to share the Digital Files associated with this location (1636), they can select a method to share

and this will take the user through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated

later in FIG. 46. If the user selects View all Collections (1631), the Application will go back to

the multiple Collection View (1600). As part of the individual Location View, an interactive

map displaying a zoomed-in imageofthe specific location is displayed (1635).

[00166] In FIG. 35, the Uploads Application View and how it uses the Application

Digital Tag Organizer System is illustrated (1700). Similar to the concept of writing certain
39

information “on the back of a photo,” the system’s digital tagging system (also called

Application Digital Tag Organizer) allowsa user to select large amounts of Digital Files and add

Digital Tags that can characterize and document the digital file(s). Digital Files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, album, comments, documenttype(e.g., birth certificate, poetry),

recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. One or more Digital Files can be selected at the

same time and displayed with an overlaid check mark whenactivated (1705 and 1710) and then

Digital Tags can be assigned to a single file at a time or to a plurality of files at once. For
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example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”to 100 photosat once, the system provides

a way for a user to select all 100 photos (1713) and enter the tag only once. In addition, the

system does include an indicator that appears when a user hovers over the Digital File providing

all the relevant Digital Tags associated with that specific Digital File (1737) and in this example

it shows the caption of “Family Smith finally sees Stonehenge,” that four People are tagged to

this photo, one collection is tagged to this photo, there are zero people recognized through Facial

Recognition, and the date of this photo is from December 21, 2013. If the user wants to delete a

single photo from uploads, they can click on the “x” (1735) that is displayed when the user

hovers over the Digital File thumbnail. When there are multiple Digital Files, the user can

determine how many imagesare displayed at one time in the Items Per Page Buttons (1738) that

include such numbersat 20, 50 and 100 on the page at the same time. When there is are more

Digital Files that items per page, they are automatically grouped by pages and a Page Button

(1739) can be selected to see the next set of Digital Files.

[00167] In the Uploads Location View, Digital Files can be directly uploaded to the

Application by selecting Upload Files (1701) and the user will have the option to select the

specific Digital Files to be uploaded from their Storage System. Users also have the option to

install the MemoryWeb Download Application that can be installed on either a Microsoft or

MACcomputer that will automatically upload and sync photos to and from the users Storage

System to the MemoryWeb Application. Also displayed is the amount of space being used by

the user within the Application (1702). Uploads of Digital Files can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1703) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. In addition, the Digital Files can be sorted by File

Batch Name (A-Z) or File Batch Name (Z-A). In FIG. 35, the sort of File Batch Name (A-Z) is

selected (1703) and this provides three groups of Digital Files with the names File Folder

C:/2013/Family Fun (1704), File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), and of File Folder

C:/2013/First Day of School (1709). The File Batch Nameis created when Digital Files are

uploaded to the Application. The File Batch Name allows the user to see the file directory of

how they had their Digital Files stored from another Storage System (e.g., on their computer hard

drive) that allows for easier organization within the MemoryWeb Application. For example, in

the sort of File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), two digital files (1707 and 1708) are illustrated

that came from the exact samefile folder path of the Users Storage system upon upload. At the
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top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast Search that is

further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the Application,

the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00168] On the right side of FIG. 35, the associated Application Dot-Tags along with

the ability to organize one or more Digital Files at the same timeisillustrated. At the top of the

screen, it shows how two Digital Files are selected (1712) that correspond to the selected

(checked) Digital Files (1705 and 1710). Belowthis area illustrates all the Application Dot-Tags

that are associated with the two selected Digital Files. The user has the option to select all

(1713) the Digital Files being viewed in the Uploads View as well as selecting none (1714). By

selecting all, the user can administer Application Dot-Tagsto all the selected Digital Files at the

same time. If the user wants to delete Digital Files, they can select the Digital Files to be deleted

and then select the Delete Selection (1715) option.

[00169] In FIG. 35, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with the selected

Digital File(s) is illustrated. For this example, the People area (1716) has Application Dot-Tags

of Jackson Smith (1734), Jane Smith (1733), Jon Smith (1731, and JC Smith (1717) that are

associated with the two selected Digital Files (1710 and 1705). If the user wants to add a person

to all the selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add People” (1718) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing person within the user’s existing people within the

Application or add a new person to the user’s group of people within the Application. It is

contemplated to have a Facial Recognition suggestions appear in this area of the Application that

will allow users to confirm or deny a recognized person to a specific Digital File. However, the

current version of the People area is useful for situations where a face is not recognized, but the

user desires to tag a person to a Digital File, they can manually assign a Person Application Dot-

Tag to that Digital File for an existing person (e.g., if the person’s back is turned, it is a

documentthat contains that person, a piece of art created by that person,etc.).

[00170] In the Dates area (1719), the organize functionality for assigning a Digital Tag

of a date within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the date when the Digital File was

created is automatically read by the Application andillustrated as an Application Dot-Tag (1720

and 1730). Asillustrated in the Dates area, the Application Dot-Tagsof July 4, 2013 (1720) and

August 28, 2013 (1730) are illustrated as they correspond to the dates that are associated with

each of the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to change the date for all the selected Digital
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Files, they can click on “+Add/Edit Date” (1721) that will display a pop-up where the user can

add a new date for the selected digital files within the Application. This is a very useful feature

when an incorrect date is assigned to a digital file (e.g., if a photo from October 31, 1951 was

digitized on December31, 2012, the digitized dates would show as an Application Dot-Tag that

the user can changein this section to the correct date of October 31, 1951).

[00171] In the Locations area (1722), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of locations within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the GPS location of

where the Digital File was created (if applicable) is automatically read by the Application and

illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag for locations ofthe selected files. In the locations area, the

Application Dot-Tags of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (1723) and Wrigley Field (1735) are

illustrated as they correspondto the locations that are associated with each of the selected Digital

Files. If the user wants to change the location for all the selected Digital Files, they can click on

“+Add/Edit location” (1724) that will display a pop-up where the user can search for an existing

location within the user’s existing locations within the Application or add a new location to the

user’s group of locations within the Application. Another added function to assign a location to

the selected Digital Files is to use Search with Map (1732) that utilizes the Application’s Third

Party Geographical Mapping System that is further illustrated in FIG. 47 that allows the user to

type in any relevant information (e.g., location name, address, state, etc.) and then the

Application will search and pinpointthat location on a map.

[00172] In the Collections Area (1725), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of albums within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Digital Files can be associated to

multiple albums. Asillustrated in the Collections area, the Application Dot-Tags of First Day of

School (1726), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1727), and Baseball Games (1728) are associated

with the Collections for the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to add a Collectionto all the

selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add/Create Collection” (1729) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing Collection within the user’s existing Collections

within the Application or add a new Collection to the user’s group of Collections within the

Application.

[00173] Within the Uploads View, the ability to perform similar tagging of Star

Rankings, Recipes, Family Relationships, and Media Types / Document Type are also

contemplated as part of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. For Star Rankings,it is
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contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of star rankings within the Digital File(s). Upon

upload, if the star ranking is already contained within the Digital File, it is automatically read by

the Application and illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag. The user can select one or more

Digital Files and then apply a star ranking between 1 and 5 in the Uploads Application View.

For Recipes, it is contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of Recipes to Digital File(s). The

user can select one or more Digital Files and then type within the “Recipe” search bar to either

add a new recipe or associate the Digital File(s) to an existing recipe. Digital Files can be

associated to multiple recipes. For Media Type / Document Type, the user can choose fromalist

of common document types(e.g., Birth Certificate, Death Certificate, Marriage Certificate, etc.)

can be utilized for common document type associations. Once a document type is assigned to

one or more Digital Files, the document type appears within an Application Dot-Tag. Digital

Files can be associated to multiple documenttypes.

[00174] In FIG. 36, an individual recipe view (1800) allows one to see all the

information that is associated with a specific recipe. The nameofthe specific recipe is displayed

at the top of the page (1801) and the People Profile picture of the “chef” associated with the

recipeis illustrated (1804). If no chefis assigned, the user can select the “t+add/edit chef” (1803)

to either choose an existing person from the user’s People in the Application or add a new

person.

[00175] The view ofvarious Digital Files within the recipe (1808) along with scrolling

through the Digital Files using the arrow icons (1814 and 1815), the ability to share this recipe

with others by selecting the sharing icon (1812), As the Digital Files are selected on using the

film strip on the bottom, a larger thumbnail illustrating the Digital File is shown (1807). The

recipe view also allows you to choose a chef for the recipe from the people within the user’s

Application. When a chefis selected, the profile picture (1804) of the person along with their

name as an Application Dot-Tag (1816) is displayed. For each recipe, the user can insert the

ingredients (1809), directions (1810), and comments (1811). Each of these areas can be edited

by selecting the edit button (1813). Another contemplated feature allows the user to apply star

rankings for the recipe as well as categorize they type ofrecipe (e.g., appetizer, entrée, etc.). It is

further contemplated that the Digital Files within the individual recipe view mayalso include

videos where they can be watched showing the chef making the recipe. It is also contemplated

that the recipes will be interactive with external sources (e.g., the Food Network) so that recipes
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can be shared or imported with the Application and that visitors to the account will be able to

post/share comments about the recipe. It is further contemplated that the user can print the

recipe using a print icon.

[00176] In FIG. 37, the Advanced Filters System is illustrated (0800). This feature

allows the user to narrow the Digital Files being viewed within the Application Views by

searching the user’s entire collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then

displaying the filtered information in one of the Application Views. AdvancedFilters System

can be filtered by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A user may filter based on more

than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify Digital Files that maystill need to be

organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate files that have no date, no

location, no people, no specific date/range, and no upload date information or are lacking any

other tag. The Advanced Search Filter can be used within many of the views the Application to

narrow the set of Digital Files being viewed. For example, you can use the Advanced Filter

Button to only show the map view oflocations a specific person hastraveledin their lifetime.

[00177] When a user selects the “Advanced Filters” from almost any Application

View (0801) (the button can be seen in FIGs. 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36), a pop-up will appear that

allows the user to type in text into the text box (0802). As the user is typing, the system sends a

request (0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible MemoryWeb Tag

matches. The system will then produce the request (0804) and illustrate the potential matches of

the filters to the user (0805). As the user types in anotherletter, the process of sending a request

(0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0804) and producing a newset

of results (0805) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested MemoryWebtags (0806) and

then selects to apply this filter (0807), the system will send this request to the User Relationship

Table (0300). This portion of the Advanced Filter System is further illustrated in FIG. 38.

[00178] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the Uploads View,the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0809). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0850).

[00179] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Collections View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the
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relationship data (0810). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0852).

[00180] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Locations View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0811). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator

0856).

[00181] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the People View, the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0814). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0854).

[00182] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within other contemplated views

within the Application such as Recipe, Family Trees, Timespan,etc. the system retrieves data for

the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0812).

[00183] Ifthe user decides to add an additional filter (0813), the process is repeated

whenthe user selects “AdvancedFilter” (0801) while the pre-existing filters are still applied. An

example of this process is later illustrated in FIG. 42 and FIG. 43. If the user selects an

Application Dot-Tag, then the continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System is engaged as

illustrated in FIG. 30 (0700).

[00184] In FIG. 38, the process of the Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. This is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in

FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0830), the user selects “Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where

the Application generates the Apply Multiple Filters box (0831). The user can then type in the

alphanumeric text search criteria within the Advanced Filters text box (0838). In this example,

the word “Smith” was typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the

text box, the application automatically generates the available filters (0836) that meet the criteria.

In this example, the user selects the Application Dot-Tag of a person named JC Smith (0832). In

Stage 3, “Apply” is selected and then the application lists the Application Dot-Tag of a Person

named JC Smith as a current active filter (0837). This filter will then be applied to each

Application view that is further illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41. If the user wants to clear all

the filters, they can select “clear filters” (0839).
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[00185] In FIG. 39, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for each Application view is depicted. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the Uploads

Application View (0850), the filter of “JC Smith” (0851) is illustrated and only the Digital Files

that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the

Collections Application View (0852), the filter of “JC Smith” (0853) is illustrated and only the

Collections that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in

the People Application View (0854), the filter of “JC Smith” (0855) is illustrated and only the

person named JC Smithisillustrated.

[00186] In FIG. 40, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for a date within the Uploads Application View is depicted (0860). If the Advanced Filter

is applied using a date filter within the Uploads Application View (0861), the filter date of

“2013-07-04” (0876) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain that date are illustrated.

[00187] In FIG. 41, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0870). Within the Location Application

View the Digital Files are displayed within an interactive map (Google map shown as an

example). The Location View can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that

identifies the specific locations for an eventor trip that can be customized by users. In this view,

individual or groups of Digital Files are illustrated as photo thumbnails (see indicators 0874 and

0875)) on the map and the user can select the thumbnail to see all the Digital Files with the same

location (as seen FIG 34 (indicator 1630)) or the user can use the interactive map and narrow the

map view by either using the zoom in / zoom out bar (0876) on the left or simply selecting the

map. Note that the pinned locations include a thumbnail of the Digital File (or Collection cover)

and the numberofDigital Files for that location.

[00188] Ifthe AdvancedFilter is applied in the Locations Application View,the filter

of “JC Smith” (0872) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain the person JC Smith are

illustrated with their geographic location on the map. The user can select to clear this filter

(0873) or see this Advanced Filter with the view oflocations as a list (0871). In FIG. 41, there

are two illustrated on the map (0874 and 0875).

[00189] In FIG. 42, the process of the Adding another Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. Continuing on the process that wasillustrated in FIG. 38 where

the first Application Dot-Tag filter of “Person: JC Smith” was applied, the ability to add a
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second Application Dot-Tag if further illustrated in FIG. 42. As with FIG. 38, FIG. 42 is a visual

depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0880), the user selects

“Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where the Application generates the Apply

Multiple Filters box (0881). The user can then type in the text search criteria for the second

Advanced Filter within the Advanced Filters text box. In this example, the word “Abe” was

typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application

automatically generates the available filters that meet the criteria. In this example, the user

selects the Application Dot-Tag of a location named Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0882). In

Stage 3 (0883), the application lists the Application Dot-Tags of both the Person named JC

Smith (0884) as well as the location of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0885) as part of the

Current Active Filters. The user then selects “Apply” (0886) to see these filters illustrated in the

Application Views.This filter will then be applied to each Application view as previously

illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41.

[00190] In FIG. 43,an illustration of the results for Adding Another Application Dot-

Tag Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0890). Continuing on the process that

was illustrated in FIG. 42, in FIG. 43 (0890) the Application Dot-Tag filters of “Person: JC

Smith” (0891) and “Location: Abe Lincoln Elementary School” (0892) are illustrated. There is

one overlapping location that contains both filters for a Digital File that is illustrated on the map

(0893).

[00191] In FIG. 44, the Fast Search System is illustrated (0900). Throughout the

Application, groups or individual Digital Files can be searched quickly using the Fast Search bar

that is at the top of each Application View. Once a key word or phrase is entered into this area,

the user’s entire collection of Digital Tags within the Application that includes all the Digital

tags are searched for potential matches. This feature allows the user to search their entire

collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then displays the information

grouped by people, collections, locations, documents, and recipes. The Fast Search System can

be searched by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, documenttype, and dates.

[00192] When a user selects the Fast Search bar from almost any Application View

(0901), the user can type in alphanumeric text into the text box (0902). Asthe useris typing, the

system sends a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible
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MemoryWeb Tag matches. The system will then produce the request (0904) andillustrate the

potential matches by category for the user (0905). As the user types in anotherletter, the process

of sending a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0904) and

producing a new set of results (0905) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested

MemoryWeb tags (0906), the system will send this request to the User Relationship Table

(0300). This processis further illustrated in FIG. 45.

[00193] If the user selects a person Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

person from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0907) in the Person

Profile View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00194] Ifthe user selects a collection Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

collection from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0908) in the

Collection View asillustrated in FIG. 33 (indicator (1530).

[00195] Ifthe user selects a location Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

location from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0909) in the

Location View asillustrated in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00196] Ifthe user selects a date Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the date

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0910) in the Uploads

Viewasillustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator 1861).

[00197] If the Fast Search System is applied within other contemplated views within

the Application such as Family Trees, Timespan, etc. the system retrieves data for the search

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0911). As part of the

contemplated search processis to also search commentsrelated to a Digital File.

[00198] In FIG. 45, the process of using the Keyword Fast Search is illustrated. This

is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 44. In Stage 1 (0930), the user

selects the Fast Search bar at the top of one of the Application Views. This takes the user to

Stage 2 (0931) where the user can then type in the alphanumeric text search criteria within the

Fast Search text box (0932). In this example, the word “Wrigley” was typed within the text box.

Asthe alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application automatically generates the

available MemoryWeb Tag results (0933) that meet the criteria. Note how the results are

organized by various MemoryWeb Tagcategories such as Person, Collection, Location, Recipe,

and comments. In Stage 3 (0934), the user selects one of the results. In this example, the user
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selects the location of Wrigley Field (0935). When the user selects a specific MemoryWeb Tag,

it takes them to Stage 4 where the information related to that tag is displayed in the

corresponding view as discussed within FIG. 44. For the example where the user selected the

Location of Wrigley Field, the user was taken to the individual locations Application View

wherethe location of Wrigley Field and the corresponding Digital Files are displayed (0936).

[00199] In FIG. 46, the Share to Third Party Media Provider System (1000) is

illustrated. This feature allows the user to share Digital Files from MemoryWebdirectly to a

third party application. The process begins when the user selects to share a Digital File or

collection of Digital Files within the MemoryWeb Application (1001). Examples of where the

user can select share can be seen in FIG. 31 (indicator 0760), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34

(indicator 1636), and FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Once the request is made, the system requests

the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1002) from the User Relationship Table (0300). The

system then retrieves the Digital File from the User Relationship Table (1003). At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags from the Relationship Table (1004). The

system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1005). The

mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocksis illustrated in

FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the

new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then

combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File (1006).

The application then exports the Digital File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the

Application Export System (1300) which then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb

Application to the Third Party Media Provider (0501).

[00200] In FIG.47, the Third Party Geographical Mapping System is illustrated

(1100). When Digital Files are imported into MemoryWeb,if there is any GPS data available

from the EXIF Tags (See FIG. 22 (indicators 0330, 0331, 0332, and 0333)), the system will

utilize this data and automatically create a MemoryWeblocation tag within the Application (See

FIG. 22 (indicators 0368, 0369, 0370 and 0371)). However, if the GPS coordinates were missing

from a Digital File when it was imported into the Application (See FIG. 50 (indicators 1418 and

1419)), the user can add the Location (which the application will automatically add the

associated GPStags) to the Digital File using the Application Digital Tag Organization System

(see FIG. 28). As locations are associated with a Digital File, the Application can interact with a
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Third Party Geographical Mapping System to pull maps that correspond to the exact location of

Digital Files that have a location tag (see FIG. 34 (indicator 1630 and FIG.40, indicator 0875)).

In addition, the Application utilizes a world map view to illustrate all the locations that are

associated to one or more Digital Files for a user within the Location Application View (see

FIG. 41 (indicator 0880)).

[00201] The Third Party Geographical Mapping System begins when a Location

Application Dot Tag (1102) is selected (1104), the system will send a request (1105) to the User

Relationship Table (0300). Examples of when Location Application Dot-Tags can be selected

are illustrated in FIG. 31 (indicator 0768 and FIG. 35, indicators 1723 and 1735). In FIG. 47 if

the Locations Application View is selected (1103), the system will send a request (1105) to the

User Relationship Table. The Location Application View can be selected from almost any

Application view as illustrated in FIG. 34(indicator 1605). Wheneither a single location or the

world map view is selected, the system will retrieve the data (1108) from the User Relationship

Table (0300) and send a request (1106) to the Third Party Geographical Mapping Provider

(1101) who generates the map request and then sends the information back to the system for the

specific location (1107). At the same time, the Application Dot-Tags and Digital Files

associated with the location or map request are retrieved and then sent (1109) to the Locations

Application view. The system will combine the map information along with the Application

Dot-Tags and Digital Files and display this information within the Location Application View

(1100). Examples of a single Location Application View can be seen in FIG.34 (indicator 1630)

and FIG. 40 (indicator 0875), and an example of a world map view can be seen in FIG. 41

(indicator 0880).

[00202] In FIG. 48, the Share to Individual System is illustrated (1200). The Share to

an individual person or a group of people starts when a user initiates share of a Digital File or a

Collection of Digital Files (1201). Examples of where the user share functionsare illustrates are

in FIG. 31 (indicators 0760 and 0761), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34 (indicator 1636), and

FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Next, the system requests the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1202)

from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding Digital File

(or collection of Digital Files) (1203) from the User Relationship Table.

[00203] At the sametime, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital

File from the Relationship Table (1204). The system will then inject the tags to the
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corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1206). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were

modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the new tag information will be transferred

into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

embeds them within the Original Digital File (1205). The application then exports the Digital

File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the Application Export System (1300) which

then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb Application to an Individual or Group of

People (1207).

[00204] In FIG.49, the Application Export System is illustrated (1300). The

Application Export System starts when a user selects the export of a Digital File within the

application (1302) or has installed the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application

(1308). An example of where the user can select the export of a Digital file within the

Application is FIG.31 (indicator 0751). If the user has installed the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the export functionality of the user’s entire collection of

Digital Files will be downloaded to the User’s desired folder on their computer with the Digital

Tags embedded within the Digital Files. If neither a user initiated download nor the MW

Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application is not used, then the Application Export is not

initiated (1309). For either a user initiated download or one using the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the system requests the Digital File(s) and Tag Data Blocks

(1303) from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding

Digital File (or collection of Digital Files) (1304) from the User Relationship Table. At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital File from the User Relationship

Table (1305). The system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks

(1306). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is

illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication,

only the new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system

then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File(s)

(1307). The application then exports the Digital File(s) with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks to

the desired Storage System ofthe user (1301).

[00205] In FIG. 50, there are three charts for the Digital File Image File Directory

Data Blocks of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb. This Figure is
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meant to demonstrate how the EXIF Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File (in this example a JPG

file) prior to the use of MemoryWeb Application appear and then how these EXIF Tag Data

Blocks are populated with Digital Tags upon export from the MemoryWeb Application.

[00206] Thefirst chart illustrates common EXIF Tags (Data Blocks) (1401) andlists

certain common the EXIfTool Family 1 Group namesthat are displayed in the file properties of a

JPG file when using Microsoft Windows (these are the same EXIF Tag Blocks that were

illustrated in FIG. 22 (indicator 1320)). In the second chart (1402), the Digital Tags associated

with the original Digital File are displayed. In the third chart (1403), the updated Digital Tags

for the same original Digital File once exported from the MemoryWeb Application is displayed.

[00207] In the second chart (1402), the original Digital File prior to import to the

MemoryWeb Application did not have Digital Tags for data blocks such as Description Rating

(1416), Description Comments (1417), GPS Latitude (1418), GPS Longitude (1419). Also in the

second chart the Digital Tags for the data blocks of File Folder Path (1420) and File Date

Created (1421) are illustrated.

[00208] In the third chart (1403), the original Digital File that was exported from the

MemoryWeb Application now contains new or modified Digital Tags for certain data blocks.

For example, a star rating of four out offive stars (1410) with the new MW Modified Digital File

is now associated with the Description Rating (1404) where it was blank (1416) with the original

file before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00209] Another example is the listing of MemoryWeb Tags within the Description

Comments data block (1411) as: CAPTION: Jackson and JC’s first day at school!, PERSON:

Jackson Smith, JC Smith, LOCATION NAME: Abe Lincoln Elementary School,

COLLECTION:First Day of School, COLLECTION: Jackson and JC Photos 2013, DATE:

8/28/2013. All of these Digital Tags are now associated with the Description Comments (1405)

where it was blank (1417) with the originalfile before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00210] Also updated in the MW Modified Digital File are the GPS Latitude (1412)

and GPS Longitude (1413) as Digital Tags that were assigned in the MemoryWeb Application

using the location feature with the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. These tags now

replace the blank tags (indicators 1418 and 1419) that were in the original file before using the

MemoryWeb Application.
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[00211] A final example is how the date was modified in the MemoryWeb Application

where a new date of August 28, 2013 (1415) was assigned to the Digital File. This replaced the

old date that was originally tagged with a date of November 1, 2013 (1421). Inatypical Digital

File, only the date and perhaps the GPSlocation if taken with certain newer photo deviceis pre-

populated in a Digital File. For the example in FIG. 50, the Digital File may have been created

or scanned on November1, 2013, but with the MemoryWeb Application Digital Tag Organizer

System the user was able to correctly assign the date the photo was taken and nowthis date is

always part of the Digital File within the MemoryWeb Application, but also when the Digital

File is exported from MemoryWeb.

[00212] A benefit of the Export System is that users can export a single Digital File or

their entire set of Digital Files (using the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application),

with all the updated Digital Tags from the MemoryWeb Application embedded within the

Digital File(s). This feature is unique as it will allow the users to back up their files to another

source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or to transport it to another venue (e.g., another

website that is used for viewing and/or sharing Digital Files such as a social media website)

where it can be viewed with these Digital Tag attributes. This export feature can provide users

with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored simply because the user chooses to

moveits Digital Files to a new digital system.

[00213] The application also contemplates the use of a Family Tree Application View

wherethe individual people that have been created within the Application can be displayed with

family relationships. This view can illustrate interactive family trees where one can see the

family tree of an individual or family. Any family relationships created in the user’s personal

profile are already pre-populated by the Application for the Family Tree View. If a user selects

on an individual within the family tree, it will take them to the people profile Application View

of that person. Family Trees can quickly be viewed with the family tree drop-downsort feature.

Aswith other areas within the Application, the family tree view can be narrowed down using an

Advanced Filters System. For matching family members, the system will have drag/drop

functionality to make new associations to a family tree. It is also contemplated that various

family tree views could be displayed (e.g., pedigree chart, fan chart, directs descendants chart,

etc.). In addition, it is contemplated that family tree relationships from either data files (e.g.,

GEDCOMfiles) or other sources (e.g., Family Search database) would either be imported into
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the user’s versions of the Application or utilize these sources in associating the family tree

information.

[00214] Another Application View that is contemplated is Timespan or Timeline. The

Timeline Application View will have an interactive timeline to display the dates within the

Digital Files of the Application for a user. The timeline view acts as an interactive filter or

funnel of Digital Files whereas when the user starts to define the parameters of dates towards the

bottom, the information aboveit is filtered to display the major groupsof Digital Files that meets

the selected date range criteria in various formats until you are able to view an individual Digital

File. This funnel approach is designed to allow the user to appreciate the vast amount of data

that can be associated with a date range, but then allow them to filter the information with the

user’s desired criteria. This will be a very useful tool when users want to see the growth and

progress of an individual as well as memorialize a lifetime of a friend or family member.

[00215] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata

including tags;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user ofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search forall of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a first indication

of the first tag label.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadataofthe first digital file, together with the first indication.

3. The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one ofthe tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a second

indication of the secondtag label.
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4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the seconddigital file, together with the second indication.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag label along

with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the

metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the second tag label

along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embedded

in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags distinct from the first set

of tags.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with thefirst tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second ofthe digital files, displaying, on the video display, an indication of the

association betweenthefirst of the digital files and the second ofthe digitalfiles.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, a digital audio file, a digital document, a digital food

recipe having an ingredients portion and at least one digital photograph or image or video, a

family tree record indicating familial relationships among related persons, a profile record

including biographical information about a living organism, or a timespan record including a

time-based series of occurrences.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the content data includes

a digital food recipe having at least an ingredients portion andat least one digital photograph or

image or video, and wherein the first tag label includes an identity of a human source or human

authorship of the digital food recipe or a name associated with the digital food recipe.
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10.|The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removingthe first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data of the

first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second typethatis different than the first type,

wherein the first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. |The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein thefirst type is a digital

photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second type is a digital audio file, a digital

document, or a digital food recipe.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag label is

indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection related

to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date associated

with the content data.

14.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files

havingthefirst tag label.

15.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic

coordinates where the digital photograph or image or video was taken, the method further

comprising:

displaying, on the video display device, a representation of a map,all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital

files includingat least a first geotag and a second geotag; and

displaying a first thumbnail at a first location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the first geotag on the map, a second thumbnail at a second location
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corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the map, and the

alphanumeric text of the first tag label.

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, the first thumbnail including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the

first geotag, and the second thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the second geotag.

17.|The computer-implemented method of claim 16, further comprising displaying

proximate the first thumbnail a count value corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs

or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and displaying

proximate the second thumbnail a count value corresponding to the number of digital

photographsor imagesor videosinthefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.

18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the content data of a

second ofthe digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital food recipe, the method

further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first geotag or the second geotag.

19. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata of a second

of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted

by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searchingforall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search forall of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.

20.|The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising displaying on

the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.
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21. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata portion

including tags;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, a first graphical

representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and associated with a first of the digital

files;

receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the

client device of the first graphical representation of the first tag label as a search filter criterion or

a search string entered via the user interface device correspondingto thefirst tag label;

responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through the digital files, using at

least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at least the search filter

criterion; and

displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the first tag label and a

representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the searchfilter criterion.

22. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

useras the first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

22. |The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to includethefirst tag label created and inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the

modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the first tag label is preserved

during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without removingthefirst tag
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label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage

medium.

23. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the other remote storage

medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system running a destination

operating system different from an operating system on the client device, and wherein the

modified first digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium

after the exporting.

24. The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein the computer system

includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a

television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data

assistant having a computer.

25. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the metadata ofthe first

digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF) having a

Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadata

of the first digital file as alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label.

26. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein the first tag label is

automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the metadata of the

first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to be used as the

search filter criterion when selected by the user.

27. The computer-implemented method of claim 26, wherein the extracted

information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital photograph or

imageor video wastaken or created or recorded or scanned bya digital imaging device.

28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the metadata is

formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein the first digital

file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

29. A web-based digital file storage system comprising:

a digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files;

a digital tagging system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each of

the digital files, wherein the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected

from the group consisting of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a

person’s profile, an event name, a rating, and a documenttype;
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a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital files to be searched according to

a plurality of types of data; and

a user interface that presents the digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags,

wherein the user interface further comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at

least one type of data represented thereon withtext.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files comprises

storing a plurality of digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata including

tags; receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user of the client device; modifying, using a

controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a first of the digital files to

include the first tag label; receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface

device, an instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files having

at least the first tag label; and displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.
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Customer Wa. 70001 Declaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-060002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R. 1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOReeeeeeeenutecnnccscnroniiaenneeNieeereeneenELEMTERI

MANAGING DIGITALFILES,| hereby declarethat: 

This declaration is directed to:

[| The attached application, or
United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426
filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

L believe that [am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

1 acknowledgethe dutyto disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.50. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR§ 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believedto betrue.

L hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 byfine or imprisonment ofnot more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon. Nm,

201s 
ChristopherJ. Desmond
Inventor's Full Name hy Date
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Inventer’s Signature
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Customer No. 70001 DeclarationAtty. Docket No. 069366-000002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R.1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOREYEeeOUEScbtauiomvinennictiatancrenrsastinnatiancinamennen

MANAGINGDIGITALFILES, | hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
- United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426x] filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.
I believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention tn the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

{ acknowledgethe duty to discloseall information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CER § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, I
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be materialto
patentability ofthe application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application,

1 hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information andbelief are believed to be true.

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

  Nancy L. Desmond AGL Ho| oS
tnventor’s Fall Name Date

NaWenv: Oem
Inverttor’s Signature
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Customer No. 70001 Deciaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-000002USPI

RULES63 AND 67 (37 C.F.R. 1.63 and1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titted METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES,I herebydeclare that:

 

 

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
~ United States application or PCT international application number14/193,426[x|filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

[ believe that | am the original inventoror an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, [
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information knownto me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date ofthis
application.

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true andthatall
statements made oninformation and belief are believed to be true.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 100] by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

L. Michael ‘Tavior "|S
Inventor’s FullName Date
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NIXON PEABODY LLP

M0 WEST MADISON STREET V0.9400
SUITE 3500

CHICAGO, IL 60602

Date Mailed: 11/03/2020

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional utility patent application. The application will be taken up for
examination in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence
concerning the application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER,
FILING DATE, NAME OF FIRST INVENTOR,and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are
subjectto collection.

Pleaseverify the accuracyof the data presented onthis receipt.If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a corrected Filing Receipt, including a properly marked-up ADS showing the changes
with strike-through for deletions and underlining for additions. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” or
other Notice requiring a responseforthis application, please submit any requestfor correction to this Filing Receipt
with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another
Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections provided that the request is grantable.

Inventor(s)
Christopher J. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
Nancy L. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
L. Michael Taylor, Chicago, IL;

Applicant(s)
Memoryweb,LLC, Glen Ellyn, IL;

Powerof Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 16/536 ,300 08/08/2019
which is a CON of 15/375,927 12/12/2016 PAT 10423658
which is a CON of 14/193,426 02/28/2014 PAT 9552376
whichis a CIP of 13/157,214 06/09/2011 PAT 9098531

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see htto://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes
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Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 11/02/2020

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad underthe Paris Convention,
is US 17/079,208

Projected Publication Date: 02/11/2021

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Preliminary Class

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documentsandfees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a persondesiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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following e-mail address(es):
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Application No. Applicant(s)
17/079,208 Desmondetal.

Decision Granting Request for
PrioritizedExamination (Track 1)_\Examiner AIA (FITF) Status

CHERYL P GIBSON No
BAYLOR

1. THE REQUESTFILED 23 October 2020 IS GRANTED.

The above-identified application has met the requirementsfor prioritized examination
A. for an original nonprovisional application (Track I).
B. C3 for an application undergoing continued examination (RCE).

2. The above-identified application will undergo prioritized examination. The application will be
accordedspecial status throughoutits entire course of prosecution until one of the following occurs:

A. filing a petition for extension of time to extend the time period for filing a reply;

B. filing an amendmen mend th lication ntain more than f
independent claims, more thanthirty total claims , or a multiple dependentclaim;

filing a request for continued examination;

filing a notice of appeal:

filing a request for suspension of action;

mailing of a notice of allowance;

mailing of a final Office action;

completion of examination as defined in 37 CFR 41.102; or

abandonmentof the application.

Telephoneinquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to CHERYL GIBSON BAYLORat

(571)272-3213. In his/her absence, calls may be directed to Petition Help Desk at (571) 272-3282.

/CHERYL GIBSON BAYLOR/

Paralegal Specialist, OPET
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A30 8,264,570 09/11/2012 Karimoto

A31 8,271,506 09/18/2012 Martinez

Martinez

Amer-Vahia

Davis

A36 8,332,402 12/11/2012 Forstall

Svendsen

Tendjouikian

A39 8,380,039 02/19/2013 Luo

A40 8,386,506 02/26/2013 Martinez

Adl 8,390,702 03/05/2013 Bhatt

Krumm

Martinez

Buchmueller

8,447,120 05/21/2013 Ji

A46 8,845,855 05/28/2013 Higgins

Cai

Ad8 8,463,931 06/11/2013 Evans

Ad9 8,484,223 07/09/2013 Ota

A50 8,489,115 07/16/2013 Rodriguez

Stapleton

D'Souza

Conwell
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AS4 8,504,073 08/06/2013 Svendsen

Conwell

A56 D689079 09/03/2013 Edwards

AST D689080 09/03/2013 Edwards

AS8 D689083 09/03/2013 Pasceri

Pasco

Pasco

Higgins

A63 8,542,204 09/24/2013 Bhatt

Higgins

Higgins

A66 8,560,517 10/15/2013 Yang

AGT 8,583,620 11/12/2013 Govindachetty

A68 8,583,668 11/12/2013 Higgins

Osten

Bisdikian

Martinez

8,594,702 11/26/2013 Naaman

AT3 8,606,021 12/10/2013 Conwell

Xie

ATS 8,671,154 03/11/2014 Davis

AT6 8,676,001 03/18/2014 Brucher

Aq 8,698,762 04/15/2014 Wagner

Kalaboukis

Thota

Bachman
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A81 8,745,133 06/03/2014 Martinez

Davis

A83 8,769,099 07/01/2014 Kalaboukis

A84 D708 196 07/01/2014 Pasceri

A85 D708 197 07/01/2014 Pasceri

Pasco

Abhyanker

Davis

A90 8,806,365 08/12/2014 Stapleton

Akiva

Higgins

A93 8,825,472 09/02/2014 Raghuveer

A4 8,831,352 09/09/2014 Gao

A95 8,849,854 09/30/2014 Kakarla

Farmer

Paseer

Agarwal

8,880,568 11/04/2014 Perezynski

A100 8,890,888 11/18/2014 Lee Yu-Cheng

Hoffberg

A102 8,914,342 12/16/2014 Kalaboukis

A103 8,923,889 12/30/2014 Svendsen

A104 8,930,848 01/06/2015 Lim

Dhandapani

Xiao

Josefsberg
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A108 8,972,177 03/03/2015 Zheng

Snavely

A110 9,009,177 04/14/2015 Zheng

Alll 9,014,511 04/21/2015 Brucher

All2 9,015,617 04/21/2015 Stapleton

Takanu

All7 9,047,847 06/02/2015 Hochmuth

Pan

A120 9,076,259 07/07/2015 Hourie

Al21 9,092,409 07/28/2015 Charaniya

Al22 9,098,545 08/04/2015 Abhyanker

9,104,729 08/11/2015 Dong

9,104,915 08/11/2015 Conwell

9,110,903 08/18/2015 Martinez

2

2

2

2

2

2

  
 

  

 

 

  

 A126 9,135,751 09/15/2015 Moore

A127 9,151,618 10/06/2015 Amer-Yahia

9,158,794 10/13/2015 Higgins

A129 9,160,802 10/13/2015 Svendsen

A130 9,172,666 10/27/2015 Murdock

Al31 D742,405 11/03/2015 Choi

9,202,200 12/01/2015 Stibel

9,218,328 12/22/2015 Stapleton

9,224,172 12/29/2015 Churchill
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A135 9,235,766 01/12/2016 Yi

Liu

A137 9,245,041 01/26/2016 Pilskalns

A138 9,261,376 02/16/2016 Zheng

A139 D751597 03/15/2016 Pasceri

Al44 9,390,104 07/12/2016 Thomee

Al47 9,424,595 08/23/2016 Svendsen

Al48 9,436,374 09/06/2016 Marr

Al49 9,460,116 10/04/2016 Pilskalns

9,462,054 10/04/2016 Poletto

9,465,513 10/11/2016 sims

9,471,200 10/18/2016 Dellinger

2

2

>

2

2

2

  
 

  

 

 

  

 A153 9,471,834 10/18/2016 Filip

A154 9,483,500 11/01/2016 Brucher

9,501,577 11/22/2016 Zheng

A156 9,507,778 11/29/2016 Jaffe

A157 9,419,682 12/13/2016 Pujara

A158 9,535,563 01/03/2017 Hoffberg

9,536,146 01/03/2017 Zheng

9,552,376 01/24/2017 Desmond

9,557,162 01/31/2017 Rodriguez
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A162 9,576,253 02/21/2017 Zaltzman

Hartford

Al64 9,593,957 03/14/2017 Zheng

A165 9,600,484 03/21/2017 Davis

A166 9,606,668 03/28/2017 Hotelling

Boys

Al71 9,677,886 06/13/2017 Didjusto

Al74 9,683,858 06/20/2017 Zheng

A175 9,691,073 06/27/2017 Tseng

A176 9,703,873 07/11/2017 Fakeih

9,706,345 07/11/2017 Davis

9,710,961 07/18/2017 Setlur

9,715,366 07/25/2017 Bostick

2

2

2

2

>

2

  
 

  

 

 

  

 A180 9,721,188 08/01/2017 Adam

A181 9,754,226 09/05/2017 Zheng

9,772,745 09/26/2017 Hasenci

A183 9,787,799 10/10/2017 Grue

A184 9,805,123 10/31/2017 Nair

A185 9,811,879 11/07/2017 Miller

9,836,183 12/05/2017 Love

9,857,941 01/02/2018 Wagner

9,858,348 01/02/2018 Higgins
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A189 9,870,572 01/16/2018 Chapin

Patton

A191 9,882,994 01/30/2018 Bisdikian

A192 9,916,075 03/13/2018 Chen

A193 9,942,121 04/10/2018 Poletto

Kin

Thome

A198 10,073,584 09/11/2018 Miura

10,083 533 Bhatt

  
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  
  A201 10,110,541 10/23/2018 Li

A202 10,120,947 11/06/2018 Kritt

A203 10,139,989 11/27/2018 Shiroor

Hochmuth

Lanza

Lanza

10,187,543 01/22/2019 Lahcanski

A208 10,223,701 03/05/2019 King

Higgins

A210 10,235,444 03/19/2019 Poletto

A211 10,242,051 03/26/2019 Shinn

A212 10,282,752 05/07/2019 Athsani

Zhens

Brucher

Adam
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10,311,611 06/04/2019 Stoop

|A2i7| 10,318,110 06/11/2019 Naaman
10,324,973 06/18/2019 Circlaeys

10,331,863 06/25/2019 Patton

0 10,360,352 07/23/2019 Patton

ami}10430452|to/o12019 Ross
|am]o.4asz46|tis2019|Govindachetty
|anso.4sa980|11262019|Canavor

= 10540668 Hoon10,606,449 03/31/2020 Canavor

10628465 Purumala

|an7|10,643,263|—_05/05/2020|Wormhoudt
10,650,039 05/12/2020 Mariner

A229 10,650,475 05/12/2020 Berg

  
 

  

 

A216

A217

A218

A219

A22

A221

A222

A223

A224

A225

A22

A227

A228 
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Bl 2002/0019224 Al 02/14/2002 Meyers

B2 2003/0122787 Al 07/03/2003 Zimmerman

B3 2004/0135797 Al 07/15/2004 Meier

[6|noovonnssasar_|—_uvoo [Toa

nia
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B10 2006/0165380 Al 07/27/2006 Tanaka

B12 2007/0152984 Al 07/05/2007 Ording

B13 2007/0271297 Al 11/22/2007 Jaffe

B14 2007/0282908 Al 12/06/2007 Van der Meulen

B15 2008/0040034 Al 02/14/2008 Kanno

B16 2008/0051994 Al 02/28/2008 Fisher

B17 2008/0052945 Al 03/06/2008 Matas

  
 

  

 

 

  

 

B18 2008/0148175 Al 06/19/2008 Naaman

B22 2008/0232695 Al 09/25/2008 Noda

B23 2008/0250398 Al 10/09/2008 Takahashi

B24 2008/0309632 Al 12/18/2008 Westerman

Fame

Naan

B28 2009/0106705 Al 04/23/2009 Takamura

2009/0113350 Al 04/30/2009 Hibino

Zale

B31 2009/0132941 Al 05/21/2009 Pilskalns

B32 2009/0135438 Al 05/28/2009 Chopra

B33 2009/0216704 Al 08/27/2009 Zheng

2009/0222302 Al 09/03/2009 Higgins

2009/0254867 Al 10/08/2009 Farouki

2009/0265631 Al 10/22/2009 Sigurbjornsson
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B37 2009/0278806 Al 11/12/2009 Duarte

B39 2009/0288005 Al 11/19/2009 Stapleton

B40 2009/0290812 Al 11/26/2009 Naaman

B41 2009/0307618 Al 12/10/2009 Lawler

B45 2010/0053371 Al 03/04/2010 Karimoto

Gena

B49 2010/0088641 Al 04/08/2010 Choi

B50 2010/0107125 Al 04/29/2010 Ockene

B51 2010/0153348 Al 06/27/2010 Perczynski

B55 2010/0185509 Al 07/22/2010 Higgins

2010/0231537 Al 09/16/2010 Pisula

B58 2010/0241944 Al 09/23/2010 Athsani

B59 2010/0268717 Al 10/21/2010 Pilskalns

B60 2010/0268766 Al 10/21/2010 Bouget

ce
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B64 2010/0293193 Al 11/18/2010 Harrison

Bs nh

B66 2011/0040779 Al 02/17/2011 Svendsen

B67 2011/0093458 Al 04/21/2011 Zheng,

2011/0109769 Al 05/12/2011 Bhatt

2011/0191253 Al 08/04/2011 Pilskalns

2011/0301832 Al 12/08/2011 Zheng

2011/0307836 Al 12/15/2011 Cho

2011/0314016 Al 12/22/2011 Svendsen

2012/0096361 Al 04/19/2012 Osten

2012/0114249 Al 05/10/2012 Conwell

B81 2012/0158755 Al 06/21/2012 Gammill

  
 

  wm ON oo

 B72

B73

B74

B75

B76

B77

B78

 

  

 

B79

B80

82

83

84

B 2012/0192110 Al 07/26/2012 Wu

B 2012/0218150 Al 08/30/2012 Oyabu

2012/0220311 Al 08/30/2012 Rodriguez

B85 2012/0251011 Al 10/04/2012 Gao

B86 2012/0266090 Al 10/18/2012 Nealer

B87 2012/0278171 Al 11/01/2012 Tang

2012/0278767 Al 11/01/2012 Stibel

2012/0329441 Al 12/27/2012 Tseng

2012/0331091 Al 12/27/2012 Tseng
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B91 2013/0018881 Al 01/17/2013 Bhatt

B93 2013/0063613 Al 03/14/2013 Conwell

B94 2013/0073202 Al 03/21/2013 Zheng,

B95 2013/0101157 Al 04/25/2013 Li

B99 2013/0185676 Al 07/18/2013 Cao

B102 Balassanian

B103 2014/0040774 Al 02/06/2014 Chartyoniuk

B104 2014/0059477 Al 02/27/2014 Wong

B105 2014/0059492 Al 02/27/2014 Hashida

B106 2014/0071272 Al 03/13/2014 Rodriguez

B107 2014/0088861 Al 03/27/2014 Nash

B108 2014/0089811 Al 03/27/2014 Meadow

B109 2014/0101531 Al 04/10/2014 Capt

B110 2014/0101601 Al 04/10/2014 Tang

B112 2014/0149036 Al 05/29/2014 Amer-Yahia

B113 2014/0181089 Al 06/26/2014 Desmond

B114 2014/0188880 Al 07/03/2014 Abhyanker

B115 2014/0193087 Al 07/10/2014 Conwell

B116 2014/0207444 Al 07/24/2014 Heiman

B117 2014/0258850 Al 09/11/2014 Carey
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B118

B1L19

 2014/0354628 Al 12/04/2014 Lindberg

2015/0039630 Al 02/05/2015 Thomee

 

 

B120 2015/0066919 Al 03/05/2015 Park

B121 2015/0070165 Al 03/12/2015 East

B122 2015/0070397 Al 03/12/2015 Miller

B123

B124

B125

B126

 
2015/0116540 Al 04/30/2015 Gilman

2015/0117713 Al 04/30/2015 Zheng

2015/0156247 Al 06/04/2015 Hensel

 

B127

B128

B129

2015/0186389 Al 07/02/2015 Zheng,

 

 

B130 2015/0244833 Al 08/27/2015 Gru

B131 2015/0358224 Al 12/10/2015 Poletto

B132 2016/0048279 Al 02/18/2016 Han
 

 B136 2016/0253358 Al 09/01/2016 Bhatt

2016/0314187 Al 10/27/2016 Poletto

Thon

 

 

B139 2016/0328444 Al 11/10/2016 Shinn

B140 2016/0344888 Al 11/24/2016 Lahcanski

B141 2016/0357822 Al 12/08/2016 Woods

B142

B143

Bl44
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2017/0024415 Al 01/26/2017 Brucher

2017/0046565 Al 02/16/2017 Gilley

2017/0069123 Al 03/09/2017 Hochmuth
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U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS
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B145 2017/0103081 Al 04/13/2017 Jones

B146 2017/0192645 Al 07/06/2017 Murray

Bl47 2017/0357672 Al 12/14/2017 Circlaeys

B148 2018/0181281 Al 06/28/2018 Suki

B149 2018/0364872 Al 12/20/2018 Miura

 

 

  
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS    

 

Examiner Cite No. ForeignDocument Publication Date Translation
C1|CN 102591922 B 10/28/2015 Abstract Only

C2 EP 2410414 BI 10/30/2019 N/A

C3 EP 2466869 A3 02/08/2017 N/A

c4|WO 2011/070225 Al|06/16/2011 N/A

C5|WO 2013/019376 Al|02/07/2013 N/A

c6|wo 2013/099704 Al|07/04/2013 Abstract Only

OTHER DOCUMENTS(including publisher, author(if any),title, relevant pages, date, and place of

 
publication.)

Examiner

Initial Cite No. Document Information 

Yee et al., “Faceted Metadata for Image Search and Browsing,” CHI 2003, pp.
401-408, 2003, ACM.

Kustanowitz et al., “Motivating Annotation for Personal Digital Phot Libraries:
Lowering Barriers while Raising Incentives,” tech. Report HCIL-2004-18, U.
Maryland, 2005 (10 pages). 

Jaffe et al., “Generating Summaries and Visualization for Large Collections of
GeoReferenced Photogra[hs,” MIR °06, pp. 89-98, 2006 ACM

Snavelyet al., “Photo Tourism: Exploring Photo Collection in 3D,” SIGGRAPH
°06 ACM Transactions on Graphics, 25(3): 835-846, 2006 ACM

Ahern et al., “World Explorer: Visualizing Aggregate Data From Unstructured
Text in Geo-Referenced Collections,” JCDL ’07, pp. 1-10, 2007, ACM
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ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 27, No. 5, Article 116, December 2008,
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Bartoliniet al., “Integrating Semantic and Visual Facets for Browsing Digital
Photo Collections,” SBED, pp. 65-72, 2009.
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copyright 2011; ISBN-10: 1-59327-285-5, ISBN-13: 978-1-59327-285-2 (216
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Proceedings of the 23 ACM Conference on Hypertext and Social Media, pp. 113-
122, 2012 ACM
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Distribution of Geotagged Photography”; Cartographica 48:2, pp. 78-88; 2013;
University of Toronto Press; doi: 10.3138/carto.48.2.1839 (11 pages)

Nutanong,S.et al.; “An Efficient Layout Method for a Large Collection of
Geographic Data Entries”; Center for Automation Research, Institute for
Advanced Computer Studies, Dept. of Computer Science, University of Maryland;
pages 717-720 (4 pages)
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Physics Institute, Earth and Space Sciences Building, Stony Brook University,
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 17079208

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 1084

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

a
a

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

106684

069366-2USC4-1st_IDS_Transm
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Information:

252909

Information Disclosure Statement(IDS)|069366-2USC4-1st_IDS_List_of

Form (SB08) _Refs.pdf df7b9285bb563da788b9f23c46bd635c103}
613bc

Information:

This is not an USPTOsupplied IDSfillable form

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Applicant: Memoryweb, LLC Customer No.: 70001

Application No.: 17/079,208 Confirmation No.: 1084

Filed: October 23, 2020 Art Unit: 2165

Docket No.: 069366-000002USC4 Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

Titles METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES 

FIRST INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98

Commissioner for Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the references listed on the

attached List of References be considered by the Examiner and made ofrecord.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2)(i1), copies of the U.S. Patents and/or U.S.

Patent Application Publications on the attached List of References are not being submitted.

Applicant would like to make the Examiner aware of the following applications to which

this application claims priority: This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

16/536,300, filed August 8, 2019, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

15/375,927, filed December 12, 2016, now U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658, which is a continuation

of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/193,426, filed February 28, 2014, now U.S. Patent No.

9,552,376, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214, filed June

9, 2011, now U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531.

Pursuant to 37C.F.R. § 1.98(d) and M.P.E.P. § 609.02, copies of foreign patent

documents and other documents that were previously cited and submitted in one or more of the

parent application(s) in accordance with 37 C.F.R § 1.98(a)-(c) need not be resubmitted in this

application. Itis the Applicant’s belief that all such references on the attached List of References

were previously cited and submitted in an Information Disclosure Statement in accordance with

4836-2840-5203.1
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First Information Disclosure Statement Application No. 17/079,208
Page 2 of 2

37 C.F.R § 1.98(a)-(c) in one or more of the above referenced U.S. Patent Applications to which

this application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g) and (h), this Information Disclosure Statementis

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, andis not to be construed to

be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to

the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.

This Information Disclosure Statementis being filed prior to the receipt ofafirst office

action on the merits. Accordingly, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b)(3), no fees are believed to be

due in connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any

fees be deemed necessary (except payment ofthe issue fee), the Director is authorized to charge

any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-

4181 (Order No. 069366-000002USC4).

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: December7, 2020 /Bradley M. Taub — Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300

NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
312-425-8563 Direct Phone

 

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT
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Doc Code: PA..
PTOVAIVE2ZA (07-13)

Document Description: Powerof Attorney Approved for use through 03/31/2021. OMB 0651-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Power of Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B}to identify the application to which the
Powerof Attorney is directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application number and filing date are identified in the Power of
Attorney by Applicant form. {f neither form PTOVAIA/S2A nor form PTO/AIA82Bidentifies the application ta which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Powerof Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

Filing Date October 23, 2020

Christopher J. DesmondFirst Named Inventor nstopnerv.Mesmon

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Examiner Name Not yet assigned.

Attorney Docket Number 1069366-000002USC4

SIGNATUREof Applicant or Patent Practitioner

/Bradley M. Taub/ nate plone!|December 21, 2020
‘Bradley M. Taub Registration

Number

Titie (if Applicant is a
juristic entity}

Applicant Name (if Applicantis a juristic entity)

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4{d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use muliole forms.

“Total of 2 forms are submitted.

This callection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The infarmation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public whichis to fie (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This callection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any carmments on the amount of time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent fo the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-14450.

 
if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1~-800-PTO-9199 and sefect option 2.
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Doc Code: PA..
PTOVAIE2B {07-13}

Document Description: Powerof Attomey Approved for use through 03/91/2024. OMB 9651-0035
U.S. Patent and Tradamark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMS control number

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT 
thereby revokeall previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in either the attached transmittal fetter or
the boxes below.  

 Application Number Filing Date

 
{Note: The boxes above may be left blank if information is provided on form PTO/AIA/82A.}

| hereby appoint the Patent Practitioner(s} associated with the following Customer Number as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s), and
to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the application referenced in
the attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A)or identified above:

Rnccccccccssssssstevssusessesesses

| hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named in the attachedlist (form PTO/AIA/82C) as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s}, and to transact
all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the patent application referenced in the
attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/@2A)or identified above. (Note: Complete form PTO/AIA/82C. }

  
  
   

 
   Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached transmittal

letter or the boxes aboveto:

The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number

OR

The address associated with Customer Number:

OR

[| Firrn orindividual Name

Ad

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

adressfT——sSSSsSs—“‘é™i*w*s*S*C*si*d
comy|——’--2?>——mn——"nx”———2—2—2——M”_o——”™™

1} am the Applicant (i the Applicantis a juristic entity, list the Applicant name in the box):

Memoryweb, LLC
Py Inventor or Joint Inventor (litle not required below)  
[J Legal Representative of a Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor(title not required below)  

 Assignee or Persan to Whom the Inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign (provide signer’s title if applicant }s a juristic entity)

[| Person Who Otherwise Shows Sufficient Proprietary Interest (¢.g., a petition under 37 CFR 1.46(b}(2) was gra
application or is concurrently being filed with this document) (provide signer's tille if applicantis a juristic entit

SIGNATUREof Applicant for Patent

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below),is authorized to act on behalf of the applicant (¢.g., where the applicantis a juristic entity).

Date (Optional)|

 
 
 

nted in the  
  
  

 

“Stes
Xe  Signature ee

Name | Nancy Desrion

 

   
 NOTE: Signature - This formmust be signed by the applicant in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements  and certifications. If more {han one applicant, use multiple forms.

PTrotat of forms are submitted.
This collection of informaton is required by 37 CFR 4.131, 1.92, and 1.33. The information is required to abtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application, Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.41 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to camplete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form ta the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducingthis burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22319-1450. 00 NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THES AGDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing fhe form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 17079208

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 1084

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

re

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

2679932

Powerof Attorney 069366-000002USC4_POA.pdf 0794fb753c2f0c53f87e86e0al72d4858736
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Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

17/079,208 10/23/2020 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC4
CONFIRMATION NO.1084

70001 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 WEST MADISON STREET INOUE
SUITE 3500 0000001 22213482
CHICAGO, IL 60602

Date Mailed: 12/24/2020

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 12/21/2020.

The Powerof Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondencein this application will be mailed to the
above addressas provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

Questions about the contents of this notice and the

requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit,at
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/cnguyen/
 

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

17/079,208 10/23/2020 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC4 1084

NIXON PEABODYLLP

70 WEST MADISON STREET OHBA, MELLISSA M
SUITE 3500

CHICAGO, IL 60602
2164

01/07/2021 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

docketingchicago @ nixonpeabody.com
ipairlink @ nixonpeabody.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

17/079 ,208 Desmondetal.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit|AIA (FITF) Status
MELLISSA M OHBA 2164 No

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence adaress --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING

DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensionsof time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing
date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C.§ 133}.

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any earned patent term
adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 10/23/2020.
LC) A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2a)L) This action is FINAL. 2b)lv)This action is non-final.

3)0 An election was madeby the applicant in responseto a restriction requirement set forth during the interview
on ; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)2) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

) Claim(s) 30-54 is/are pending in the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) ___ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

1 Claim(s) is/are allowed.

Claim(s) 30-54 is/are rejected.

)

) S)

) O Claim(s)___is/are objected to.

) S)© Claim(s are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement
* If any claims have been determined allowable, you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11) The drawing(s) filedon__is/are: a)() accepted or b)() objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)1) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).
Certified copies:

a)L All b)L) Some** c)D Noneofthe:

1.2 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.1. Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*“ See the attached detailed Office action foralist of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) ( Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date

2) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 4) (J Other:
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 12/7/20.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20201218
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Application/Control Number: 17/079,208 Page 2
Art Unit: 2164

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application is being examined under the pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

Remarks

2. In response to communicationsfiled on 10/23/2020, claims 1-29 have been

cancelled; no claims have been amended, and new claims 30-54 have been added per

applicant’s request. Therefore, claims 30-54 are presently pending in the application.

Double Patenting

3. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory double

patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims are not identical, but at

least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct from the reference

claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated by, or would have

been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 F.3d 1428, 46

USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed.

Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum,

686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619

(CCPA 1970); In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).
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A timelyfiled terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321 (d)

may be used to overcomean actual or provisional rejection based on nonstatutory

double patenting provided the reference application or patent either is shown to be

commonly owned with the examined application, or claims an invention made as a

result of activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement. See

MPEP§ 717.02 for applications subject to examination under thefirst inventorto file

provisions of the AIA as explained in MPEP § 2159. See MPEP§ 2146 etseg.for

applications not subject to examination underthefirst inventorto file provisions of the

AlA. A terminal disclaimer must be signed in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(b).

The USPTOInternet website contains terminal disclaimer forms which may be

used. Please visit www.uspto.gov/patent/patents-forms. The filing date of the application

in which the form is filed determines what form (e.g., PTO/SB/25, PTO/SB/26,

PTO/AIA/25, or PTO/AIA/26) should be used. A web-based eTerminal Disclaimer may

befilled out completely online using web-screens. An eTerminal Disclaimer that meets

all requirements is auto-processed and approved immediately upon submission. For

more information about eTerminal Disclaimers, refer to

 

4. Claim30-54 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 30-50 of copending Application No.

16/536300 (reference application). Although the claims at issue are notidentical, they

are not patentably distinct from each other because:
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Current application 17/079208 Application 16/536300

Claim 30:

A method comprising:

causing an interface to dismay a people

view, ihe peaple view including: a first

thumbnail image associated with a first

person, a first name associated with the

first person, a second thumbnail image

associated wilh a second person, arid a

second name associated with the second

person; responsive to an input that is

indicative of a selection associated with

ihe first person, causing 4 first person view

to be displayed an the interface, the first

person view including: a first digital Mle

associated with the first person, the first

name associated with the firsi person, and

a fist map image: anc responsive to an

input that is indicative of a selection of the

first map image, causing a first location

view lo be displayed on the interface, the

first location view including: an interactive

map, a first indication positioned at a first

Claim 30:

A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a plurality

of selectable elemeriis, the pluralty of

seleciable elernents including a first

selectable element that is associated with

people: responsive to an input thatis

indicative of a selection af the first

selectable element, causing 4 peaple

view to be displayed on the interface, the

peonle view including ()}) a person

selectable thumbnail image including an

image of a partion of a person and (iba

name associated with the person:

responsive to an input thal is indicative of

& selection of the person selectable

thumbnall image, causing a person view

to be cisplayect on the interface, the

person view including () the name

associated with the person and () a

representation of at least a portion of

digital Hes in a first set of digital tiles, the
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location on the interactive map, anda

second indication pasifioned at a second

location on the interactive map.

Page 5

first set of digital iles being associated

with the person: responsive to an input

thabis indicative of a selection of 4

second selectable element that is

associated with locations, causing 4 map

view to be displayed on the interface, the

map view including: ) an interactive

map; and (i) a firs-imap selectable

thumbnail image at a first iocation on the

interactive map; and responsive to an

ingul thal is indicative of a selection of the

firsi-map selectable thumbnail image,

causing a first location view fo be

displayed on the interface, the first

location view incluchng () a first location

name associaied with ihe first location

and (i) a representation of af least a

partion of digital fies in a second set of

cioital files, the secand set of digital files

Heng associated with the first location

and the person.
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This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the

patentably indistinct claims have not in fact been patented.

5. Claims 30-54 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as

being unpatentable over claims 1-15 of U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658. Although the

claims at issue are notidentical, they are not patentably distinct from each other

because:

Current application 17/079208 Patent 10,423,658

Claim 30:

A method comprising:

Causing an interface to display a pecple

view, the people view including:

(Claim 83: The methoed of claim 32,

wherein each of the first digital fie, the

second digital file, the first set of

cigital Hles, and the second sel of

digital files include e phate, a video, or

both]

a first thumbnail image associated with a

first person, a first name associated with

ihe first person, a second thumbnail

image associated with a second person,

Claim 1:

A computer-implemented method of

displaying at least a portion of a plurality

of (i) digital photographs, (ii) videos, or

(iii) a combination of(i) and (ii), each of

the digital photographs and videos being

associated with a geotag indicative of

geographic coordinates where the

respective digital photograph or video

wastaken, the method comprising:

displaying an application view on a video

display device including displaying a

plurality of selectable elements, the
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and @ second name associated with the

second person;

responsive to an input that is indicative of

a selection associated with the first

person, causing a first person view to be

displayed on the inlerlace, the first persan

view including: a first digital file

associaied with the first serson, the first

name associated with the first person,

and a first map image: and responsive fo

an input that is indicative of a selection of

the first map image, causing a first

location viewto he displayed on the

interface, the first location view including:

an interactive map, a first indication

positioned at a first location on the

interactive map, and a second indication

positioned at a second location on the

interactive map.

Page 7

plurality of selectable elements including

a location selectable element;

responsiveto a click or tap of the location

selectable element, displaying a map

view on a videodisplay device, the

displaying the map view including

displaying: (i) a representation of an

interactive map; (ii) a first location

selectable thumbnail imageatafirst

location on the interactive map, thefirst

location being associated with the

geographic coordinatesof a first geotag,

a first set of digital photographs and

videos including all of the digital

photographs and videos associated with

the first geotag; 
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[Claim $2: The methed of claim 51, (ili) a first count value imagepartially

further comprising causing () a first overlapping the first location selectable

number associated with a number of thumbnail image, the first count value

digital Hies in the first set of digital image including a first numberthat

fies to be displayed on the interface correspondsto the numberofdigital

and (i) a second number associated photographs and videosin thefirst set of

with a number of digital fies in the digital photographs and videos; (iv) a

second set of digtal Hies to be second location selectable thumbnail

displayed on the interface.] image at a second location on the

interactive map, the second location

being associated with the geographic

coordinates of a second geotag, a second

set of digital photographs and videos

including all of the digital photographs

and videos associated with the second

geotag; and (v) a second count value

image partially overlapping the second

location selectable thumbnail image, the

second count value image including a

second numberthat correspondsto the

numberof digital photographs and videos

in the second setof digital photographs

and videos; responsive to a click or tap of
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{Claim 43: The method of claim 42,

further comprising: responsive to an

input that is indicative of a selection of

Page 9

the first location selectable thumbnail

image, displaying a first location view on

the video display device, the displaying

the first location view including displaying

(i) a first location name associated with

the first geotag and(ii) a scaled replica of

eachof the digital photographs and

videosin thefirst set of digital

photographs and videos, the displayed

scaled replicas of each of the digital

photographsand videosin thefirst setof

digital photographs and videos not being

overlaid on the interactive map; and

responsiveto a click or tap of the second

location selectable thumbnail image,

displaying a second location view on the

video display device, the displaying the

second location view including displaying

(i) a second location name corresponding

to the second geotag and(ii) a scaled

replica of each of the digital photographs
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the second map image, causing a andvideosin the secondsetofdigital

second location view fo be displayed photographs and videos, the displayed

on the interface, the second location scaled replicas of each of the digital

view including: the ivieractive map, a|photographs and videosin the second set

third indication positioned al a third of digital photographs and videos not

location on ihe inleractive map, and a@|being overlaid on the interactive map.

fourth indication pasitioned at a fourth

location on the interactive map.

 
Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

6. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103)is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new groundof

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same undereither status.

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C.

102 that form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country
or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application
for patent in the United States.
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7. Claims 30-36, 40-45, and 51-54 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102 (b) as

being anticipated by Schneiterman et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2008/0080743).

As to claim 30, Schneiderman et ab teaches a method cornprising:

causing an interface to display a people view, the peomle view inclueirig:

a first thumonall image associaisd with a first person, a first name associated

with the first person, a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and a

second name associated with the second person (See Schneiderman et al, Figure 8;

paragraphs 80-51, wherein Schneiderman teaches a peopie index that contains

“thumbnail images representing each person that appears in the selected video”,

wherein the people index teaches a first thumbnail mage of a first person and a

second thumbnail associated with a second person. The display may also include

fexi such a8 the person's nanre.}:

responsive io an input that is indicative of a selection associaied with the first

person, causing a first person view ta be displayed an the interface (See

Schneiderman et al, Figure 3; paragraphs §1-84, wherein Schneiderman teaches

selecting a thumbnad image in the people index screen to dispiay ihe persons

information in the video), the first person view including:

a first digital fle associated with the first person, the first name associated with

the first person, and a first map image (See Schneiderman ef al, Figure &;

paragraphs 33-58, wherein Schneiderman teaches selecting a thumbnail image in

ihe peopie index screen to display the persons information in the video. Aiso see

figure 10 and paragraphs 26, 47-49, wherein schneiderman teaches a face
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recognition module that matches the face imeges/ihumbnaiis stored in the

daliabase/index and wherein the recognition module is configured to compuie ihe

posiional coordinates of each detected face with respect io a map of the site):

and

responsive io an input that is indicative of a selection of the firsi map image,

causing a first location view to be displayed on the interface (See Schneidermanetal., 

Figures 8 and 10 ; paragraphs 55-37, 61, wherein Schneiderman teaches

disolaying location information of the selected person in a visualization map

display}, ihe first location view incluchirig:

an interactive map, a first indication positioned al a first location on the interactive

map, and a second indication posHioned at a second location on the interactive map

(See Schneiderman ef al, Figures 8 and 10 ; paragraphs 47-49, 37, wherein

Schneiderman teaches “face mapping module 33 is configured to compute the

positional coordinates [locations-first and second] of each detected face with

respectto a single positional coordinate frame of reference, for example, a frame

with respect to a map ofthe site (e.g., a warehouse or a corporate office facility)”

and “providea visualization ofpeople's movementthroughafacility by

overlaying paths of their movement on a map(ofthefacility)”’}.

As to claim 31, Schneiderman ef ab. teaches wherein the first indication is

associated with a first sel of digital files and the first location, and the second indication

is associated with a second set of digital fles and the second location (See

Schneiderman et al, Figures & and 10 ; paragraphs 47-48, 37, wherein
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Schneiderman teaches “face mapping module 33 is configured to compute the

positional coordinates [locations-first and second] of each detected face with

respectto a single positional coordinate frame of reference, for example, a frame

with respect to a mapofthe site (e.g., a warehouse or a corporateoffice facility)”

and “providea visualization ofpeople's movementthrougha facility by

overlaying paths of their movement on a map(ofthe facility)”’).

As to claim 32, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein the first set of digital files

and the second set of digital flies are associated with the first person (See

Schneidermanetal, Figures 8 and 10 ; paragraph 715, wherein Schneiderman 

teaches “People in the video are identified using their faces. For each such

person, the system automatically provides the means for viewing the video

segments in which that person appears. Because multiple people may be present

at any one timein video, the system may provide multiple indices to particular

video segments. A face mining method according to one embodimentof the

present disclosure may include one or more of the steps of finding faces in

individual video frames, grouping the found faces to unique people, matching

face data for each unique person to a databaseof face images thereby

associating a data record to each matched person, charting movement and

interaction of people with respectto a facility map (e.g., map of a warehouse or

an office complex), and presenting an interactive display.” And Also see

paragraphs 47-49, 37, wherein Schneiderman teaches “face mapping module 33

is configured to compute the positional coordinates [locations-first and second]
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of each detected face with respect to a single positional coordinate frame of

reference, for example, a frame with respect to a map ofthe site (e.g., a

warehouseor a corporate office facility)”’).

As to claim 33, Schnekierman el ab teaches wherein ihe first thumbnail image

includes a face of the first person and the second thumbnail images includes a face of

the second person (See Schneiderman et al, Figure 3; paragraphs 50-31, wherein

Schneiderman feacies “The people index screen 45 may show thumbnail images

72-75 representing each person that appearsin the selected video data 12. In this

screen interface 45, each unique person is represented by a single thumbnail face

image”}.

As to claim 34, Schneiderman el al teaches wherein the first thumbnail image

includes at least a portion of the first digital fle (See Schneidermanetal. Figure 3;

paragraphs 50-51, wherein Schneiderman teaches “The people index screen 45

may show thumbnail images 72-75 representing each person that appears in the

selected video data 12. In this screen interface 45, each unique personis

represented by a single thumbnail face image” and “As part of the display of the

people index screen 45, the face mining software 10 mayretrieve variousfields in

the Person Record from the database 31 when a successful match is made

betweenthe faces in the mergedfacetrack(i.e., merged or grouped video frames

containing the specific face at issue) and the records of face imagesin the
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database 31. Each thumbnail 72-75 in the people index screen 45 may be a

hyperlink or a cueing link to the person's video display screen 50”;.

As to claim 35, Schneiderman et ab. teaches wherein, in the people view, the first

name is displayed adjacent to the first digilal He associated with the first thumbnail

image and the second name is displayed adjacent to the second thumbnail image (See

Schneidermanef al. Figure 3: paragrachs 30, wherein Schneiderman teaches

“The display in the screen 45 mayinclude text including the Person Record

mentioned hereinbefore and describing each person, including, for example, the

person's name, security clearance level, first time of appearance in the video data

12, last time of appearance, as well as a notesfield that can be input and stored

by a user using suitable data input means(e.g., a computer mouse or

keyboard)”;

As to claim 35, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein, in the first person view, the

first map image is positioned belowthe first digital fle (See Schneiderman ef al.,

Figure 8; paragraphs 21 and 23, wherein Schneiderman teaches “face mapping

module 33 is configured to compute the positional coordinates [locations-first

and second] of each detected face with respectto a single positional coordinate

frame of reference, for example, a frame with respect to a map ofthe site (e.g., a

warehouseor a corporate office facility)” and “provide a visualization ofpeople's

movementthrougha facility by overlaying paths of their movement on a map (of

the facility)”).
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As to claim 40, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein the first person view

includes 2 first group image and responsive to an input that is indicative of 4 selection of

the first group image, causing a first group view fo be cisplayed on the interface, the first

group view including one or mare digital files associated with another person thatis

associated wilh ihefirst person (See Schneidermanetal, paragraphs 49-32,

wherein the “index screen”ig read on “group image”).

As ta claim 41, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein the another personis the

second person (See Schneidermanetal, Figure 3; paragraphs 50-51, wherein

Schneiderman teaches “The people index screen 45 may show thumbnail images

72-75 representing each person that appears in the selected video data 12. In this

screen interface 45, each unique person is represented by a single thumbnail face

image”;.

As to claim 42, Schneiderman et al. teaches further comprising responsive fo an

input that is indicative of a selection associated with the second person, causing a

second person view fo be displayed on the interface, the secand person view including

ihe second digital file associated with the second person, the second name associated

with the second person, and a second map image (See Schneiderman et al. Figures

& and 10; paragraphs 47-49, 87, wherein Schneiderman teaches “face mapping

module 33 is configured to compute the positional coordinates [locations-first

and second] of each detected face with respectto a single positional coordinate

frame of reference, for example, a frame with respect to a map ofthe site (e.g., a
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warehouseor a corporate office facility)” and “provide a visualization ofpeople's

movementthrougha facility by overlaying paths of their movement on a map (of

the facility)”).

As to claim 43, Schnekierman el ab teaches responsive to an input thal is

indicative of a selection of the second map image, causing a second location view ta be

displayed on the interface, the second location viewincluding: the interactive map, 4

third indication positioned at a third location on the interactive map, and a fourth

indication positioned at a fourth location on the interactive map (See Schneidermanet

ai, paragraph 18, wherein Schneiderman discloses nding people or person on a

map. Specitically Schneiderman teaches “A face mining method according to one

embodimentof the present disclosure may include one or more of the steps of

finding faces in individual video frames, grouping the found faces to unique

people, matching face data for each unique personto a database of face images

thereby associating a data record to each matched person, charting movement

andinteraction of people with respectto a facility map (e.g., map of a warehouse

or an office complex), and presenting an interactive display”; Also See paragraph

47, wherein “positional coordinates”is read on location}.

As to claim 44, Schneiderman ef al. teaches wherein the third indication is

associated with a third set of digital fies and the third location, and the fourth indication

is associated with a fourth set of digital files and the fourth location (Gee Schneiderman

el al., paragragh 15, wherein Schneiderman discioses finding people or person on
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amap. Speciticaily Schneiderman teaches “A face mining method according to

one embodimentof the present disclosure may include one or more of the steps

of finding faces in individual video frames, grouping the found faces to unique

people, matching face data for each unique personto a database of face images

thereby associating a data record to each matched person, charting movement

andinteraction of people with respectto a facility map (e.g., map of a warehouse

or an office complex), and presenting an interactive display”; Also See paragraph

47, wherein “positional coordinates”is read on location}.

As to claim 45, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein the third set of digital files

and the fourth set of digital files are associated with the secand person (See

Schneidermanetal, Figure 3; paragraphs 80-81, wherein Schneiderman teaches 

@ people index thai contains “thumbnail images representing each person that

appears in ihe selected video”, wherein the people index leaches a first

thumbnail image of a first person and a second thumbnail associated wiih a

second person. The display may aiso include text such as the persan’s name}

As to claim 51, Schneiderman et al. teaches further comprising responsive io a

selection associated with the first location, causing the first set of digital files fo be

displayed on the interface and responsive io a selection associated wilh the secand

location, causing the second set of digital fles to be displayed on the interface (See

Senneiderman et al. paragraph 18, wherein Schneiderman discloses finding
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people or person on a map. Specifically Schneiderman teaches “A face mining

method according to one embodimentof the present disclosure may include one

or more of the steps of finding faces in individual video frames, grouping the

found faces to unique people, matching face data for each unique person toa

databaseof face images thereby associating a data record to each matched

person, charting movementandinteraction of people with respectto a facility

map (e.g., map of a warehouseor an office complex), and presenting an

interactive display”; Also See paragraph 47, wherein “positional coordinates”is

read on location}.

As to claim 52, Schneiderman et al. teaches further comprising causing G) a first

number associated with a number of digital files in the first set of digital files to be

displayed on the inlerface and (i a second number associaied with a number of digial

Hies in the second sei of digital files to be displayed on the interface (See

Schneiderman ef al. paragraph 48, wherein Schneiderman discloses “face track,

each detection record may be stored along with its frame number/time stamp, a

description of the motion (position, velocity, acceleration) as determined by the

tracking method, as well as a confidence measurement (also determined by the

object tracking method) that the face is present in a given video frame”}.

As to claim 53, Schnekierman el ab teaches wherein each of the firsi digital file,

the second digital file, the first sei of digital fles, anc the second set of digttal files

include a photo, a video, or both (See Schneiderman et al, paragraphs 52-87, &T,
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wherein Schneiderman teaches “people index screen 45 may havethe capability

to display people lists in a variety of orderings such as, for example, alphabetical,

temporal(e.g., time of initial appearance in the video data 12), and length of

duration (of appearancein the video data 12). For example, a user interacting with

the people index screen 45 may only wantto list unknown(i.e., unmatched or

unrecognized) people and/or a selected set of source videos and/or cameras”.

And“FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary implementation of the person's video

display/navigation screen 50 in the interactive graphical interface 35 in FIG. 4. The

screen 50 may display thumbnail images 81-83 representing video segments in

the input video data 12 in which the selected person 8&4 is present. In one

embodiment, selection controls 95 allow selection of video sources and ordering

of the videos as shownin FIG. 6. A text description record or "text record” 90 may

accompany each thumbnail image providing information about the corresponding

video segment, for example, the time of the shot and the identity of the

video/camera source. The text record 90 mayalso include a "Notes"field that can

be input and modified by a user using, for example, a suitable data input means

(e.g., a computer mouse or keyboard)”.

As to claim 54, Schneiderman et al. teaches wherein the first set of digital files

includes a photo, a video, and an audio fle (See Schneiderman et al. paragraphs 2-

7, 61, wherein Schneiderman teaches “people index screen 45 may have the

capability to display peoplelists in a variety of orderings such as, for example,

alphabetical, temporal (e.g., time of initial appearance in the video data 12), and
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length of duration (of appearancein the video data 12). For example, a user

interacting with the people index screen 45 may only wantto list unknown(i.e.,

unmatched or unrecognized) people and/or a selected set of source videos and/or

cameras”. And “FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary implementation of the person's

video display/navigation screen 50 in the interactive graphical interface 35 in FIG.

4, The screen 50 may display thumbnail images 81-83 representing video

segments in the input video data 12 in which the selected person 84 is present. In

one embodiment, selection controls 95 allow selection of video sources and

ordering of the videos as shown in FIG. 6. A text description record or "text

record" 90 may accompany each thumbnail image providing information about

the corresponding video segment, for example, the time of the shot and the

identity of the video/camera source. The text record 90 mayalso include a

"Notes"field that can be input and modified by a user using, for example, a

suitable data input means(e.g., a computer mouse or keyboard)”.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

8. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103)is incorrect, any

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be

the same undereither status.

The following is a quotation of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis

for all obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:
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(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented
andthe prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousat the
time the invention was madeto a person having ordinaryskill in the art to which said subject
matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in whichthe invention was
made.

9. Claims 37-39, 46-48 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Schneiderman et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication Na.

2008/0080743), in view of Siddique et al. (1.5. Patent Application Publication No.

2010/0030578).

As to claim 37, Schneiierman el ab teaches prior io the causing the interface to

display the people view: causing the first digital file to be displayed on the interlace (See

Schneiderman et al, Figures 4-6; paragraphs 15, 20-22 and 29, wherein

Schneiderman teaches displaying the dalajinformation on an interface).

Schneiderman el al., however, does not explicitly teach receiving alphanumeric fexi as 

4 first user-generated tag; and causing the first digital file to be assaciated with the first

user-generated taq.

Siddique et al. teaches system and methodfor collaborative shopping, business

and entertainment (See abstract), in which he teaches receiving alohanumeric text as a

first user-generated tag; and causing the first digital fle to be associated with the first

user-generated tag (See Siddique et al., paragraphs 242-244, wherein Siddique

discloses user generatedtagsfor digital files}.

ochreiderman et al. and Siddique et al. are from the analogousart of online data

management. It would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art before the

efiective filing date of the claimed invention having the teachings of Schneiderman et al.

and Siddique et al. to have combined Schneidermanefal. and Siddique etal.. The
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motivation to combine Schneiderman et al. and Siddique etal. is to facilitate

collaboration and decision making, and for emulating reality through technologyin all

facets of the user'slife including work, business, study, research, travel, legal affairs,

family life, entertainment, and shopping ‘See Siddique etal., paragraph 6). Therefore,

it would have been obvious to oneskilled in the art to combine Sctineicerman et al. and

Siddique etal..

As to claim 38, Schneiderman et al. as modified, teaches wherein the first user-

generated tag includes the name of the first person (See Schneidermanetal, Figure

5; paragraphs 30-81, wherein Schneiderman teaches a people index thal contains

“humbnad images representing each person that appears in the selected video”,

wherein the people index leaches a first thumbnail image of a first person and a

second thumbnail associaied with a second person. The display may aise include

text such as ihe person’s name; Aiso see Siddique etal., paragraphs 242-244,

wherein Siddique discloses user generated tags to include name}.

As to claim 39, Schneiderman et al. as modified, teaches exporting the first

digital fle to a remote device, the exported first digital fle including information

associated with the first user-generated tag (See Schneiderman ef al, Figure 5:

paragraphs 50-31, wherein Schneiderman fleaches a people index that contains

“thumbnail images representing each person that appears in the selecied video”,

wherein the people index teaches a first thumbnail image of a first person and a

second thumbnail associated with a second person. The display may also include
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text such as the person’s name; aiso see Siddique et al., paragraphs 242-244,

wherein Siddique discloses user generated tags}.

As to claim 46, Schneiderman ef ab as modified, teaches responsive to an input

hal is indicative of a selection of the first digital fle in the first person view, causing a

sideshow to be displayed on the interface, the sideshow including a plurality of images

associaled with the first person (See Siddiqueetal., paragraphs 242-244, wherein

Siddique discloses a slideshowto displaya plurality of images}.

10. Claims 47-50 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Schneiderman etal. (U.S. Patent Anplication Publication No. 2008/0080743), in

view of Siddique etal. (U.S. Patert Application Publication No. 2010/0030578), in

further view of Rosenzeig et al. (U.S. Patent Apnlication Publication No. 2020075322).

As to claim 47, Schneiderman et al. as modified, does not explicitly teach

causing the interface to display an interactive timeline view, the interactive timeline view

permitting a user fo group a olurality of digital files by year, month, and day.

Rosenzeig et al. teaches timeline-based graphical user interface for efficient

image database browsing andretrieval (See abstract), in which he teaches causing the

interface to display an interactive timeline view, the interactive timeline view permitting a

user to group a Gluralty of digital files by year, month, and day (See Rosenzeig etal.,

Figures 14-3; Mise see paragraphs 14-97 and 29, wherein Hosenzeig discloses a

timeline interface and grouping photos by year, month and day}.
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ochneidenman el al. as modified and Rosenzeig et al. are from the analogousart

of digital file management. It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art

before the elective fing date of the claimed invention having the teachingsof

Schneiderman et al. as modified and Rosenzeig et al. to have combined Schneiderman

etal. as modified and Rosenzeig et al.. The motivation to combine Schrieiderman et al.

as modified and Rosenzeig et al. is to provide an improved GUlsforefficiently and

attractively arranging picturesin a digital image database ‘See Rosenzeiget al.,

paragraph 6). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one skilled in the art to

combine Schneiderman et al. as modilied and Rosenzeig et al..

As to claim 48, Schneiderman et al. teaches responsive to receiving a year inpul,

grouping the plurality of digital files based on year and causing al least one of the

mlurality of digital files to be displayed on the inlerlace (See Rosenzeig et al., Figure

48; Aise see paragraphs 14-17 and 29, wherein Hosenzeig discloses a timeline

erface and grouping photos By year) responsive to receiving a month input,

grouping the plurality of digital fles based on month and causing al least one of the

pluralily of digital fles to be displayed on the interlace (See Rosenzeig et al., Figure

2h; Aliso see paragraphs 14-17 and 29, wherein Hosenzeig discloses a timeline

interface and grouping photos by month}. and responsive to receiving a day input,

grouping the plurality of digital fies based on day and causing al least one of the

mlurallty of digital files to be displayed on the interlace (See Rosenzeig etal., Figures

3; A180 see paragraphs 14-1? and 29, wherein Hosenzeig discloses a timeline

erface and grouping photos by day).
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As to claim 49, Schneiderman et ab teaches receiving one ar more fillering

crieria and causing one or more cigital files to be displayed on the interface based at

least in parton the one or more filtering criteria, the one or more filtering criteria

including a location, a persan, an event, a dale, or any combination thereol (See

Schneidermanetal, Figures 8 and 10 ; paragraphs 85-37, 67, wherein 

Schneiderman teaches displaying location informatian of the selected person ina

visualization map display; Aiso see Rosenzeig et al., Figures 14-3; Aisa see

paragraphs 14-17 and 28, wherein Hosenzeig discioses a timeline interface and

grouping photos by year, month and day)

As to claim 50, Schneiderman et al. teaches causing a plurality of images to be

displayed on the interface; receiving alphanumeric texi as the alourn name: causing

each of the olurality of images to be associated with an album name; and causing an

aiburn view fo be displayeci on the interface, the album view including the album name

and the plurality of images (See Siddiqueetal., paragraphs 242-244, wherein

Siddique discloses album viewing}.

Conclusion
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11. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MELLISSA M OHBAwhosetelephone numberis

(571)272-4076. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:30-6:00.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ashish Thomas can be reached on (571)-272-0631. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see https://ppair-

my.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free).

If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access

to the automated information system,call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-

272-1000.

12/28/2020
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US. PATENTS
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Initial Cite No. Patent Number Issue Date First Named Inventor

8,745,133 06/03/2014 Martinez

Davis

8,769,099 07/01/2014 Kalaboukis

D708 196 07/01/2014 Pasceri

D708 197 07/01/2014 Pasceri

D708 198 07/01/2014 Pasceri

8,769,393 07/01/2014 Abhyanker

/M.M.O/ 8,799,371 08/05/2014 Davis

A8l1

A83

A84

A8

/M.M.O/ A90 8,806,365 08/12/2014 Stapleton
m

A93

A94

A95

A99

  /M.M.0/

/M.M.0/

/M.M.O/
 

{M.M.O/

/M.M.O/

  5
/M.M.0/

/M.M.O/

 

8,8 10,597 08/19/2014 Akiya

 

  

 

/M.M.0/

/rs.44.0/ Higgins

/M.M.0/ 8,825,472 09/02/2014 Raghuveer

/M.M.0/ 8,831,352 09/09/2014 Gao

/M.M.O/ 8,849,854 09/30/2014 Kakarla

/26.28.0/ Farmer

/n4.o.0/ Pascer

/rt.0f.0/ Agarwal

/M.M.O/ = 8,880,568 11/04/2014 Perczynski/M.m.o/| A100 8,890,888 11/18/2014 Lee Yu-Cheng

/r6.28.0/ Hoffberg

/M.M.O/ A102 8,914,342 12/16/2014 Kalaboukis 

/M.M.O/ A103 8,923,889 12/30/2014 Svendsen

M.M.O/ A104 8,930,848 01/06/2015 Lim

/M.M.O/ 8,949,212 02/03/2015 Dhandapani

/M.M.O/ 8,954,425 02/10/2015 Xiao

/M.M.0O/ 8,966,121 02/24/2015 Josefsberg
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{/M.M.0/ A108 8,972,177 03/03/2015 Zheng

/M.M.O/ A110 9,009,177

 
/M.M.O/ 8,998,422 04/07/2015 Snavely

04/14/2015 Zheng 

/M.M.O/ Alll 9,014,511 04/21/2015 Brucher 

/M.M.O/ A112 9,015,617
 

/M.M.O/ 9,015,633 04/21/2015 Takamura

Yi .M.O/ 9,020,247 04/28/2015 Adam

/M.M.O/ 9,031,953 05/12/2015 Rathnavelu

04/21/2015 Stapleton

 

/M.M.O/ A120 9,076,259

/M.M.O/ A117 9,047,847 06/02/2015 Hochmuth

07/07/2015 Hourie 

/M.M.O/ Al21 9,092,409 07/28/2015 Charaniya 

/M.M.O/ A122 9,098,545

/M.M,

/M.M.

 
9,104,729 08/11/2015 Dong

9,104,915 08/11/2015 Conwell

08/04/2015 Abhyanker

 

o/ :

o/ :

/4-4.0/ Martinez

o/

o/

o/ ,

 

 

 /M.M A126 9,135,751 09/15/2015 Moore

/M.M. Al27 9,151,618 10/06/2015 Amer-Yahia

(Ma Higgins

/M.M.O/ Al29 9,160,802 10/13/2015 Svendsen

/M.M.O/ A130 9,172,666 10/27/2015 Murdock

/M.M.O/ Al31 D742,405 11/03/2015 Choi
 

M.M,O/ 9,202,200 12/01/2015 Stibel

/M.M.0/ 9,218,328 12/22/2015 Stapleton

/M.M.0/ 9,224,172 12/29/2015 Churchill
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/M.M.O/ A135 9,235,766 01/12/2016 Yi

/rs.18.0/ Liu

/M.M.O/ A137 9,245,041 01/26/2016 Pilskalns

/M.M.O/ A138 9,261,376 02/16/2016 Zheng

/M.M.O/) A139 D751597 03/15/2016 Pasceri
 

fum.o/| A140 Meadow

meweo/] aul Hochmath

faem-o/| Aun Bhat

/M.M.O/ Al44 9,390,104 07/12/2016 Thomee

fam.o/| Als Li

fim.o/|Als6 Lindberg

/M.M.O/ Al47 9,424,595 08/23/2016 Svendsen

/M.M.O/ Al48 9,436,374 09/06/2016 Marr

/M.M.O/ A149 9,460,116 10/04/2016 Pilskalns

/M.M.O/| A150 9,462,054 10/04/2016 Poletto

{M.M.O/ A151 9,465,513 10/11/2016 sims

/M.M.O/ A152 9,471,200 10/18/2016 Dellinger

2

2

>

2

2

2

 

 

  

/M.M.O/| A153 9,471,834 10/18/2016 Filip

/M.M.o/|—ALS54 9,483,500 11/01/2016 Brucher

umo/| _Alss Zheng

yum.os|A156 9,507,778 11/29/2016 Jaffe

/M.M.o/|AIST 9,419,682 12/13/2016 Pujara

MoM. A158 9,535,563 01/03/2017 Hoffberg

/M.M.O/ A159 9,536,146 01/03/2017 Zheng

/M.M.O/ A160 9,552,376 01/24/2017 Desmond

/M.M.O/ A161 9,557,162 01/31/2017 Rodriguez

DATE CONSIDERED: 12/27/2020
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US. PATENTS
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/M.M.O/ A162 9,576,253 02/21/2017 Zaltzman

(M.M.0/ Hartford

/M.M.O Al64 9,593,957 03/14/2017 Zheng

/M.M.O/ A165 9,600,484 03/21/2017 Davis

/M.M.O/ A166 9,606,668 03/28/2017 Hotelling
 

/M.M.O/ 9,626,685 04/18/2017 Martinez

/M.M.O/ 9,646,025 05/09/2017 Boyns

/M.M.0/ 9,654,570 05/16/2017 Bisdikian

/M.M.O/ A170 9,674,650 06/06/2017 Hartford

/M.M.O/ A171 9,677,886 06/13/2017 Didjusto

/M.M.O/ 9,679,456 06/13/2017 East

/M.M.O/ 9,680,929 06/13/2017 Tseng

/M.M.O/ A174 9,683,858 06/20/2017 Zheng

/M.M.O/ A175 9,691,073 06/27/2017 Tseng

/M.M.0/| A176 9,703,873 07/11/2017 Fakeih

 

 

  

 

 

 

/t-m.0/ Davis

/M.M.0/ Seti

/x1t.0/ Bostick

/M.M.O/ A180 9,721,188 08/01/2017 Adam

/M.M.O/ A181 9,754,226 09/05/2017 Zheng

(M-M-0/ Hasenei

{/M.M.O/ A183 9,787,799 10/10/2017 Grue

/M.M.O/ A184 9,805,123 10/31/2017 Nair

/M.M.O/ A185 9,811,879 11/07/2017 Miller
 

/M.M.0/ 9,836,183 12/05/2017 Love

/M.M.o/ 9,857,941 01/02/2018 Wagner

/M.M.0/ 9,858,348 01/02/2018 Higgins
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US. PATENTS
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/M.M.O/ A189 9,870,572 01/16/2018 Chapin

/us.16.0/ Patton

/M.M.O/ A191 9,882,994 01/30/2018 Bisdikian

/M.M.O/) A192 9,916,075 03/13/2018 Chen

/M.M.O/ A193 9,942,121 04/10/2018 Poletto
 

/M.M.O/ A198 10,073,584 09/11/2018 Miura

/M.M.0/ 10,083,533 Bhatt

 

 

  

 

 

  
  /M.M.O/ A201 10,110,541 10/23/2018 Li

/mM.m.o/| A202 10,120,947 11/06/2018 Kritt

/M.M.0/| A203 10,139,989 11/27/2018 Shiroor

/r4.4.0/ Hochmuth

6-01 Lanza

/rt.24.0/ Lanza

/M.M.0/ 10,187,543 01/22/2019 Lahcanski

/M.M.0/| A208 10,223,701 03/05/2019 King

fit at-o/ Higgins

/M.M.0/ A210 10,235,444 03/19/2019 Poletto

M.M.O/ A211 10,242,051 03/26/2019 Shinn
/M.M.O/ A212 10,282,752 05/07/2019 Athsani

/»s.a.o/ Zheng

/r6.24.0/ Brucher

MMO Adam
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/M.M.O/ 10,311,611 06/04/2019 Stoop/M.M-0/ raisinaw Naaman
/M.M.O/ A218 10,324,973 06/18/2019 Circlaeys

/M.M.O/ A219 10,331,863 06/25/2019 Patton

M.M.O/ 10,360,352 07/23/2019 PattonM.M.0/ Tr[oases[noni Ross
fam.o/| Ara]toaas3g6|1iso19__| Govindachetty

viM.o eeee Canavor
/M.M.O/ 10,540,668 01/21/2020 Hoertz

/MoM. o/| A226,|10,628,463|628,463|oar212020|PurumalafMM.=}A227 10,643,263 05/05/2020 Wormhoudt
/M.M.o/| A228 10,650,039 05/12/2020 Mariner

/M.M.0/| A229 10,650,475 05/12/2020 Berg

U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS

Examiner
Initial Cite No. Document Number Date Name

/mM.m.o/|BI 2002/0019224 Al 02/14/2002 Meyers

/M.M.o/|  B2 2003/0122787 Al 07/03/2003 Zimmerman

/M.M.0/| B3 2004/0135797 Al 07/15/2004 Meier 
EXAMINER: /MELLISSA M. OHBA/
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Examiner
Initial Cite No.

U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date Name 

/M.M.0/ B10

/m.u.c/| Bll

/M.M.C/ B12

 
2007/0118508 Al 05/24/2007 Svendsen

2006/0165380 Al 07/27/2006 Tanaka

2007/0152984 Al 07/05/2007 Ording 

/M.M.O/| B13 2007/0271297 Al 11/22/2007 Jaffe 

/M.M.O/| B14

/M.M.O/| BI5 2008/0040034 Al 02/14/2008 Kanno

/M.M.G/| B16 2008/0051994 Al 02/28/2008 Fisher

/M.M.O/| B17 2008/0052945 Al 03/06/2008 Matas

 
2007/0282908 Al 12/06/2007 Van der Meulen

 

 

  

 

/M.M.O/ B18 2008/0148175 Al 06/19/2008 Naaman

/M.M.Of/ B22 2008/0232695 Al 09/25/2008 Noda

{M.M.0/ B23 2008/0250398 Al 10/09/2008 Takahashi

(M.M.O/ B24 2008/0309632 Al 12/18/2008 Westerman

Paen.oi|nar|2ononsaosat_|onan [Naa

/M.M.O/ B28 2009/0106705 Al 04/23/2009 Takamura

/M.M.O/ 2009/0113350 Al 04/30/2009 Hibino

/M.M.O/| B31 2009/0132941 Al 05/21/2009 Pilskalns 

/M.M.O/ B32 2009/0135438 Al 05/28/2009 Chopra 

{/M.M.0O/ B33

/M.M.O/| B34

/M.M.O/ B3

 
5

/M.M.c/| B36

 
2009/0222302 Al 09/03/2009 Higgins

2009/0265631 Al 10/22/2009 Sigurbjornsson

2009/0216704 Al 08/27/2009 Zheng

2009/0254867 Al 10/08/2009 Farouki
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U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS
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Initial Cite No. Document Number Date Name

/M.M.O/ B37 2009/0278806 Al 11/12/2009 Duarte

/M.M.O/ B39 2009/0288005 Al 11/19/2009 Stapleton

/M.M.O/ B40 2009/0290812 Al 11/26/2009 Naaman

/M.M.0O/ B41 2009/0307618 Al 12/10/2009 Lawler
 

/M.M.O/ B45 2010/0053371 Al 03/04/2010 Karimoto

/M.M.o/| B49 2010/0088641 Al 04/08/2010 Choi

/M.M.O/ B50 2010/0107125 Al 04/29/2010 Ockene

/M.M.0/ B51 2010/0153348 Al 06/27/2010 Perczynski

 

 

  

 

 

  
  /M.M.O/ 2010/0185509 Al 07/22/2010 Higgins

{/M.M.O/ B56 2010/023 1537 Al 09/16/2010 Pisula

(/M.M.O/ B58 2010/0241944 Al 09/23/2010 Athsani

/M.M.O/ B59 2010/0268717 Al 10/21/2010 Pilskalns

M.M.O/ B60 2010/0268766 Al 10/21/2010 Bouget

. . 12/27/2020EXAMINER: jyert3sSA M. OHBA/ DATE CONSIDERED: 12/27/ 
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U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS

  
 

 

Examiner
Initial Cite No. Document Number Date Name

/M.M.0/ B64 2010/0293193 Al 11/18/2010 Harrison

/M.M.O/ B66 2011/0040779 Al 02/17/2011 Svendsen

/M.M.O/ B67 2011/0093458 Al 04/21/2011 Zheng,

/M.M.0/ B68 2011/0109769 Al 05/12/2011 Bhatt
 

/M.M.0O/ B69 2011/0113064 Al 05/12/2011 Govindachetty

/M.M.G/| B70 2011/0145258 Al 06/16/2011 Kankainen

/M.M.O/ B71 2011/0191014 Al 08/04/2011 Feng

 /M.M.0/ B72 2011/0191253 Al 08/04/2011 Pilskalns

/M.M.0/ B76 2011/0301832 Al 12/08/2011 Zheng, 

ju.m.o/| B77 2011/0307836 Al 12/15/2011 Cho

MoM.O/ 8 2011/0314016 Al 12/22/2011 Svendsen

/M.M.o/| B79 2012/0096361 Al 04/19/2012 Osten

/M.M.o/| B80 2012/0114249 Al 05/10/2012 Conwell

/u.m.o/| B81 2012/0158755 Al 06/21/2012 Gammill

 

wD ~
 

 

 

 

/M.M.o/| B82 2012/0192110 Al 07/26/2012 Wu

/u.m.o/| B83 2012/0218150 Al 08/30/2012 Oyabu

ae Rodriguez

/M.M.o/| B85 2012/0251011 Al 10/04/2012 Gao

/M.M.o/| B86 2012/0266090 Al 10/18/2012 Nealer

fM.M.0/) B87 2012/0278171 Al 11/01/2012 Tang 
  

/MM.O/ 2012/0278767 Al 11/01/2012 Stibel

/M.M.0/ 2012/0329441 Al 12/27/2012 Tseng

MMO 2012/0331091 Al 12/27/2012 Tseng

: : 7EXAMINER /MELLISSA M. OHBA/ DATE CONSIDERED: 12/27/2020 
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U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS

  
 

 

Examiner
Initial Cite No. Document Number Date Name

/M.M.o/| B91 2013/0018881 Al 01/17/2013 Bhatt

/M.M.o/| B93 2013/0063613 Al 03/14/2013 Conwell

/M.M.O/)  Bo4 2013/0073202 Al 03/21/2013 Zheng

/M.m.o/| B95 2013/0101157 Al 04/25/2013 Li
 

/M.M.o/| B99 2013/0185676 Al 07/18/2013 Cao

/M.M.O/| B102 Balassanian

/M.M.O/| BI103 2014/0040774 Al 02/06/2014 Chartyoniuk

/M.M.o/| B104 2014/0059477 Al 02/27/2014 Wong

/M.M.O/| B105 2014/0059492 Al 02/27/2014 Hashida

/M.m.o/| B106 2014/0071272 Al 03/13/2014 Rodriguez

/M.M.0/| B107 2014/0088861 Al 03/27/2014 Nash

/u.m.o/| B108 2014/0089811 Al 03/27/2014 Meadow

 

 

  

 /M.m.0o/| BI109 2014/0101531 Al 04/10/2014 Capt

/mM.mM.o/| BI110 2014/0101601 Al 04/10/2014 Tang

/mM.m.o/|}BIL 2014/0143247 Al 05/22/2014 Rathnavelu

/M.M.O/| BI112 2014/0149036 Al 05/29/2014 Amer-Yahia

/M.M.0/| B113 2014/0181089 Al 06/26/2014 Desmond

/M.M.C/| BI114 2014/0188880 Al 07/03/2014 Abhyanker

/M.M.0/| B115 2014/0193087 Al 07/10/2014 Conwell

/M.M.0/| B16 2014/0207444 Al 07/24/2014 Heiman

/M.M.0/|B117 2014/0258850 Al 09/11/2014 Carey

EXAMINER: /MELLISSA M. OHBA/ DATE CONSIDERED: 12/27/2020
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U.S. PATENT PUBLICATIONS DOCUMENTS

  
 

 

Examiner
Initial Cite No. Document Number Date Name

/M.M.0/ 2014/0354628 Al 12/04/2014 Lindberg

/M.M.O/ B120 2015/0066919 Al 03/05/2015 Park

{M.M.O/ B121 2015/0070165 Al 03/12/2015 East

/M.M.O/ B122 2015/0070397 Al 03/12/2015 Miller
 

fu.m.o/| B123 Gilman

/u.m.o/| B126| 2015/0186389 Al 07/02/2015 Zheng

/M.

 

 

 

/M.M

/™u.m.o/|BI130 2015/0244833 Al 08/27/2015 Gru

/u.M.o/|BI31 2015/0358224 Al 12/10/2015 Poletto

ju.m.os|B132 2016/0048279 Al 02/18/2016 Han
 

M.M.O/ B133 2016/0092741 Al 03/31/2016 Li

/M.M.O/ B134 2016/0162512 Al 06/09/2016 Battistini

/M.M.O/ B135 2016/0247307 Al 08/25/2016 Stoop

 

 

  

Vit.m.o/|B136 2016/0253358 Al 09/01/2016 Bhatt

u.m.o/|BI37 2016/0314187 Al 10/27/2016 Poletto
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(person people) with name and map$4 with
locat$3 and view$4 andfile

‘$28 335_interfacesame(peopleperson)sameview$4_US-OR—~—ON.~—_-2020/12/29-
_and (person people) with (thumbnail icon) and _PGPUB; . 11:47 :
(person people) with name and map$4 with = USPAT | : :
locat$3 and view$4 andfile and (person
people) with (data metadata informationfile
"meta data")

| $29 | 79 ‘interface same (people person) same view$4 US- OR “ON -2020/ 12/29 |
: and (person people) with (thumbnail icon) and : PGPUB; | 11:47 :

(person people) with name and map$4 with = USPAT |
-locat$3 and view$4 and file and (person
people) with (data metadata informationfile
"meta data") and @py<="2011"

$30 58 interface same (people person) same view$4 US- OR ON—2020/12/29
: _and (person people) with (thumbnail icon) and : PGPUB; | 11:50 :

:(person people) with name and map$4 with -USPAT :
-locat$3 and view$4 andfile and (person
people) with (data metadata informationfile
-"meta data") and map with locat$4 and
:@py<="2011"

$31 15_interface same (people person) same view$4 = US- /OR /ON 2020/12/29 |
_and (person people) with (thumbnail icon) and : PGPUB; | 11:50
(person people) with name and map$4 with = USPAT | :
-locat$3 and view$4 andfile and (person :
people) with (data metadata informationfile
"meta data") and map with locat$4 and
-(person people) with (thumbnail icon) with
(image picture photo) and @py<="2011"

12/30/2020 12:20:45 AM
C:\Users\mchojnacki\Documents\EAST\Workspaces\17_079208.wsp
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UNITED STATES PATENTAND TRADEMARKOFFICE

USPTO Automated Interview Request(AIR) 
Jan 25 2021

This paper requesting to schedule and/or conduct an interview is appropriate because:

This submission is requested to be accepted as an authorization for this

interview to communicate via the internet. Recognizing that Internet

communications are not secure, I hereby authorize the USPTO to communicate with

the undersigned concerning scheduling of the interview via video conference,

instant messaging, or electronic mail, and to conduct the interview in accordance

  

with office practice including video conferencing.

Name(s):

Bradley M. Taub 

S-signature:

/Bradley M Taub/ 

Registration Number:
67300

U.S. Application Number:
17079208

Confirmation Number:

1084

E-mail Address:

btaub@nixonpeabody.com 
Phone Number:

+1 312-425-8563

Proposed Time of Interview:
2-1-2021 2:00 PM ET

Alternative Proposed Time(s) of Interview:
2-2-2021 2:00 PM ET 
Alternative Proposed Time(s) of Interview:
2-3-2021 2:00 PM ET

 
 

Prefered Interview Typ

Telephonic

I am the applicant or applicant's representative for this application.

Topic for Discussion:

discuss pending office action and cited prior art

8 UNITED STATESPATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

17/079,208 10/23/2020 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC4
CONFIRMATION NO.1084

70001 PUBLICATION NOTICE

NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 WEST MADISON STREET OCT
SUITE 3500 000000123340446
CHICAGO, IL 60602

Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Publication No.US-202 1-0042349-A1

Publication Date:02/1 1/2021

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/Awww.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set
forth in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's
Public Records Division. The Public Records Division can be reached by telephone at (571) 272-3150 or (800)
972-6382, by facsimile at (571) 273-3250, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office,
Public Records Division, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 orvia the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and
the dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through
the Patent Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application
Information and Retrieval (PAIR) system. The directlink to accessthis status information is currently
https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair. Prior to publication, such status information is confidential and may only
be obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Centerat 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

17/079,208 10/23/2020 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC4 1084

NIXON PEABODYLLP

70 WEST MADISON STREET OHBA, MELLISSA M
SUITE 3500

CHICAGO, IL 60602
2164

02/18/2021 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

docketingchicago @ nixonpeabody.com
ipairlink @ nixonpeabody.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)
17/079,208 Desmondetal.
Examiner AIA (First Inventor

MELLISSA M OHBA| Unit No Status0
Applicant-InitiatedInterview Summary 

“MELLISSA M OHBA Telephonic
Bradley M. Taub (Reg. No. 67,300) [AttorneyCECC—C“‘CsCis

Date of Interview: 11 February 2021

Issues Discussed:

35 U.S.C. 102

Applicants representative gave a brief overview of claim 1. Specifically discussed were the claim
limitations of "first person view," "selection of the first map image” and “interactive map.” Examiner
suggested amendingthe “interactive map"to “interactive geographical map”in order to overcome the "
facility map" claimed in Schneiderman prior art of record and would require a new search. All
suggestions and arguments were taken under advisement.

/MELLISSA M. OHBA/

Examiner, Art Unit 2164

Applicant is reminded that a complete written statement as to the substanceof the interview must be madeof record in
the applicationfile. It is the applicants responsibility to provide the written statement, unless the interview wasinitiated
by the Examiner and the Examinerhas indicated that a written summarywill be provided. See MPEP 713.04
Pleasefurther see:
MPEP713.04

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews, paragraph(b)
37 CFR § 1.2 Businessto be transacted in writing

 
Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substanceof the
interview. (See MPEP section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a
non-extendable period of the longer of one monthorthirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this
interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substanceofthe interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substanceof any interview of record. A complete
and proper recordation of the substance of an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete
and proper recordation including the identification of the general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general
indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the general results or outcome of the
interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issuesraised.

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413/41 3b (Rev. Oct. 2019) Interview Summary Paper No. 20210211
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Atty. Docket No. Application No.:
069366-000002USC4 17/079,208

List of References Applicant(s):
SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MemoryWeb, LLC

Filing Date: Art Unit:
Page | of 4 October 23, 2020 2164

:

E2 5,835,616 11/10/1998 Lobo
E3

et|soso|tumorigoo|FiFukui

E5 6,134,339 10/17/2000 Luo

E6 6,246,779 06/12/2001 Fukui

Luo

 

 

e7

Bs|6os7soz_|aang|to

E10 6,728,401 04/27/2004 Hardeberg

El4 7,190,829 03/13/2007 Zhan

E18 7,702,185 04/20/2010 Keating

E22 7,929,771 04/19/2011 Ko

E25 7,965,908 06/21/2011 Hayashi

E26 8,086,867 12/27/2011 Freeman

 

 

 

 

 

8.165.352 04/24/2012

E29 8,175,340 05/08/2012 Tsutsui

E30 8,326,000 12/04/2012 Jun,3

E31 8.358.811 01/22/2013

EXAMINER: DATE CONSIDERED:

 

g

8,121,408 02/21/2012

ig

 
 

EXAMINER: INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOT CITATION IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT.

   

 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
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Atty. Docket No. Application No.:
069366-000002USC4 17/079,208

List of References Applicant(s):
SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MemoryWeb, LLC

Filing Date: Art Unit:
Page 2 of 4 October 23, 2020 2164

U.S. PATENTS

Examiner Cite No. Issue DateInitial

8,416,312 04/09/2013

8,649,604 02/11/2014

8,660,358 02/25/2014

8,750,574 06/10/2014

First Named Inventor

Matsunaga

Steinberg

Bergboer
 

Ganong

9,152,849 10/06/2015

9,495,583 11/15/2016

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Examiner|Cite No. Patent Application

Ganong

Gilley

E32

E33

E34

E35

E36

37E

  

F16 2004/0264810 12/30/2004

F17 2005/003 1173 02/10/2005

F18 2005/0094849 05/05/2005

F19 2005/0100195 05/12/2005

F20 2005/0105806 05/19/2005

Taugher

Hwang

Sung

co

Nagaoka

 
Initial|GieNe Publication Number Publication Date

Ti

Fs Zang

|200so26asi0|tys0/2004|
|20080031173|oaor2005|
|200s/oosas49|0505/2005|
|200sro019s|osia2005|
|200srossos|osig/2005|

 
EXAMINER: DATE CONSIDERED:

 

EXAMINER: INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOT CITATION IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT.
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List of References

SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Page 3 of 4

Atty. Docket No.
069366-000002USC4

Filing Date:
October 23, 2020

Application No.:
17/079,208

Applicant(s):
MemoryWeb, LLC

Art Unit:

2164
 

Patent Application
Publication Number

Examiner
Initial

Cite No.

F23

F24

F29

F30

F31

F36

F37

F38 PY]>9|o

F43

F44

F45

 
EXAMINER:

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Publication Date

 
DATE CONSIDERED:

 

EXAMINER: INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETH   

First Named Inventor

Yonaha

Nagahashi

Yang

Enomoto

Takikawa

Porter

>S5nvA|c|aa)es.5
Steinberg

Jung

Kitamura

Corcoran

Shinkai

Okada

:

Gao

Torii

Steinberg

oOn

Steinberg

Hiroike

Tell

Omori

Gilley

ER OR NOTCITATION IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT. 
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Atty. Docket No. Application No.:
069366-000002USC4 17/079,208

List of References Applicant(s):
SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT MemoryWeb, LLC

Filing Date: Art Unit:
Page 4 of 4 October 23, 2020 2164
 

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS

Examiner PareAPPNeation Publication Date

OTHER DOCUMENTS(including publisher, author(if any),title, relevant pages, date, and place of
publication)

Gl

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 Examiner Document InformationInitial

Pogue, D. & Biersdorfer, J. D., “iPhoto ’09: The Missing Manual,” O’Reilly Media, Inc.
(2009).

 
 

EXAMINER: DATE CONSIDERED:
 

EXAMINER: INITIAL IF REFERENCE CONSIDERED, WHETHER OR NOT CITATION IS IN CONFORMANCE WITH MPEP609; DRAW LINE THROUGH
CITATION IF NOT IN CONFORMANCE AND NOT CONSIDERED. INCLUDE COPY OF THIS FORM WITH NEXT COMMUNICATION TO APPLICANT.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

menme

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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Miscellaneous:

SUBMISSION- INFORMATIONDISCLOSURE STMT 2806

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 17079208

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 1084

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

a
a

Paymentinformation:

 
[Pepostacoune——SSSCSCSC~*idSCSS

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows: 
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File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi
Number P MessageDigest|Part/.zip

Transmittal Letter

Information:

Information Disclosure Statement(IDS)
Form (SB08)

Information:

This is not an USPTOsupplied IDSfillable form

Non Patent Literature

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06)

Information:

Pages
(if appl.)

105056

069366-2USC4-2nd_IDS_Trans

mittal_Letter.pdf 7£28a7a959792386f71945a1 127b11277ed
08898

161348

069366-2USC4-2nd_IDS_List_o

f_Refs.pdf fc50aeb01 bf4acb262c8e34773621506816}
4e07

21773367

G1_iPhoto_09_book.pdf 737168746c1d02deaSbc8202be3a88979d1
483aa

fee-info.pdf 432873e45cc1a9c79665e2 1eac5691 3b45¢,
45623

22070155TotalFiles Size (in bytes)
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Applicant: Memoryweb, LLC Customer No.: 70001

Application No.: 17/079,208 Confirmation No.: 1084

Filed: October 23, 2020 Art Unit: 2164

Docket No.: 069366-000002USC4 Examiner: Mellissa M. Ohba

Title) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES 

SECOND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98

Commissioner for Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the references listed on the

attached List of References be considered by the Examiner and made ofrecord.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g) and(h), this Information Disclosure Statementis

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, andis not to be construed to

be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to

the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed after the mailing of a first office

action on the merits, but before the mailing of a final office action or notice of allowance.

Accordingly, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c), Applicant is concurrently submitting the $130.00

Information Disclosure Statement fee set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p). No additional fees are

believed to be due in connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement.

However, should any additional fees be deemed necessary (except payment of the issue fee), the

Director is authorized to charge any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Nixon Peabody

LLP Deposit Account No. 50-4181 (Order No. 069366-000002USC4).

4813-5555-7339.1
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Second Information Disclosure Statement Application No. 17/079,208
Page 2 of 2

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: February 18, 2021 /Bradley M. Taub — Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300

NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
312-425-8563 Direct Phone

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT

4813-5555-7339.1
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher J. Desmond

Attorney Docket Number: 069366-000002USC4

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Petitioner Apple Inc. - Ex. 1019, p. 243

Description Fee Code Quantity 
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 17079208

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 1084

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

a
a

Paymentinformation:

 
[Pepostacoune——SSSSCSCSC~*idSCSS

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows: 
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File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Amendment/Reg. Reconsideration-After] 069366-2USC4_Response_to_1 . . . .
Non-Final Reject Office_Action.pdf c7cSdefd771884d53dd9c9f5325a6c0cc10c}

521le

Information:

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 2543f3d4d5303 141 6ceScef4e3be54f7cd508|
6327

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approved for use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Application or Docket Number Filing Date

ENTITY: (J LARGE SMALL [J MICRO

APPLICATIONASFILED - PART I

Column)Column2)
NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA ; RATE ($ FEE ($

37 GFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c

—Srepiimnom|NA|NATTa
“ent| NA|NATLTwm
FovcrmrmyePinus20
ironies|mmfsso

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155

CyaPeuicarion SIZE FEE (37 for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
-16(s)) fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37

CFR 1.16(s).

(MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM PRESENT(87 CFR 1.16()) Pe
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.|| TOTAL Po

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTIl

Cott)Column2)(Column3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

02/18/2021|arren PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA RATE($) ADDITIONALFEE($)

AMENDMENT cap08Panis1°30[wins25Sfes50-50
serePt[minseosta
O apalcalion Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
_] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR
1.16(j))

AMENDMENT
proraapiree[250

a
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER
AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA RATE($) ADDITIONALFEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total .
peace[sfMisPe

I .
mewra LeviesPe
(7 Application Size Fee (97 OFR 17613) a

Ta SENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT OLAIM wen Pf1.16(j

TOTAL ADD'L FEE

* If the entry in column_1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. SLIE

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEisless than 20, enter "20". /KIMBERLY D WILLIAMS/
*“* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

AMENDMENT 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTOTHIS
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application No. :  17/079,208 Confirmation No. 1084
Applicant : MemoryWeb, LLC
Filed : October 23, 2020
Title : METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

TC/A.LU. : 2164

Examiner : Melissa M. Ohba

Docket No. : 069366-000002USC4

Customer No. > 70001

RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION MAILED JANUARY7, 2021

Mail Stop Amendment— via EFS
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is in response to the Office Action mailed January 7, 2021. The shortened statutory

period for response is three months from the mailing date, i.e., by April 7, 2021. Thus, this

response is being submitted within that time period. Please enter the following amendments and

remarksinto the record for this application.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the Listing of Claims which begins on page

2 of this paper.

Remarksbegin on page7 ofthis paper.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

This Listing of Claims replaces all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the present

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-29. (Canceled)

30. (Currently Amended) A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a people view, the people view including:

a first thumbnail image associated with a first person,

a first name associated with the first person,

a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and

a second nameassociated with the second person;

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the first person,

causing a first person view to be displayed on the interface, the first person view

including:

a first digital file associated with the first person,

the first name associated with the first person, and

a first map image; and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image, causing a

first location view to be displayed on the interface, the first location view

including:

an interactive geographic map,

a first indication positioned at a first location on the interactive geographic map,

and

a second indication positioned at a second location on the interactive geographic

map.

31. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 30, wherein the first indication is associated

with a first set of digital files and the first location, and the second indication is associated with a

secondset of digital files and the secondlocation.

4846-6049-4044.1
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32. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 31, wherein the first set of digital files and

the secondset of digital files are associated with the first person.

33. (Currently Amended) The method of claim [[30]]_32, wherein the first thumbnail image
 

includes at least a portion of a face of the first person and the second thumbnail images includes

at least a portion of a face of the second person.

34. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein the first thumbnail image

includesat least a portion of thefirst digitalfile.

35. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 33, wherein, in the people view, the first

nameis displayed adjacent to the first digital file associated with the first thumbnail image and

the second nameis displayed adjacent to the second thumbnail image.

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 35, wherein, in the first person view,thefirst

map imageis positioned below the first digitalfile.

37. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 30, further comprising, prior to the causing

the interface to display the people view:

causingthefirst digital file to be displayed on the interface;

receiving alphanumerictextas a first user-generated tag; and

associating eausiiethefirst digital file te-be-asseetated-with the first user-generated tag.

38. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 37, wherein the first user-generated tag

includes the nameofthe first person.

39. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 38, further comprising exporting the first

digital file to a remote device, the exported first digital file including information associated with

the first user-generatedtag.

40. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 30, wherein the first person view includes a

first group image and responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first group
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image, causing a first group view to be displayed on the interface, the first group view including

one or moredigital files associated with another person that is associated with the first person.

41. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the another person is the second

person.

42. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 32, further comprising responsive to an input

that is indicative of a selection associated with the second person, causing a second person view

to be displayed on the interface, the second person view including the second digital file

associated with the second person, the second nameassociated with the second person, and a

second map image.

43. (Currently Amended) The methodof claim 42, further comprising:

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of the second map image, causing a

second location view to be displayed on the interface, the second location view

including:

the interactive geographic map,

a third indication positioned at a third location on the interactive geographic map,

and

a fourth indication positioned at a fourth location on the interactive geographic

map.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 43, wherein the third indication 1s associated

with a third set of digital files and the third location, and the fourth indication is associated with a

fourth set of digital files and the fourth location.

45. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 44, wherein the third set of digital files and

the fourth set of digital files are associated with the second person.

46. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 30, further comprising, responsive to an

input that is indicative of a selection of the first digital file in the first person view, causing a
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slideshow to be displayed on the interface, the slideshow including a plurality of images

associated with the first person.

47. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 46, further comprising causing the interface

to display an interactive timeline view, the interactive timeline view permitting a user to group a

plurality of digital files by year, month, and day.

48. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 47, further comprising:

responsive to receiving a year input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on year

and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on the

interface;

responsive to receiving a month input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on

month and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on

the interface; and

responsive to receiving a day input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on day

and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed on the

interface.

49. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 30, further comprising receiving one or more

filtering criteria and causing one or more digital files to be displayed on the interface based at

least in part on the one or morefiltering criteria—the-ene-or-merefiterins—erttertainehidine—a

2 2 2 2

50. (Previously Presented) The methodof claim 49, further comprising:

causing a plurality of images to be displayed on the interface;

receiving alphanumeric text as the album name;

causing each ofthe plurality of images to be associated with an album name; and

causing an album view to be displayed on the interface, the album view including the

album nameandthe plurality of images.

51. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 31, further comprising responsive to a

selection associated with the first location, causing the first set of digital files to be displayed on
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the interface and responsive to a selection associated with the second location, causing the

secondset of digital files to be displayed on the interface.

52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 51, further comprising causing (i) a first

numberassociated with a numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files to be displayed on

the interface and (11) a second numberassociated with a numberofdigital files in the second set

of digital files to be displayed on the interface.

53. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 32, wherein each ofthefirst digital file, the

second digital file, the first set of digital files, and the secondset of digital files include a photo, a

video, or both.

54. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 32, wherein the first set of digital files

includes a photo, a video, and an audiofile.

55, (New) The method of claim 51, wherein the first set of digital files displayed on the

interface responsive to the selection associated with the first location are not overlaid on the

interactive geographic map and the second set of digital files displayed on the interface

responsive to the selection associated with the second location are not overlaid on the interactive

geographic map.

56.|(New) The method of claim 49, wherein the one or more filtering criteria include a

keyword, a location, a person, an event, a date, or any combination thereof

57, (New) The method of claim 39, wherein the exporting the first digital file includes

exporting exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) data associated with thefirst digitalfile.

58.|(New) The method of claim 30, wherein the input that is indicative of the selection of the

first person includes a touch orclick of the first thumbnail image associated with the first person.

59. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the input that is indicative of the selection of the

first map imageis a touchorclick of the first map image.
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REMARKS

Claims 30-54 are pending. Claims 30, 33, 37, 43, and 49 are amended. Noclaimsare

canceled. New claims 55-59 are added. After entering this amendment, claims 30-59 will be

pending.

Interview Summary

Applicant’s representative thanks Examiner Ohba for the interview conducted on

February 11, 2021. During the interview, Applicant’s representative and Examiner Ohba

discussed the pending office action, the pending claims, the applied references, and a proposed

claim amendment to independent claim 30. Examiner Ohba agreed that, in view of Applicant’s

arguments presented during the interview and the proposed claim amendment to independent

claim 30, all of the current rejections (except the Double Patenting Rejection) are overcome.

Applicant’s representative indicated that a written response would be filed. Examiner Ohba

indicated that she would need to update her search.

Double Patenting

Claim 30-54 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as

being unpatentable over claims 30-50 of copending Application No. 16/536300 (reference

application). Claims 30-54 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over claims 1-15 of U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658. Applicant requests that the Double

Patenting Rejections be held until the pending claims are allowed.

Claim Rejections — 35 USC 102 and 103

Claims 30-36, 40-45, and 51-54 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 (b) as being

anticipated by Schneiderman et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0080743).

Claims 37-39, 46-48 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Scilneiderman et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0080743), in view of

Siddique et al. (U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2010/0030578). Claims 47-50 are

rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Schneiderman et al (U.S.

Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0080743), in view of Siddique et al. (U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. 2010/0030578), in further view of Rosenzeiq et al. (U.S. Patent

4846-6049-4044.1
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Application Publication No. 2020075322). Applicant respectfully disagrees with all of these

rejections. For reasons unrelated to patentability and to advance prosecution, Applicant amended

independent claim 30 as discussed during the above-summarized interview. As noted above,

Examiner Ohba agreed that all of the claims overcomeall of the current rejections (except the

Double Patenting Rejection). As such, reconsideration and allowance of the application is

respectfully requested.

Conclusion

The pendingset of claimsis believed to be in condition for allowance and action towards

that end is respectfully requested.

Applicant is concurrently submitting total claims in excess of twenty fees of $250.00 (5

claim x $50). It is believed that no additional fees are due. However, should any additional fees

be required (except for payment of the issue fee), the Director is authorized to deduct the fees

from Deposit Account No. 50-4181/069366-000002USC4 for any fees inadvertently omitted

which maybe necessary now or during the pendency ofthis application.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: February 18, 2021 /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
BRADLEY M. TAUB

Reg. No. 67,300
Nixon Peabody LLP
70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 - Direct
(312) 977-4405 - Fax

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT
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agencyto display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (di) requires the agency to inform
the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The informationis required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentialityis
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon
the individual case. Any comments on the amount oftime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection
of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements
of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)
(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent
applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonment
of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the
Freedomof Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine usc, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
setlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting
a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipicnts of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic EnergyAct (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

to

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
ot his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility
to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C.
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection
of recordsfor this purpose, and any other relevant (.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall
not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b)or issuanceofapatent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,to the public if the record wasfiled
in an application which became abandoncdor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application
is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomesaware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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. . 17/079,208 Desmond, ChristopherJ.

MELLISSA M OHBA 2164 No

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITSIS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85)or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issueat the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1.{¥] This communication is responsive to 2/18/2021.
(_] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on .

2.L) An election was madebythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3.¥) The allowed claim(s)is/are 30-45 and 47-89 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent
Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information
, please see hittp:/Awww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

4.1 Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) DAI b)(J Some  *c) L) Noneofthe:

1. C1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2. LC) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. LD Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the
International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE"of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below.Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTHPERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5.0 CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.
CL) including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of each
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.) DEPOSIT OFand/or INFORMATION aboutthe deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's commentregarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1.{¥] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5.(¥]Examiner's Amendment/Comment
2.(Y) Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6.l¥)Examiner's Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance

Paper No./Mail Date 2/18/2021.
3.) Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. C Other .

of Biological Material .
4.(] Interview Summary (PTO-413),

Paper No./Mail Date. 3/22/2021.
/MELLISSA M. OHBA/ /ASHISH THOMAS/

Examiner, Art Unit 2164 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2164

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20210316
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Application/Control Number: 17/079,208 Page 2
Art Unit: 2164

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

1. The present application is being examined under the pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

Remarks

2. In response to communicationsfiled on 2/18/2021, no new claims have been

cancelled; claims 30, 33, 37, 43, and 49 have been amended, and new claims 55-59

have been addedperapplicant’s request. Therefore, claims 30-59 are presently

pending in the application.

Information Disclosure Statement

3. The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on 2/18/2021 is in

compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the information disclosure

statementis being considered by the examiner.

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

4. An examiner’s amendmentto the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment maybefiled as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the paymentof the issuefee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendment wasgiven in a telephone interview

with Bradley Taub (Reg. # 67,300) on 3/24/2021.

The application has been amendedasfollows:
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Application/Control Number: 17/079,208 Page 3
Art Unit: 2164

Claim 30:

A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a people view, the people view including:

a first thumbnail image associated withafirst person,

a first name associated with the first person,

a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and

a second nameassociated with the second person;

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with thefirst

person, causing a first person view to be displayed on the interface, thefirst

person view including:

a first digital file associated with the first person,

the first name associated with the first person, and

a first map image; [[and]]

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image --in

the first person view--, causingafirst location view to be displayed on the

interface, the first location view including:

an interactive geographic map,

a first indication positioned at a first location on the interactive geographic

map, and

a second indication positioned at a second location on the interactive

geographic map --;_and
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Application/Control Number: 17/079,208 Page 4
Art Unit: 2164

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first digital file in the

first person view, causing a slideshow to be displayed on the interface, the

slideshow including a plurality of images associated with the first person--.

Claim 40:

The method of claim 30, wherein the first person view includesa first group image --,--

and responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of the first group image, causing

a first group view to be displayed on the interface, the first group view including one or

moredigital files associated with another personthat is associated with the first person.

Claim 43:

The method of claim 42, further comprising:

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of the second map image --

in the second person view,-- causing a second location view to be displayed on the

interface, the second location view including:

the interactive geographic map,

a third indication positioned at a third location on the interactive geographic map,

and

a fourth indication positioned at a fourth location on the interactive geographic

map.

Claim 46:

Canceled

Claim 55:
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The method of claim 51, wherein --at least one digital file in-- the first set of digital files

displayed on the interface responsive to the selection associated with the first location

[[are]] --is-- not overlaid on the interactive geographic map and --at least one digitalfile

in-- the second set of digital files displayed on the interface responsive to the selection

associated with the second location are not overlaid on the interactive geographic map.

Add New Claim 60:

The method of claim 55, wherein each of the digital files in the first set of digital files

displayed on the interface responsive to the selection associated with the first location

are not overlaid on the interactive geographic map and each of the digital files in the

secondsetof digital files displayed on the interface responsive to the selection associated

with the second location are not overlaid on the interactive geographic map.

Add New Claim 61:

A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a people view, the people view including:

a first thumbnail image associated with a first person,

a first name associated with the first person,

a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and

a second name associated with the second person;

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection associated with the first

person, causing a first person view to be displayed on the interface, thefirst

person view including:
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a first digital file associated with the first person,

the first name associated with the first person, and

a first map image:

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image in the

first_person view, causing a first location view to be displayed on the

interface, the first location view including:

an interactive geographic map,

a first indication positioned at_a first location on the interactive geographic

map, and

a_second indication positioned at_a_ second location on the interactive

geographic map:

responsive to receiving a year input, grouping a plurality of digital files based on

year and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed

on the interface:

responsive to receiving a month input, grouping the plurality of digital files based

on month and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be

displayed on the interface: and

responsive to receiving a day input, grouping the plurality of digital files based on

day and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files to be displayed

on the interface.

Add New Claim 62:
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The method of claim 61, wherein the first digital file is included in the plurality of digital

files.

Add New Claim 63:

The method of claim 61, further comprising causing the interface to display an interactive

timeline view prior to receiving the yearinput, prior to receiving the month input, and prior

to receiving the day input, the interactive timeline view permitting a user to provide the

year input, the month input, the day input, or any combination thereof to group the plurality

of digital files.

Add New Claim 64:

The method of claim 60, wherein the first indication is associated with a first set of digital

files and thefirst location, and the second indication is associated with a second set of 

digital files and the second location.

Add New Claim 65:

The method of claim 64, wherein the first set of digital files and the second set of digital

files are associated with the first person.

Add New Claim 66:

The method of claim 65, wherein the first thumbnail image includes at least a portion of

a face ofthe first person and the second thumbnail images includesat least a portion of

a face of the second person.
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Add New Claim 67:

The method of claim 66, wherein the first thumbnail image includes at least a portion of

the first digitalfile.

Add New Claim 68:

The method of claim 66, wherein, in the people view,the first name is displayed adjacent

to the first digital file associated with the first thumbnail image and the second nameis

displayed adjacent to the second thumbnail image.

Add New Claim 69:

The methodof claim 68, wherein, in the first person view,thefirst map image is positioned

below thefirst digital file.

Add New Claim 70:

The method of claim 61, further comprising, prior to the causing the interface to display

the people view:

causing the first digital file to be displayed on the interface:

receiving alphanumeric text as a first user-generated tag: and

associating the first digital file with the first user-generated tag.
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Add New Claim 71:

The method of claim 70, wherein the first user-generated tag includes the name of the

first person.

Add New Claim 72:

The method of claim 71, further comprising exporting the first digital file to a remote

device, the exported first digital file including information associated with the first user-

generated tag.

Add New Claim 73:

The method of claim 61, wherein the first person view includesafirst group image and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first group image, causing a

first group view to be displayed on the interface, the first group view including one or more

digital files associated with another person that is associated with the first person.

Add New Claim 74:

The method of claim 73, wherein the another person is the second person.
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Add New Claim 75:

The method of claim 65, further comprising responsive to an input that is indicative of a

selection associated with the second person, causing a second person view to be

displayed on the interface, the second person view including the second digital file

associated with the second person, the second name associated with the second person,

and a second map image.

Add New Claim 76:

The method of claim 75, further comprising:

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the second map image,

causing a secondlocation view to be displayed on the interface, the second

location view including:

the interactive geographic map,

a third indication positioned at a third location on the interactive geographic

map, and

a_fourth indication positioned at _a_ fourth location on the interactive

geographic map.

Add New Claim 77:

The method of claim 76, wherein the third indication is associated with a third set ofdigital

files and the third location, and the fourth indication is associated with a fourth setof digital

files and the fourth location.
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Add New Claim 78:

The method of claim 77, wherein the third set of digital files and the fourth set of digital

files are associated with the second person.

Add New Claim 79:

The method of claim 61, further comprising receiving one or morefiltering criteria and

causing one or more digital files to be displayed on the interface based at least in part on

the one or morefiltering criteria.

Add New Claim 80:

The method of claim 79, further comprising:

causing a secondplurality of images to be displayed on the interface:

receiving alphanumeric text as the album name:

causing each of the second plurality of images to be associated with an album

name; and

causing an album view to be displayed on the interface, the album view including

the album name and the secondplurality of images.

Add New Claim 81:
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The method of claim 62, further comprising responsive to a selection associated with the

first location, causing the first set of digital files to be displayed on the interface and

responsive to a selection associated with the second location, causing the second setof

digital files to be displayed on the interface.

Add New Claim 82:

The method of claim 81, further comprising causing (i) a first number associated with a

numberof digital files in the first set of digital files to be displayed on the interface and(il)

a second numberassociated with a numberof digitalfiles in the second setof digital files

to be displayed on the interface.

Add New Claim 83:

The method of claim 63, wherein each of thefirst digital file, the second digitalfile, the

first set of digitalfiles, and the second setof digital files include a photo, a video, or both.

Add New Claim 84:

The method of claim 63, wherein the first set of digital files includes a photo, a video, and

an audiofile.
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Add New Claim 85:

The method of claim 81, wherein the first set of digital files displayed on the interface

responsive to the selection associated with the first location are not overlaid on the

interactive geographic map and the second set of digital files displayed on the interface

responsive to the selection associated with the second location are not overlaid on the

interactive geographic map.

Add New Claim 86:

The method of claim 79, wherein the one or morefiltering criteria include a

keyword, a location, a person, an event, a date, or any combination thereof.

Add New Claim 87:

The method of claim 72, wherein the exporting the first digital file includes exporting

exchangeable imagefile format (EXIF) data associated with the first digitalfile.

Add New Claim 88:

The method of claim 61, wherein the input that is indicative of the selection of the first

person includes a touch or click of the first thumbnail image associated with the first

person.

Add New Claim 89:

The method of claim 61, wherein the input that is indicative of the selection of the first

map imageis a touch or click of the first map image.
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Allowable Subject Matter

5. Claims 30-45 and 47-89 (Renumbered 1-59) are allowed.

6. The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance:

Theprior art of record Scbneiderman etal. (U.S. Patent Application Publication

No, 2008/0060743), in view of Siddique et al (US. Patent Application Publication No.

2010/0030578}, does not teach, disclose or suggest:

A method comprising causing an interface to display a people view. The people

view including a first thumbnail image associated with a first person, a first name

associated with the first person, a second thumbnail image associated with a second

person, and a second nameassociated with the second person. Responsiveto an input

that is indicative of a selection associated with the first person, causing a first person view

to be displayed on the interface. The first person view including a first digital file

associated with the first person, the first name associated with the first person, anda first

map image. Responsiveto an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image

in the first person view, causingafirst location view to be displayed on the interface. The

first location view including an interactive geographic map, a first indication positioned at

a first location on the interactive geographic map, and a secondindication positioned at

a second location on the interactive geographic map. Responsive to an input that is

indicative of a selection ofthefirst digital file in the first person view, causing a slideshow

to be displayed on theinterface, the slideshow including a plurality of images associated

with the first person, as claimed in independentclaim 30.
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Claims 31-45, and 47-60 are allowed because they are dependent on

independentclaim 30.

A method causing an interface to display a people view. The people view including

a first thumbnail image associated with a first person, a first name associated with the

first person, a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and a second

name associated with the second person. Responsive to an input that is indicative of a

selection associated with the first person, causing a first person view to be displayed on

the interface. Thefirst person view including a first digital file associated with the first

person, the first name associated with the first person, and a first map image. Responsive

to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first map image in the first person view,

causing a first location view to be displayed on the interface. Thefirst location view

including an interactive geographic map, a first indication positioned at a first location on

the interactive geographic map, and a secondindication positioned at a secondlocation

on the interactive geographic map. Responsive to receiving a year input, grouping a

plurality of digital files based on year and causing at least one of the plurality of digital

files to be displayed on the interface. Responsive to receiving a month input, grouping the

plurality of digital files based on month and causing at least one of the plurality of digital

files to be displayed on the interface. Responsiveto receiving a day input, grouping the

plurality of digital files based on day and causing at least one of the plurality of digital files

to be displayed on the interface, as claimed in independentclaim 61.

Claims 62-89 are allowed because they are dependent on independent claim 61.
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7. Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompanythe issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance.”

Conclusion

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MELLISSA M OHBAwhosetelephone numberis

(571)272-4076. The examiner can normally be reached on 9:30-6:00.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ashish Thomas can be reached on (571)-272-0631. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see https://ppair-

my.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free).
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Page 17

If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access

to the automated information system,call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-

272-1000.

3/25/2021

Mmo

/MELLISSA M. OHBA/

Examiner, Art Unit 2164

/ASHISH THOMAS/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2164
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Application No. Applicant(s)
17/079,208 Desmond, ChristopherJ.
Examiner AIA (First Inventor

MELLISSA M OHBA| Unit No Status0
Applicant-InitiatedInterview Summary

‘MELLISSA M OHBA Telephonic
Bradley M. Taub |Attorney

Date of Interview: 22 March 2021

 
Issues Discussed:

35 U.S.C. 103

Applicants Attorney called to discuss the status of the application and potential anendments to move
prosecution forward. After discussing the claimsin view ofthe prior arts of record and some proposed
amendments to the claims an agreement was reached for an examiners answer/allowance.

/MELLISSA M. OHBA/ /ASHISH THOMAS/

Examiner, Art Unit 2164 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2164

Applicant is reminded that a complete written statement as to the substanceof the interview must be madeof record in
the applicationfile. It is the applicants responsibility to provide the written statement, unless the interview wasinitiated
by the Examiner and the Examinerhas indicated that a written summarywill be provided. See MPEP 713.04
Pleasefurther see:
MPEP713.04

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews, paragraph(b)
37 CFR § 1.2 Businessto be transacted in writing

 
Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the
interview. (See MPEP section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, applicant is given a
non-extendable period of the longer of one monthorthirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this
interview summary form, whichever is later, to file a statement of the substanceofthe interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substanceof any interview of record. A complete
and proper recordation of the substance of an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete
and proper recordation including the identification of the general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general
indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the general results or outcome of the
interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.
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: "0000906" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
"0000915" | "0000916" | "0000917"|
"0000918" | "0000923" | "0000924" |
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
"0001002" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001009" | "0001010"|
"0001011" | "0001013" | "0001015"|
"0001017" | "0001018" | "0001021"|
"0001022" | "0001023" | "0001027"|
-"0001031" | "0001101" | "0001103" |
"0001104" | "0001106" | "0001107"|
:"0001110" | "0001111" | "0001112"|
"0001118" | "0001119" | "0001120"|
"0001122" | "0001124" | "0001126" |
"0001127" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001202" | "0001204" | "0001205"|
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"0001206" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001211" | "0001213" | "0001214" |
"0001215" | "0001216" | "0001218"|
°"0001219" | "0001220" | "0001222"|
"0001227" | "0001229" | "0001230"|
"0001231" | "10311611" | "10318110"|
"10324973" | "10331863" | "10360352"|
"10430452" | "10445346" | "10489980"|
-"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"20020019224" | "20030122787"| :
- "20040135797" | "20040205504"|
"20040218894" | "20040225635"|
: "20050060299" | "20050183026"|
"20060001652" | "5694514" | "6629104"
: | "7372976" | "7461099" | "7475060" |
"7480669" | "7587671" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317" |
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
"8150844" | "8150967" | "8166016"|
"8166168" | "8171388").PN.

: ("20060165380"| "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN.

2020/12/28
20:28 :

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

"9552376" | "10423658"|
-"9098531").PN.

_display$4 same thumbnail and thumbnail
- with (people person) same (view$4
picture photo) and @py<="2011"

: display$4 same (icon thumbnail) and
‘(icon thumbnail) with (individual people
" person) same (view$4picture photo
: image) and (individual people person)
- with name and @py<="2011"

: interface with display$4 same (icon
- thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
‘ people person) with name and
- @py<="2011"

-USPAT

US-PGPUB;
_USPAT

US-PGPUB;
_USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

2020/12/28 -
19:54

2020/12/28 ©
20:30 :

2020/12/28 ©
20:32

2020/12/28
21:33 :

2020/12/28
(21:48 0

2020/12/28 -
21:49 :
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$10 :41—:interface with display$4 same (icon -US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/28 ©
thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with -USPAT 21:50
(individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and map with
(individual people person) and
@py<="2011"

($11 13 interface with display$4 same(icon -US-PGPUB; :OR -ON : 2020/12/28 |
“ thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with -USPAT 22:52
: (individual people person) same (picture : :
“photo image) same view$4 and
: (individual people person) with name and -
: map with (individual people person) and
-@py<="2011"

$12 :1 -"9639740".pn. and interface and (person US-PGPUB; OR -ON 2020/12/28 |
: : people) USPAT : : :22:55
$13 21 -"9639740".pn. and interface and (person US-PGPUB; OR -ON : 2020/12/28 -

: people) same (thumbnail icon) -USPAT 22:55

$14 1 -"9639740".pn. and interface and (person US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/28 ©
_ people) same (thumbnail icon) and -USPAT 22:59
: (person people) with name :

($15 1 "9639740" .pn. and interface and (person US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/28 .
: : people) same (thumbnail icon) and -USPAT : 22:59 :

_ (person people) with name and map :
$16 52 : "20080080743" | "9639740").pn. and :US-PGPUB; “OR ON 2020/12/29

interface and (person people) same -USPAT 00:11
: (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with-
>name :

©$17 31 : ("20080080743"| "9639740").pn. and -US-PGPUB; ‘OR ON 2020/12/29
interface and (person people) same -USPAT 00:16
- (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with-
:name and map$4 with location :

-$18 31 : "20080080743"| "9639740").pn. and -US-PGPUB; “OR ON 2020/12/29
interface and (person people) same “USPAT : 00:27 :
(thumbnail icon) and (person people) with -
:name and map$4 with locat$3

/$19 31 : "20080080743"| "9639740").pn. and -US-PGPUB; .OR “ON 2020/12/29 ©
- interface and (person people) same -USPAT 00:51
(thumbnail icon) and (person people) with -
:name and map$4 with locat$3 and view$¢4 |

$20 31 : "20080080743" | "9639740").pn. and _US-PGPUB; :OR -ON : 2020/12/29 -
- interface and (person people) same -USPAT 00:58
(thumbnail icon) and (person people) with -
“name and map$4with locat$3 and view$4_
:and file :

$21 :33 -interface with display$4 same(icon -US-PGPUB; OR “ON 2020/12/29 ©
: : thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with : :

(individual people person) same (view$4
-USPAT 01:13
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: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and
- @py<="2011" AND ( (GO6F16/51 OR
: GO6F16/5866 OR GO6F16/901 OR
: GO6F16/907 OR GO6F3/0481).CPC.)

: interface with display$4 same (icon
- thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
‘people person) with name and map with
location and @py<="2011" AND (
: (GO6F16/51 OR GO6F16/5866 OR
: GO6F16/901 OR GO6F16/907 OR
GO6F3/0481).CPC.)

: display$4 same (icon thumbnail) and
: (interface display$4) same (icon
: thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
(individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and(individual
: people person) with name and map with
location and @py<="2011" AND (
_(GO6F16/51 OR GO6F16/5866 OR
: GO6F16/901 OR GO6F16/907 OR
: GO6F3/0481).CPC.)

: display$4 with (icon thumbnail) same
(people person employee) and (interface
: display$4) same (icon thumbnail) and
: (icon thumbnail) with (individual people
: person) same (view$4 picture photo
_image) and (individual people person)
: with name and map with location and
: @py<="2011" AND ( (GO6F16/51 OR
 GO6F16/5866 OR G06F16/901 OR
: GO6F16/907 OR G06F3/0481).CPC. )

: display$4 with (icon thumbnail) same
: (people person employee) and (interface
‘ display$4) same (icon thumbnail) and
(icon thumbnail) with (individual people
: person) same (view$4 picture photo
image) and (individual people person)
‘with name and map with location and
: @py<="2012" AND ( (GO6F16/51 OR
: GO6F16/5866 OR GO6F16/901 OR
-G06F16/907 OR GO6F3/0481).CPC. )

"20080080743" | "9639740"|
-"9721157").pn. and interface and (person =USPAT
: people) same (thumbnail icon) and
: (person people) with name and map$4
: with locat$3 and view$4 andfile

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29.
USPAT | 01:19

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29
USPAT 01:23

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29.
USPAT : 01:34

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29
‘USPAT | 01:43

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29
02:02
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: interface same (people person) same
‘ view$4 and (person people) with
(thumbnail icon) and (person people) with -
:name and map$4 with locat$3 and view$4 |
:and file :

: interface same (people person) same
- view$4 and (person people) with
: (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with-
:name and map$4 with locat$3 and view$4 :
:and file and (person people) with (data
- metadata information file "meta data")

interface same (people person) same
: view$4 and (person people) with
: (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with :
“name and map$4with locat$3 and view$4 _
:and file and (person people) with (data
: metadata information file "meta data")
-and @py<="2011"

-USPAT

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29.
‘USPAT) 11:40

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/29.
USPAT) 11:47

US-PGPUB; OR ON =. 2020/12/29.
11:47

interface same (people person) same
- view$4 and (person people) with
: (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with :
>name and map$4 with locat$3 and view$4 :
_andfile and (person people) with (data
: metadata information file "meta data") :
and map with locat$4 and @py<="2011" |

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

2020/12/29 -
11:50

: interface same (people person) same
- view$4 and (person people) with
: (thumbnail icon) and (person people) with-
:name and map$4 with locat$3 and view$4 :
:and file and (person people) with (data
_ metadata information file "meta data")
:and map with locat$4 and (person :
: people) with (thumbnail icon) with (image |
picture photo) and @py<="2011"

"20080080743".pn. and display$4 same
: map$4 same (thumbnail icon face)

"20080080743".pn. and display$4 same
:map$4 same (thumbnail icon face) and
: locat$4

-"20080080743".pn. and map$4 and
: locat$4

US-PGPUB; OR ON=2020/12/29.
-USPAT | 11:50

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2020/12/30
-USPAT 00:20

US-PGPUB; OR ON~~2021/01/01.
-USPAT | 02:35

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/01 -
-USPAT 02:40

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/01 ©
-USPAT 03:45

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~—2021/01/01.
-USPAT 04:12

US-PGPUB; OR ON~~2021/01/02.
USPAT 00:20
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2021/01/02
00:25 :

: ("20060165380"| "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (Tag$4 label$$)

("20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
- "7480669"| "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (Tag$4 label$4)

: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"| :
:"8484223").PN. and (Tag$4 label$4) same
: (alphanumeric name)

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-(""20060165380" | "20070282908"|
: "20090113350" | "20090265631"|

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;

2021/01/02 -
00:38

2021/01/02
00:38

2021/01/02.
00:39 |

2021/01/02
00:39

2021/01/02
-USPAT 00:40

"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
-"7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (Tag$4 label$4) same
: (alphanumeric name) and slideshow
:("20060165380" | "20070282908"|
- "20090113350"| "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
: "7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"|

 

2021/01/02
-00:40 :

-US-PGPUB; :OR -ON
-USPAT;
-USOCR; :
-FPRS; EPO; ©

:"8484223").PN. and (Tag$4 label$4) same : JPO;
‘(alphanumeric name) and slideshow -IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~~2021/01/02.
USPAT 00:44

-US-PGPUB; OR ON ~—.2021/01/02
USPAT) 2 00:44

:("10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; .OR -ON 2021/01/02 -
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT 00:49
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980" |
:"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
- "7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847" |
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
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"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103" |
"0000106" | "0000107"| "0000112" |
"0000116" | "0000117"| "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124"| "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217" |
"0000219" | "0000221"| "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227"| "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421"| "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425"| "0000428"|
"0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708" | "0000710"| "0000711" |
"0000712" | "0000716"| "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723"| "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811" |
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000909"| "0000911" |
"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001010"| "0001011" |
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017" |
"0001018" | "0001021"| "0001023" |
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101" |
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001129"| "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208"| "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219" |
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060"| "7694236"|
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"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
-"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959" |
: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
°"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223").PN.

"10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02 ©
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
- "10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192" |
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
°"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366" |
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103" |
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112" |
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228" |
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
>"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
: "0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422" |
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
:"0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
:"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613" |
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
:"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707" |

00:49
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:"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
°"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
:"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811"|
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818" |
:"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
:"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
:"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
-"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
:"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
:"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
-"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
:"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
:"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
:"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317" |
>"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
:"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
>"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223").PN.
and (label$4 tag$4)

:("20060165380" | "20070282908"|
- "20090113350" | "20090265631" |
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN.

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.

-("10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB;
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
- "10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192" |

00:50

OR ON —_2021/01/02
00:50
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"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847" |
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240" |
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
:"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075" |
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126" |
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217" |
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311" |
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410" |
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
-"0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509" |
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
-"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
: "0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530" |
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
: "0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625" |
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711" |
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811" |
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825" |
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
:"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911" |
"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
:"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107" |
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
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"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
:"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210" |
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236" |
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492" |
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778" |
"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027" |
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
: "20060165380" | "20070282908" |
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
- "5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976" |
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908" |
- "20090113350" | "20090265631" |
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
: "7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844" |
-"8484223").PN. and (label$4 tag$4)

- interface with display$4 same (icon -US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02 -
: thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with -USPAT 00:51
(individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name AND(
: (GO6F16/784).CPC. )
-("10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT 00:52
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980" | :
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192" |
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112" |
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
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"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
:"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327" |
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
: "0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
:"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707" |
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
-"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
:"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811" |
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
: "0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
:"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930" |
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006" |
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023" |
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
:"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124" |
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
-"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959" |
: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
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- "7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
-"20060165380"| "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
- "7480669"| "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (label$4 tag$4) and
: album and slideshow

‘interface with display$4 same(icon
: thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
“picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and (label$4
: tag$4) and album and slideshow AND (
: (GO6F16/784).CPC. )
interface with display$4 same(icon
thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and :
: @py<="2011" AND ( (G06F16/784).CPC.

: interface with display$4 same (icon
thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
_ people person) with name and :

: @py<="2011" and (label$4 tag$4) AND (
: (GO6F16/784).CPC. )

2021/01/02
00:56

-"10,423,658".pn.

‘interface with display$4 same(icon
: thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
“picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and (label$4
-tag$4) and @py<="2011" AND(
_(GO6F16/51 OR GO6F16/5866 OR
: GO6F16/901 OR GO6F16/907 OR
: GO6F3/0481).CPC.)

: interface with display$4 same(icon
thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
(individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and (label$4

US-PGPUB; OR
‘USPAT)

-US-PGPUB; OR
‘USPAT

-US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT)

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT

-US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
/JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
-USOCR;

-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR
USPAT;
-USOCR;

/FPRS; EPO;
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00:53

2021/01/02
00:54

2021/01/02
00:54
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00:56
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00:57
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00:58
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: tag$4) and nameand album and
: @py<="2011" AND ( (GO06F16/51 OR
 GO6F16/5866 OR G06F16/901 OR
: GO6F16/907 OR GO6F3/0481).CPC. )

"20080298766".pn. and (label$4 tag$4)
-and name and album

"20080298766".pn. and (label$4 tag$4)

-and name and album and slideshow

"20080298766".pn. and (label$4 tag$4)
:and name and album and (date
timestamp) and month

 

: interface with display$4 same (icon
- thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
- people person) with nameand (label$4
: tag$4) and name and album and name
-and album and (date timestamp) and
-month and @py<="2011" AND(
'(GO6F16/51 OR GO6F16/5866 OR
: GO6F16/901 OR GO6F16/907 OR
: GO6F3/0481).CPC. )

: interface with display$4 same (icon
- thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with name and (label$4
‘ tag$4) and name and album and name
:and album and (date timestamp) and
: @py<="2011" AND ( (GO6F16/51 OR
 GO6F16/5866 OR G06F16/901 OR
: GO6F16/907 OR G06F3/0481).CPC. )

 

PO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
‘USPAT; 01:01
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR ON=2021/01/02.
USPAT; 01:01 |
‘USOCR; | :
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON =. 2021/01/02.
USPAT; 010200
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR ON=2021/01/02
‘USPAT; 01:02 |
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

ON =—2021/01/02

"20080298766".pn. and (label$4 tag$4)
:and name and album and (time
timestampdate)

:01:03

-US-PGPUB; :OR -ON : 2021/01/02 —
:USPAT; 01:03
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; ©
:JPO;
IBM_TDB
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"20080298766". pn. and user with (label$4 :
: tag$4)

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;

‘1BM_TDB

OR ON 2021/01/02.
01:05

"20080298766". pn. and user with (label$4
_ tag$4) and letter and number

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

OR ON 2021/01/02.
01:09

: interface with display$4 same (icon
: thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and (individual
: people person) with nameand (label$4
_ tag$4) and nameand album and
- alphanumer$4 and @py<="2011" AND(
: (GO6F16/51 OR GO6F16/5866 OR
: GO6F16/901 OR GO6F16/907 OR
GO6F3/0481).CPC.)

-"20020112237".pn. and interface with
: display$4 same (icon thumbnail) and
: (icon thumbnail) with (individual people
_ person) same (view$4picture photo
: image) and(individual people person)
: with name and (label$4 tag$4) and name
-and album and alphanumer$4 and
- @py<="2011"

-"20020112237".pn. and interface with
: display$4 same (icon thumbnail) and
: (icon thumbnail) with (individual people
_ person) same (view$4picture photo
: image) and(individual people person)
: with name and (label$4 tag$4) and name
“and album and alphanumer$4

"20020112237". pn. and user with (label$4 |
: tag$4) and name and album and
: alphanumer$4

-"20080080743".pn. and (location
: cooridnates)

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
-USPAT; 01:09
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~—2021/01/02.
USPAT; 2 01:11 |
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~—2021/01/02.
USPAT; 01:11
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

/US-PGPUB; OR ON~—2021/01/02.
-USPAT; 01:12
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; OR ON—2021/01/02.
-USPAT 20:27

-US-PGPUB; :OR ON = 2021/01/02.
_USPAT 20:35

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~—2021/01/02.
-USPAT 20:38
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-("10001917"| "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973"| "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449"| "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039"| "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784"| "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699"| "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374"| "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886"| "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
"742405" | "0000102" | "0000103" |
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129"| "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226"| "0000227"| "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407"| "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
"0000430"| "0000507"| "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528"| "0000529"| "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609"| "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620"| "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626"| "0000627"| "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708"| "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730"| "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806"| "0000808" | "0000811"|
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827"| "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905"| "0000909"| "0000911"|
"0000917"| "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925"| "0000926"| "0000930"|

20:41
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:"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
:"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
*"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
:"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
:"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
:"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
:"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
:"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
: "8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
°"8484223").PN. and (alphanumeric string —
context)

"10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | -
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" |
-"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980" |
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475" |
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
: "8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240" |
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
:"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
: "0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224" |

-USPAT;
-USOCR;
FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB
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"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228"|
-"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311" |
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
:"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327" |
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
- "0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
>"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522" |
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
: "0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621" |
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707" |
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811" |
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818" |
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
: "0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
-"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911" |
"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006" |
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
:"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
-"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317" |
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
- "8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379" |
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
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:"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669"| "8150844" | "8484223"|
:"20060165380" | "20070282908" |
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
:"8484223").PN. and (alphanumeric string
context)

$77 13 "10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02
»"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT
-"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"| :
: "8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015" |
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240" |
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
:"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103" |
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314" |
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
:"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
: "0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
:"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530" |
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
: "0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625" |
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718" |

20:42
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°"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
:"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811"|
-"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
: "0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
:"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930"|
:"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
:"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
:"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
°"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
:"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
>"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
>"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
°"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
:"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
:"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
:"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (alphanumeric string
context) with (tag$4 label) :

"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980"|
: "10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
:"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847" |
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240" |
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"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366" |
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
>"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112" |
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207" |
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
:"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228" |
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
:"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327" |
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422" |
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
: "0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606"|
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701"|
:"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707" |
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
-"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811" |
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
: "0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
:"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930" |
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006" |
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
:"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124" |
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
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>"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
>"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
:"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283"|
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317" |
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778"|
:"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
:"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
°"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
:"20060165380" | "20070282908" |
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (alphanumeric string
-context) with (tag$4 label) and user with —
: (tag$4 label)

"10001917" | "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB;
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704" | _USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973" | "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449" | "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039" | "10650475"|
"7461099" | "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784" | "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699" | "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374" | "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886" | "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
"0000106" | "0000107" | "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227" | "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407" | "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414"|
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|

OR ON 2021/01/02
20:43
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"0000430" | "0000507" | "0000509" |
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514" |
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
: "0000603" | "0000604" | "0000606" |
"0000609" | "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620" | "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
: "0000626" | "0000627" | "0000701" |
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708" | "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716" | "0000718"|
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
: "0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805" |
"0000806" | "0000808" | "0000811"|
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827" | "0000830" | "0000901" |
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000909" | "0000911"|
"0000917" | "0000923" | "0000924" |
-"0000925" | "0000926" | "0000930" |
"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006"|
"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023"|
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118" |
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
- "7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283" |
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317"|
"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778" |
"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379"|
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
- "8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631" |
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
"20060165380" | "20070282908" |
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
- "5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976" |
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
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-"8484223").PN. and alphanumeric with
: (tag$4 label) and user with (tag$4 label)

: interface with display$4 same (icon
thumbnail) and (icon thumbnail) with
: (individual people person) same (view$4
: picture photo image) and alphanumeric
with (tag$4 label) and user with (tag$4
- label) AND ( (GO6F16/784).CPC. )

: interface with display$4 and (icon :
: thumbnail) with (individual people person):
same (view$4 picture photo image) and
- alphanumeric with (tag$4 label) and user
: with (tag$4 label) AND ( :
: (GO6F16/784).CPC. )

-("20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
°"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"|
:"8484223").PN.

-("20060165380" | "20070282908"|

S84 OR ON

"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (label$4 tag$4) and
: Slideshow

: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
°"8484223").PN. and user with (label$4
 tag$4) and slideshow
interface with display$4 and(icon
thumbnail) with (individual people person) -
: same (view$4 picture photo image) and
: alphanumeric with (tag$4 label) and user:
with (tag$4 label geotag) AND (
: (GO6F16/784).CPC. )

: interface with display$4 and (icon :
thumbnail) with (individual people person) -
same (view$4 picture photo image) and
: (tag$4 label) and user with (tag$4 label
:geotag) AND ( (GO6F16/784).CPC.)

-("20070282908" | "8150844" | "7372976"
_|"7480669").PN. |

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT)

US-PGPUB;
"20090113350" | "20090265631"| -USPAT
"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (label$4 tag$4)

: ("20060165380" | "20070282908"| _US-PGPUB;
"20090113350" | "20090265631"| “USPAT

US-PGPUB;
‘USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

US-PGPUB; |
-USPAT
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2021/01/02
20:43

2021/01/02
20:44 :

2021/01/02
20:48

2021/01/02
20:48

2021/01/02
20:48 0

2021/01/02
(20:49 0

2021/01/02
20:50

2021/01/02
20:50 |

2021/01/02
20:54 :
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: "20060165380"| "20070282908"|
-"20090113350"| "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and user with (label$4
 tag$4) and alphanumeric

("20060165380" | "20070282908"|
: "20090113350"| "20090265631"|
°"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236"| "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and user with (label$4
: tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
: alphanumeric

: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
:"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and user with (label$4
- tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
: alphanumeric

: interface same display same (photo image:
thumbnail picture) and user with (label$4
 tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
: alphanumeric and album andslideshow
and timeline

: interface same display same (photo image:
- thumbnail picture) and user with (label$4
- tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
:alphanumeric and album andslideshow
and timeline and (label$4 tag$4) with
“name

interface same display same (photo image -
: thumbnail picture) and user with (label$4
: tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
- alphanumeric and album and slideshow
-and timeline and (label$4 tag$4) with
: name and (person people)

: interface same display same (photo image:
thumbnail picture) and user with (label$4
 tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
:alphanumeric and album andslideshow
:and timeline and (label$4 tag$4) with
“name and (person people) and
: @py<="2011"

interface same display same (photo image -
thumbnail picture) and user with (label$4
: tag$4) and (label$4 tag$4) same
alphanumeric and album and slideshow
and timeline and (label$4 tag$4) with
-name and @py<="2011"

USPAT

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
‘USPAT) 20:57 :

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
‘USPAT 20:58 /

-US-PGPUB; OR ON~~2021/01/02.
USPAT) : 20:58

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
‘USPAT 20:59

US-PGPUB; OR ON ~—-2021/01/02.
USPAT) 21:00

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
USPAT 21:00

US-PGPUB; OR ON ~—-2021/01/02.
USPAT 21:00

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
21:03
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-("10001917"| "10073584" | "10120947" | US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02.
"10139989" | "10140743" | "10145704"| USPAT
"10147215" | "10324973"| "10489980"|
"10540668" | "10606449"| "10628463"|
"10643263" | "10650039"| "10650475"|
"7461099"| "7522701" | "7587671"|
"8239784"| "8332402" | "8584015"|
"8626699"| "8698762" | "8712192"|
"8743411" | "8880535" | "9047847"|
"9135751" | "9323855" | "9336240"|
"9436374"| "9471200" | "9606668"|
"9677886"| "9703873" | "9715366"|
"9836183" | "9857941" | "9916075"|
-"D742405" | "0000102" | "0000103"|
"0000106" | "0000107"| "0000112"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129"| "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000207"|
"0000210" | "0000216" | "0000217"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000226" | "0000227"| "0000228"|
"0000303" | "0000305" | "0000311"|
"0000312" | "0000313" | "0000314"|
"0000315" | "0000318" | "0000319"|
"0000321" | "0000326" | "0000327"|
"0000331" | "0000407"| "0000410"|
"0000412" | "0000413" | "0000414" |
"0000418" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000428"|
"0000430"| "0000507"| "0000509"|
"0000510" | "0000512" | "0000514"|
"0000516" | "0000521" | "0000522"|
"0000528" | "0000529"| "0000530"|
"0000603" | "0000604"| "0000606"|
"0000609"| "0000611" | "0000613"|
"0000616" | "0000620"| "0000621"|
"0000623" | "0000624" | "0000625"|
"0000626"| "0000627"| "0000701"|
"0000702" | "0000703" | "0000707"|
"0000708"| "0000710" | "0000711"|
"0000712" | "0000716"| "0000718" |
"0000722" | "0000723" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806"| "0000808" | "0000811"|
"0000812" | "0000816" | "0000818"|
"0000819" | "0000823" | "0000825"|
"0000827"| "0000830"| "0000901"|
"0000902"| "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000909"| "0000911"|
"0000917"| "0000923" | "0000924"|
"0000925"| "0000926"| "0000930"|

21:05
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S981

990

$1000|

"0001001" | "0001004" | "0001006" |
-"0001008" | "0001010" | "0001011"|
"0001013" | "0001015" | "0001017"|
"0001018" | "0001021" | "0001023" |
-"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101" |
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001107"|
"0001110" | "0001112" | "0001118"|
"0001119" | "0001122" | "0001124" |
-"0001126" | "0001129" | "0001201"|
"0001204" | "0001208" | "0001210"|
"0001213" | "0001216" | "0001219"|
:"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "7475060" | "7694236"|
"7822746" | "7860846" | "7991283" |
"8001124" | "8015144" | "8024317" |
-"8032508" | "8055675" | "8060492"|
"8069142" | "8086048" | "8108778" |
-"8150967" | "8166016" | "8166168"|
-"8171388" | "8230338" | "8255379" |
"8264570" | "8271506" | "8281027"|
"8285483" | "8307029" | "8315959" |
: "20060165380" | "20070282908"|
-"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "8150844" | "8484223"|
-"20060165380" | "20070282908" |
"20090113350" | "20090265631"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
- "7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844" |
-"8484223").PN. and (label$4 tag$4) with
alphanumeric

-"20080080743".pn. and group with (view US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02 -
display) USPAT) / (21:21 |

-"20020112237".pn. and timeline -US-PGPUB; OR ON =. 2021/01/02 -
USPAT; 21:31
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO; :
-IBM_TDB

-("20060165380"| "20070282908"| -US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02 -
"20090113350"| "20090265631"| -USPAT 21:31
"5694514"| "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7694236" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and timeline

"20070282908" | "8150844" | "7372976" -
-| "7480669").PN. and timeline

ON 2021/01/02.
(21:31  

-("20120226982"| "20110213482"| ‘US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/01/02
"20120244948"| "20130231999"| ‘USPAT : 21320
"20140129394"| "20140171039"| 2 : :
"5261820" | "5395242" | "5682196"|
"7803052" | "8645230").PN.
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-("20120226982"| "20110213482"|
: "20120244948"| "20130231999"|
"20140129394" | "20140171039"|
"5261820" | "5395242"| "5682196"|
- "7803052" | "8645230").PN.

-("20120226982" | "20110213482"|
-"20120244948"| "20130231999"|
"20140129394" | "20140171039"|
"5261820" | "5395242" | "5682196"|
: "7803052"| "8645230").PN. and timeline

-("20120226982" | "20110213482" |
"20120244948" | "20130231999"|
"20140129394" | "20140171039"|
"5261820" | "5395242" | "5682196" |
"7803052" | "8645230").PN. andtimeline

_user with group$4 with (photo image
: picture "digital files") with year with
> month with day andinterface with
‘timeline

_user with (aggregat$4 album group$4)
: with (photo imagepicture "digital files")
:Same year same month same day and
: interface with timeline

:("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
- "5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662" |
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908"|
- "8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340" |
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849"|
-"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007" |

US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
_USPAT

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

: user with (aggregat$4 album group$4)
: with (photo imagepicture "digital files")
same year same month same day and
: interface and timeline

-US-PGPUB; ~
:USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

user with (aggregat$4 album group$4)
with (photo imagepicture "digital files")
:same year Same month same day and
: interface with timeline and slideshow

-US-PGPUB; |
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
IPO;

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT

2021/01/02
(213200

2021/01/02
21:33

2021/01/02
21:33

2021/01/02
21:34 :

2021/01/02
21:35 :

2021/01/02
21:35 :

2021/01/02
21:38

2021/03/04
12:50
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"0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107" |
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
:"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
: "0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214"|
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218" |
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
:"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304" |
"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331" |
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413" |
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510"|
-"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524" |
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611" |
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623"|
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702" |
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
:"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722" |
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725"|
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801" |
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808"|
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821" |
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827"|
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
: "0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909"|
:"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926" |
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004"|
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
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"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018" |
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023"|
:"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
:"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
:"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"|
"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
- "10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" | -
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
"10650475" | "20020019224"|
"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894"|
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
-"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
-"7587671").PN.

©$111:18 =: ("7694236" | "7822746" | "7860846" |
"7991283" | "8001124" | "8015144" |
"8024317" | "8032508" | "8055675"|
"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
"8108778" | "8150844" | "8150967"|
-"8166016" | "8166168" | "8171388").PN.

$112:1 -("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504"|
:"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
:"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771" |
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908"|
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340"|
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849"|
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007"|
"0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107" |
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
:"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|

-USPAT

-US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/04 |
-USPAT 12:50

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/04
13:16
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"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
:"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214"|
:"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224" |
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304"|
"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309" |
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
:"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331" |
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422" |
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510" |
"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
:"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530" |
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623" |
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
: "0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702"|
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
:"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722"|
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725" |
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805" |
-"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808" |
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827" |
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
:"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909" |
"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004" |
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
:"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023" |
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
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:"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
°"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
:"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
>"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
:"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
*"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
:"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"| :
:"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" |
°"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |:
°"10650475" | "20020019224"| :
"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894"|
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
_"7587671").PN. and "people view"

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

OR ON 2021/03/04
:13:16

_ waze.as. -US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

OR ON 2021/03/04
13:17

_waze.as. and view and map$4 -US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
IBM_TDB

OR ON 2021/03/04
13:23

_waze.as. and view and map$4 and
_ thumbnail

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; ©
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

OR ON 2021/03/04
13:24

-waze.as. and view and map$4 and (icon
- thumbnail)

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR; :
-FPRS; EPO;
:JPO;
-IBM_TDB

OR ON 2021/03/04
13:24
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US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/12$118 275 -("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
-"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134330"|
:"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545" |
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
:"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908" |
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340"|
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849" |
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007"|
: "0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115" |
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131" |
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214"|
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224" |
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304"|
: "0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309" |
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331" |
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418" |
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
-"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510"|
"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524"|
: "0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530" |
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
:"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623" |
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702"|
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
:"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722"|
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725" |
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|

USPAT 00:09
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"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805" |
-"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808" |
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
:"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827" |
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
:"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909" |
"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004" |
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023" |
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204" |
"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611" |
-"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" | —
- "10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" | -
"10650475" | "20020019224" |
"20030122787" | "20040135797" |
"20040205504" | "20040218894"|
: "20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669" |
-"7587671").PN.

"7694236" | "7822746" | "7860846"|
"7991283" | "8001124" | "8015144"|
"8024317" | "8032508" | "8055675"|
"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
: "8108778" | "8150844" | "8150967"|
"8166016" | "8166168" | "8171388").PN.

-("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134330"|
:"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|

USPAT 00:25
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"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982" |
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908"|
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340" |
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849"|
-"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007" |
: "0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102" |
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214" |
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227" |
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304"|
:"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318" |
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331"|
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422" |
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426" |
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510"|
-"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604" |
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623"|
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627" |
"0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702"|
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712" |
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722"|
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725"|
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
-"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808" |
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816" |
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827"|
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"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909"|
:"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
*"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004" |
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
-"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
:"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023"|
:"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
:"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
°"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
:"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
:"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
°"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"|
:"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
>"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" |
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
°"10650475" | "20020019224"|
"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894"|
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
:"7587671").PN. and location with view
-and map with (imageicon identifier
thumbnail) and (person user) with name
: Same (thumbnail icon picture photo)

_US-PGPUB: OR ON 2021/03/12-("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
:"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908" |
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340"|
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849" |
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007" |

USPAT 00:28
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"0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107" |
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
:"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
: "0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214"|
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218" |
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
:"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304" |
"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331" |
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413" |
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510"|
-"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524" |
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611" |
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619" |
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623"|
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702" |
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
:"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722" |
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725"|
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801" |
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808"|
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827"|
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
: "0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909"|
:"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926" |
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004"|
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
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:"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
°"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023"|
:"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
:"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
:"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
*"0001126" | "0001127"| "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
:"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
:"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
°"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
*"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"|
"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
:"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
:"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" |:
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
"10650475" | "20020019224" | :
°"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894" |
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
:"7587671").PN. and location with view
:and map with (image icon identifier
thumbnail) and (person user) with name
“same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and
: people with (view list directory)

_US-PGPUB: OR ON 2021/03/12-("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
: "0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
:"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908" |
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340"|
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849" |
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007"|
: "0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
:"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|

USPAT 00:32
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"0000207"| "0000210" | "0000214"|
"0000216" | "0000217"| "0000218"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228"| "0000303" | "0000304"|
"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327"| "0000328" | "0000331"|
"0000401" | "0000407"| "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429"| "0000430"|
"0000507"| "0000509" | "0000510"|
"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524"|
"0000528"| "0000529"| "0000530"|
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606"| "0000609"| "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620"| "0000621" | "0000623"|
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000628"| "0000701" | "0000702"|
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
"0000707"| "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722"|
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725"|
"0000726" | "0000727"| "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
"0000806"| "0000807"| "0000808"|
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827"|
"0000828"| "0000830" | "0000901"|
"0000902"| "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905"| "0000906"| "0000909"|
"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917"| "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924"| "0000925" | "0000926"|
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004"|
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017"| "0001018"|
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023"|
"0001027"| "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111" |
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
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:"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
*"0001126" | "0001127"| "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
:"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
:"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
°"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
*"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"|
"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
:"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
:"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" |:
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039"|
"10650475" | "20020019224" |
°"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894" |
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026" | "20060001652"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
:"7587671").PN. and location with view
-and map with (image icon photo
thumbnail) and (person user) with name
“same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and
: people with (view list directory)

_US-PGPUB: OR ON 2021/03/12-("0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474" |
: "0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
:"6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982"|
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908" |
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340"|
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849" |
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007"|
: "0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102"|
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214"|
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218"|
"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224" |
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304"|
"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309" |
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313" |

USPAT 00:33
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"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331" |
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413" |
"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422"|
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510"|
>"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524" |
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530"|
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611" |
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623"|
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702" |
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709"|
"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722" |
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725"|
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
"0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801" |
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805"|
: "0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808"|
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821" |
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827"|
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
: "0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904" |
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909"|
:"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926" |
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004"|
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
:"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023"|
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106" |
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
:"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204"|
"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213" |
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
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°"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
*"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611"|
"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
:"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
:"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" |:
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
"10650475" | "20020019224" |
°"20030122787" | "20040135797"|
"20040205504" | "20040218894" |
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
: "20050183026" | "20060001652"|
:"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
:"7587671").PN. and location with view
-and map with (image icon photo
thumbnail) and (person user) with name
“same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and
: people with (view list directory) and
: select$6 with (image icon photo
‘thumbnail user person)

"0005850" | "0007190" | "0007474"|
"0008086" | "0008660" | "5450504" |
"5835616" | "5982912" | "6134339"|
: "6246779" | "6301370" | "6697502"|
"6714215" | "6728401" | "6940545"|
"6965693" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7804982" |
"7840344" | "7916905" | "7929771"|
"7948502" | "7962467" | "7965908"|
"8121408" | "8165352" | "8175340" |
"8326000" | "8358811" | "8416312"|
"8649604" | "8750574" | "9152849"|
"9495583" | "0000001" | "0000007"|
"0000008" | "0000011" | "0000102" |
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000108" | "0000112" | "0000115"|
"0000116" | "0000117" | "0000119"|
"0000122" | "0000124" | "0000126"|
"0000129" | "0000130" | "0000131"|
"0000203" | "0000205" | "0000206"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000214" |
"0000216" | "0000217" | "0000218"|
:"0000219" | "0000221" | "0000224"|
"0000225" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000304"|
:"0000305" | "0000306" | "0000309"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
:"0000327" | "0000328" | "0000331"|
"0000401" | "0000407" | "0000408"|
:"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413" |
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"0000414" | "0000415" | "0000418"|
"0000419" | "0000421" | "0000422" |
"0000423" | "0000425" | "0000426"|
"0000428" | "0000429" | "0000430"|
"0000507" | "0000509" | "0000510" |
"0000512" | "0000514" | "0000516"|
:"0000521" | "0000522" | "0000524"|
"0000528" | "0000529" | "0000530" |
"0000602" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611"|
:"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000619"|
"0000620" | "0000621" | "0000623" |
"0000624" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
: "0000628" | "0000701" | "0000702"|
"0000703" | "0000705" | "0000706"|
:"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000709" |
-"0000710" | "0000711" | "0000712"|
"0000716" | "0000718" | "0000722"|
"0000723" | "0000724" | "0000725" |
"0000726" | "0000727" | "0000728"|
: "0000730" | "0000731" | "0000801"|
"0000802" | "0000804" | "0000805" |
"0000806" | "0000807" | "0000808"|
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000821"|
"0000823" | "0000825" | "0000827" |
"0000828" | "0000830" | "0000901"|
:"0000902" | "0000903" | "0000904"|
"0000905" | "0000906" | "0000909" |
"0000911" | "0000915" | "0000916"|
"0000917" | "0000918" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
"0000930" | "0001002" | "0001004" |
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001009"|
:"0001010" | "0001011" | "0001013"|
"0001015" | "0001017" | "0001018"|
"0001021" | "0001022" | "0001023" |
"0001027" | "0001031" | "0001101"|
"0001103" | "0001104" | "0001106"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001111"|
"0001112" | "0001118" | "0001119"|
:"0001120" | "0001122" | "0001124"|
"0001126" | "0001127" | "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001202" | "0001204" |
"0001205" | "0001206" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001211" | "0001213"|
"0001214" | "0001215" | "0001216"|
"0001218" | "0001219" | "0001220"|
"0001222" | "0001227" | "0001229"|
"0001230" | "0001231" | "10311611" |
-"10318110" | "10324973" | "10331863"|
"10360352" | "10430452" | "10445346"|
"10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" | —
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°"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |:
°"10650475"| "20020019224"|
"20030122787"| "20040135797"|
: "20040205504"| "20040218894"|
"20040225635" | "20050060299"|
"20050183026"| "20060001652"|
"5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
:"7461099" | "7475060" | "7480669"|
°"7587671").PN. and location with view
“and map with (image icon photo
: thumbnail) and (person user) with name
: same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and
: people with (view list directory) and
- select$6 with (image icon photo
: thumbnail user person) andinteractive
‘with map

 $125 1,555: photo with (sort$4 organiztion organiz$4) — OR ON 2021/03/12 ©
-and (person user people) with (view 00:59
: directory database dashboard list) same = USOCR; :
: (thumbnail icon picture photo) and -FPRS; EPO; |
(person user people) adj3 (picture photo) JPO; :
:and album ‘IBM_TDB

$126:1,015: (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion -US-PGPUB; :OR -ON 2021/03/12 -
: organiz$4) and (person user people) with USPAT; : : 00:59
(view directory database dashboardlist) | USOCR;
“same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and —FPRS; EPO; |
: (person user people) adj3 (picture photo) -JPO;
:and album and map with (person user -IBM_TDB
people) :

$127 687 (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion -US-PGPUB; :OR :ON :2021/03/12 .
- organiz$4) and (person user people) with USPAT; : 01:08 :
: (view directory database dashboard list) = USOCR;
“same (thumbnail icon picture photo) and = FPRS; EPO; -
: (person user people) adj3 (picture photo) JPO;
-and album and map with (person user -IBM_TDB
: people) with location :

$128:23 = google.as. and (image photo)with (sort$4 US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/14 ©
-organiztion organiz$4) and (person user = USPAT; 00:28

: : people) with (view directory database -USOCR; :
: dashboard list) same (thumbnail icon -FPRS; EPO; |
picture photo) and (person user people) = JPO; :
: adj3 (picture photo) and album and map IBM_TDB
: with (person user people) with location —

$1295 : ("20030033296" | "20100145947"| -US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/14 ©
:"20110231745" | "8073461"| -USPAT : :01:52
"8144232").PN. :

$130 1 -google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4_US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/14 .
:organiztion organiz$4) and (person user = USPAT; : 01:57
: people) with (view directory database -USOCR;
‘dashboard list) same (thumbnail icon _FPRS; EPO;
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: picture photo) and (person user people)
-adj3 (picture photo) and album and map
- with (person user people) with location
:and @py<="2011"

: google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4
-organiztion organiz$4) and (person user
- people) with (view directory database
: dashboard list) same thumbnail and
: (person user people) adj3 (picture photo)
:and album and map with (person user
people) with location and @py<="2011"

-google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4_
:organiztion organiz$4) and (person user
: people) with (view directory database
‘dashboardlist) same thumbnail and
: (person user people) adj3 thumbnail and
:album and map with (person user people) |
with location and @py<="2011"
-google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4
- organiztion organiz$4) and (person user
: people) with (view directory database
: dashboard list) same thumbnail and
(person user people) adj3 (picture photo)
:and album and map with (person user
: people) with location and @py<="2012"

: google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4 :
-organiztion organiz$4) and (person user
: people) with (view directory database
: dashboard list) same thumbnail and
' (person user people) adj3 (picture photo)
-and album and map with (person user
_ people) with location and @py<="2013"

: (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion
: organiz$4) and (person user people) with
(view directory database dashboardlist)

: Same thumbnail and (person user people)
:adj3 thumbnail and album and map with
: (person user people) with location and
- @py<="2011"

-"7970240".pn. and thumbnail and (people
_ person)

JPO;
IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
PO;
-IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
‘JPO;
‘IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; ;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; |
USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; ;
-USPAT;
-USOCR; :
-FPRS; EPO;-
:JPO;
-IBM_TDB

US--PGPUB;
-USPAT;
“USOCR;

-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;

TBM_TDB
-"7970240".pn. and thumbnail and (people -
_ person) and map adj3 (image photo
picture thumbnail)

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; ©
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2021/03/14
03:07

2021/03/15
20:33

2021/03/15
20:53

2021/03/15
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JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; -
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
IBM_TDB

:("7694236"| "7822746" | "7860846"|
"7991283" | "8001124" | "8015144"|
"8024317" | "8032508"| "8055675"|
"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
"8108778" | "8150844" | "8150967"|
"8166016" | "8166168"| "8171388").PN.

: "7694236" | "7822746" | "7860846"|
:"7991283" | "8001124" | "8015144"|
"8024317" | "8032508" | "8055675"|
"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
:"8108778" | "8150844" | "8150967"|
:"8166016" | "8166168" | "8171388").PN.
-and ("exchangeable imagefile format"

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; :

-"7970240".pn. and ("exchangeable image
‘file format" "EXIF")

:JPO;

-US-PGPUB; ;
USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS; EPO; |

:JPO; :
‘IBM_TDB

: (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion
- organiz$4) and (person user people) with
: (view directory database dashboardlist)
> same thumbnail and (person user people) |
-adj3 thumbnail and album and map with
: (person user people) with location and
: ("exchangeable imagefile format" "EXIF") :

_and @py<="2011"
2021/03/20
02:32

‘google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4_
-organiztion organiz$4) and (person user
: people) with (view directory database
: dashboard list) same (thumbnail icon
picture photo) and (person user people)
: adj3 (picture photo) and album and map
: with (person user people) with location
-and @py<="2012"

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; -

-"7970240".pn. and map same(image

_ thumbnail photo)

US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
:JPO; :
‘IBM_TDB

-JPO;

-US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
-USOCR;
FPRS; EPO;

-"7970240".pn. and map same (image

- thumbnail photo) and select

-JPO;

2021/03/17
01:06

2021/03/17
01:07

2021/03/17
01:07

2021/03/17
01:07

2021/03/20
02:33

2021/03/20
02:40
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-US-PGPUB;
:USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;-
PO;
-IBM_TDB

-google.as. and map same (image
: thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
: person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))
- same(list dashboard view group)

133
thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))

google.as. and map same (image

-US-PGPUB; |
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO; :
-IBM_TDB

:google.as. and map same (image
‘thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
- person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))
:and (image thumbnail photo) with map

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
‘USOCR;
FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-google.as. and map same (image
_ thumbnail photo)

-US-PGPUB; ;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO; :
-IBM_TDB

: google.as. and (image photo) with (sort$4 -
organiztion organiz$4) and map same
(image thumbnail photo) and select with

: ((user person) adj5 (photo thumbnail
: picture)) same(list dashboard view

US-PGPUB; ;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
_IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; ~
IBM_TDB

: (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion
- organiz$4) and map same (image
: thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
: person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))
same(list dashboard view group) and
 @py<="2011"

(image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion
: organiz$4) and map with (image
thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
_ person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))

 
:USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
‘USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
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2021/03/20
024200

2021/03/20
02:55

2021/03/20
02:56

2021/03/20
02:56 :

2021/03/20
02:58 :

2021/03/20
03:12 |

2021/03/20
03:14

2021/03/20
03:14

2021/03/20
03:16 00

2021/03/20
03:33 0
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-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; -
JPO;
IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
:USPAT;

‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
PO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB; :
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB;
:USPAT;

USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
‘IBM_TDB
-US-PGPUB; .
-USPAT;
USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; |
-JPO; :
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
:USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS; EPO;
-JPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
‘USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; -
IPO;
-IBM_TDB

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT;
-USOCR;
-FPRS; EPO; :

“same(list dashboard view group) and
@py<="2011"

: (image photo) with (sort$4 organiztion
- organiz$4) and map with (image
: thumbnail photo) and select with ((user
: person) adj5 (photo thumbnail picture))
-same(list dashboard view group) and
: (user person) with name and
: @py<="2011"

-"9104698".pn.

"8811775".pn. and map same (image

_ thumbnail photo) and select

"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7372976").pn.

"5694514"| "6629104" | "7372976"|
: "7480669" | "7372976"| "7694236"|
"8150844" | "8484223"|
-"20060165380").pn.

"5694514" | "6629104"| "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7372976"| "7694236"|
-"8150844"| "8484223" | "20060165380"
- | "20070282908"| "20090113350"|
-"20090265631").pn.

:("5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7372976"| "7694236"|
"8150844" | "8484223"| "20060165380"
- | "20070282908"| "20090113350"|
-"20090265631").pn. and map

: "5694514" | "6629104" | "7372976"|
"7480669" | "7372976"| "7694236"|
"8150844" | "8484223"| "20060165380"
: | "20070282908" | "20090113350"|
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2021/03/20
03:44

2021/03/20
03460

2021/03/20
21:34 :

2021/03/20
21:49 :

2021/03/20
21:51

2021/03/20
21:52 :

2021/03/20
21:53

2021/03/20
21:53 :
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"20090265631").pn. and map and
‘thumbnail

-("0006965" | "0007190" | "0007474"|
"0007804"| "0007962"| "5450504"|
"5835616"| "5850470" | "5982912"|
"6134339"| "6246779"| "6301370"|
"6697502" | "6714215" | "6728401"|
"6940545"| "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895"| "7702185"| "7840344"|
"7916905"| "7929771" | "7948502"|
"7965908"| "8086867"| "8121408"|
"8165352"| "8175340"| "8326000"|
"8358811" | "8416312" | "8649604"|
"8660358"| "8750574" | "9152849"|
"9495583" | "10001917" | "10073584"|
"10120947" | "10139989" | "10140743"|
10145704" | "10147215" | "10324973"|
"10489980" | "10540668"| "10606449" |
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
10650475"| "7461099"| "7522701"|
"7587671"| "8239784"| "8332402"|
"8584015"| "8626699"| "8698762"|
"8712192" | "8743411" | "8880535"|
"9047847"| "9135751" | "9323855"|
"9336240"| "9436374" | "9471200"|
"9606668"| "9677886"| "9703873"|
"9715366" | "9836183" | "9857941"|
"9916075"| "D742405" | "0000102" |
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107"|
"0000112" | "0000116" | "0000117" |
"0000119" | "0000122" | "0000124"|
"0000126" | "0000129"| "0000130"|
"0000131" | "0000203" | "0000205"|
"0000207"| "0000210" | "0000216"|
"0000217"| "0000219" | "0000221"|
"0000224" | "0000226" | "0000227"|
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000305"|
"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318"|
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327"| "0000331" | "0000407"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
"0000414" | "0000418" | "0000421"|
"0000422" | "0000423" | "0000425"|
"0000428"| "0000430" | "0000507"|
"0000509" | "0000510" | "0000512"|
"0000514" | "0000516" | "0000521"|
"0000522" | "0000528" | "0000529"|
"0000530" | "0000603" | "0000604"|
"0000606"| "0000609"| "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000620"|
"0000621" | "0000623" | "0000624"|

-USPAT

-JPO;
IBM_TDB :

US-PGPUB; OR ON 2021/03/20.
22:00
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"0000625" | "0000626" | "0000627"|
"0000701" | "0000702" | "0000703" |
"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000710"|
:"0000711" | "0000712" | "0000716"|
"0000718" | "0000722" | "0000723" |
"0000728" | "0000730" | "0000731"|
"0000801" | "0000802" | "0000804"|
"0000805" | "0000806" | "0000808" |
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000823"|
"0000825" | "0000827" | "0000830"|
: "0000901" | "0000902" | "0000903" |
"0000904" | "0000905" | "0000909"|
:"0000911" | "0000917" | "0000923"|
"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
:"0000930" | "0001001" | "0001004" |
"0001006" | "0001008" | "0001010"|
-"0001011" | "0001013" | "0001015"|
-"0001017" | "0001018" | "0001021" |
"0001023" | "0001027" | "0001031"|
"0001101" | "0001103" | "0001104"|
"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001112"|
"0001118" | "0001119" | "0001122" |
"0001124" | "0001126" | "0001129"|
"0001201" | "0001204" | "0001208"|
"0001210" | "0001213" | "0001216"|
"0001219" | "0001222" | "0001227"|
"0001229" | "0001230" | "7475060"|
"7694236" | "7822746" | "7860846"|
- "7991283" | "8001124" | "8015144" |
"8024317" | "8032508" | "8055675"|
"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
"8108778" | "8150967" | "8166016"|
"8166168" | "8171388" | "8230338"|
"8255379" | "8264570" | "8271506"|
"8281027" | "8285483" | "8307029"|
- "8315959" | "20060165380"|
"20070282908" | "20090113350"|
"20090265631" | "5694514" | "6629104"
- | "7372976" | "7480669" | "8150844" |
-"8484223").PN.

"0006965" | "0007190" | "0007474"|
"0007804" | "0007962" | "5450504"|
"5835616" | "5850470" | "5982912"|
"6134339" | "6246779" | "6301370"|
"6697502" | "6714215" | "6728401"|
"6940545" | "7003135" | "7634662"|
"7646895" | "7702185" | "7840344" |
"7916905" | "7929771" | "7948502"|
:"7965908" | "8086867" | "8121408"|
"8165352" | "8175340" | "8326000"|
- "8358811" | "8416312" | "8649604" |
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"8660358" | "8750574" | "9152849" |
"9495583" | "10001917" | "10073584"|
"10120947" | "10139989" | "10140743"|
"10145704" | "10147215" | "10324973"|
- "10489980" | "10540668" | "10606449" | -
"10628463" | "10643263" | "10650039" |
"10650475" | "7461099" | "7522701" |
"7587671" | "8239784" | "8332402" |
"8584015" | "8626699" | "8698762"|
"8712192" | "8743411" | "8880535"|
"9047847" | "9135751" | "9323855"|
"9336240" | "9436374" | "9471200" |
"9606668" | "9677886" | "9703873"|
"9715366" | "9836183" | "9857941"|
-"9916075" | "D742405" | "0000102" |
"0000103" | "0000106" | "0000107" |
"0000112" | "0000116" | "0000117"|
"0000119" | "0000122" | "0000124"|
"0000126" | "0000129" | "0000130"|
"0000131" | "0000203" | "0000205"|
"0000207" | "0000210" | "0000216"|
"0000217" | "0000219" | "0000221"|
"0000224" | "0000226" | "0000227" |
"0000228" | "0000303" | "0000305"|
-"0000311" | "0000312" | "0000313"|
"0000314" | "0000315" | "0000318" |
"0000319" | "0000321" | "0000326"|
"0000327" | "0000331" | "0000407"|
"0000410" | "0000412" | "0000413"|
-"0000414" | "0000418" | "0000421"|
"0000422" | "0000423" | "0000425"|
"0000428" | "0000430" | "0000507"|
"0000509" | "0000510" | "0000512" |
"0000514" | "0000516" | "0000521"|
>"0000522" | "0000528" | "0000529"|
"0000530" | "0000603" | "0000604" |
"0000606" | "0000609" | "0000611"|
"0000613" | "0000616" | "0000620"|
"0000621" | "0000623" | "0000624"|
"0000625" | "0000626" | "0000627" |
"0000701" | "0000702" | "0000703"|
"0000707" | "0000708" | "0000710"|
"0000711" | "0000712" | "0000716"|
"0000718" | "0000722" | "0000723" |
"0000728" | "0000730" | "0000731"|
"0000801" | "0000802" | "0000804"|
: "0000805" | "0000806" | "0000808" |
"0000811" | "0000812" | "0000816"|
"0000818" | "0000819" | "0000823"|
"0000825" | "0000827" | "0000830"|
"0000901" | "0000902" | "0000903"|
: "0000904" | "0000905" | "0000909"|
"0000911" | "0000917" | "0000923"|
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:"0000924" | "0000925" | "0000926"|
*"0000930" | "0001001"| "0001004"|
"0001006" | "0001008"| "0001010"|
:"0001011" | "0001013"| "0001015"|
:"0001017" | "0001018" | "0001021"|
"0001023" | "0001027" | "0001031"|
-"0001101" | "0001103" | "0001104"|
:"0001107" | "0001110" | "0001112"|
°"0001118" | "0001119" | "0001122"|
"0001124" | "0001126" | "0001129"|
:"0001201" | "0001204"| "0001208"|
:"0001210" | "0001213" | "0001216"|
"0001219" | "0001222" | "0001227"|
"0001229" | "0001230"| "7475060"|
:"7694236" | "7822746" | "7860846"|
"7991283" | "8001124"| "8015144"|
"8024317" | "8032508" | "8055675"|
:"8060492" | "8069142" | "8086048"|
:"8108778" | "8150967" | "8166016"|
"8166168" | "8171388" | "8230338"|
"8255379" | "8264570" | "8271506"|
:"8281027" | "8285483" | "8307029"|
°"8315959" | "20060165380"|
"20070282908"| "20090113350"|
"20090265631" | "5694514" | "6629104"
: | "7372976" | "7480669" | "8150844"|
-"8484223").PN. and (image photo) with
: (sort$4 organiztion organiz$4) and :
: (person user people) with (view directory |
: database dashboardlist) same thumbnail
-and (person user people) adj3 thumbnail
-and album and map with (person user
: people) with location

-("20100088641" | "20100283743"|
"20070152984" | "20080052945"|
"20080168349" | "20080309632" |
"20090278806" | "20030122787"|
"20040135797" | "20040205504"|
: "20050183026" | "20060001652").PN.

_US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

"8698762" .PN. and (image photo) with
: (Sort$4 organiztion organiz$4) and
: (person user people) with (view directory |
‘database dashboardlist) same thumbnail
:and (person user people) adj3 thumbnail
:and album and map with (person user
- people) with location

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

"8698762" PN. and (people person) same
: name

-US-PGPUB;
-USPAT

OR ON=2021/03/20.

22:10

OR ON 2021/03/20.

: 22:11

OR ON 2021/03/20.
22:11

OR ON ~—_.2021/03/20.
22:11
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